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Current helicopter rotor blade designs incorporate fiber composite materials as a
means _of controlling weight, deformation, and vibration (i.e., structural tailoring).
Although fiber composites are orthotropic in material property classification, they can
exhibit general anisotropic material behavior to applied loads (extension-bend-twist
coupling) when the fiber orientations do not coincide with the structural coordinate
system [1]. Exact analytical solutions of this problem based upon three-dimensional
elasticity are intractable. Three dimensional finite-element modeling may be applied,
however, this approach is too costly for the discretization necessary for accurate stress
and deformation determination.
Instead one-dimensional beam-type models based upon standard or refined
theories are used. Standard beam theories, which are derived by extending the
Bernoulli-Euler theory to include extension-bend-twist coupling effects, have been
developed for thin-wall rectangular cross-sections and general nonhomogeneous cross-
sections [2,3]. In addition refined beam theories, which include the effects of transverse
shear deformation, exist for thin-wall single cell cross-sections. All of the existing one-
dimensional beam-type models yield only gross structural behavior such as force
resultants, moments, extension, bending rotations, and twisting angles. Stress
distributions may be calculated according to kinematic (Bernoulli-Euler and Saint-Venant
torsion) hypotheses, but they do not reveal the inter-laminar shear states. Moreover, up
to 48 unique constants must be known-for ea_ch different cross-section. These cross-
section constants provide important information concerning the beam axial, bending,
torsion, and shear stiffnesses, as well as coupling stiffnesses. But these constants, which
W
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are dependent upon the general warping of the cross-section, can very significantly with
changes in cross-section geometry and/or material definition. Thus it becomes very
difficult for an analyst to assess how minor changes in the cross-section definition will
effect the overall blade behavior.
Alternatively, Saint-Venant's elasticity solutions for extension, bending, torsion,
and flexure of a prismatic beam can be used to analyze the cross-section of advanced
composite helicopter rotor blades. These elasticity solutions accurately describe the
displacement, stress (including inter-laminar shear), and general cross-section warping
distribution for a given applied tip-load condition. Thus, these solutions can be used to
complement existing one-dimensional beam theories by providing a means for: (1.)
determining the general three-dimensional warping of the cross-section, (2.) calculation
of the warping-dependent cross-section constants, and (3.) accurate calculation of the
stress distribution throughout the blade using the calculated shear and moment
resultants that can be determined from an appropriate derived one dimensional beam
theory. This beam theory must be derived using assumptions that insure that the
kinematic and stress fields are fully compatible with the aforementioned Saint-Venant
elasticity solutions.
1.)
Besearch Ob!ectives
During the contracted period, our research was concentrated into three areas--;
The development of an accurate and a computationally efficient method for
predicting the cross-section warping functions in an arbitrary cross-section
composed of isotropic and/or anisotropic materials. This new method involved
using a_power series_representation for the in-plane and out-of-plane warping
functions and then solving for the power series coefficients using variational
principles. Our work developed a theoretical approach and computational
procedure for cross-sections composed of isotropic materials (Chapter 2) and
generally anisotropic materials (Chapter 3). In addition,_ a separate research effort
was undertaken to develop the _'exact'_cr0ss-section warping functions and fully
coupled three-dimensional displacement and stress field for a tip-loaded
cantilevered beam having a solid elliptical cross-section and composed of generally
anisotropic materials (Chapter 4)_-These exact solutions are extremely useful for
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validating the computationally predicted warping functions and also for correlation
of the Stress and displacements distributions of a one-dimensional beam theory.
2.) _ _e development Of a general higher-order one-dimensional theory for anisotropic
beams. This theory is used to study the behavior of beams having an arbitrary
=
nonhomogeneous cross-section, where the effects of shear deformation and local
cross-section deformation are included using the aforementioned cross-section
_._ wa_rping functions. Thus, it is imperative that the beam theory is derived so thatthe
kinematic and stress assumptions are fully compatible with those of the Saint-
.... venant e!asticity solutions. Numerical results have proven that this new beam
_ -theo_ accurately predicts 5oth the displacement and stress distribution (all six
components). In our work, we first developed a linear dynamic one-dimensional
theory for isotropic beams, where we studied the static and free vibrational behavior
so as to assess the importance of the in-plane and out-of-plane warping functions
(Cl_ap-terr 5). Our results show that the in-plane functions are required for acquiring
accurate shear stress distributions, whereas only the out-of-plane warping function
..... is required for static and free vibration displacement information. Second, we
deveioped a general nonlinear one-dimensional theory for spinning anisotropic
beams (Chapter 6). Our preliminary results show the importance of including both
the in-plane and out-of-plane warping functions for determining accurate stress
information and coupled displacement behavior (i.e. static deformed shapes and
mode shapes).
_3.) The development of an analytical model for assessing the extension-bend-twist
coupling behavior of nonhomogeneous anisotropic beams with initial twist (Chapter
7). A model was formulated, where the displacement solutions are defined with
pretwist-dependent functions that represent the extension, bending and torsion and
_- pretwist-dependent in-plane and out-of-plane cross-section warping functions.
Numerical results illustrate the strong extension-t0i'sion coupling behavior in thin-
wall advanced-composite beams as a function of ply angle, initial twist level, and
initial twist axis location.._
i r
m
In the remaining six chapters of this report, the three different research areas and
associated sub-research areas are covered independently including separate
introductions, theoretical_deveiopments, numei;ical resultsl and references.= This was
don-_ because, first, each of the six topics are very independent in their focu__-_nd scope
1.3
and, second, each of the six chapters is=a copy 0t'an extended manuscript of an accepted
and/or published Journal or Conference article. For example, the work of Chapter 2 has
been published as a conference article [4] and has been extended and accepted to the
[5]. The results of Chapter 3, which has been recently completed, has been
submitted to the International Journal of Solids and Structures [6]. The work of Chapter 4
has been submitted for publication by The Journal of Com oosite Materials [7]. The
results of Chapter 5 have appeared in condensed form in a conference article [8] and will
appear in extended form in the Journal of Sound and Vibration [9]. The model of Chapter
6 is being published as a conference article [10] and will I:)e submitted to a Journal when
additional numerical results are completed. Finally, the formulation of Chapter 7, was
presented in a conference research article [11] and an AIAA Journal article [12]. In all 9
articles, the valuable assistance of R.C. Lake and the financial support of the NASA-
Langley Research Center was acknowledged.
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wChapter 2: A Power Series Approach for Isotropic Beams with
Arbitrary Cross-Sections
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airfoils not currently found in the literature.
Introduction
The behavior of a tip-loaded cantilever beam with an arbitrary cross-section is studied
using Saint-Venant's semi-inverse method along with a power series solution for the out-
of-plane flexure and torsion warping functions. For complex cross-sections, the
calculated power series coefficients represent a "best-fit approximation" to the exact
warping function. The resulting warping functions are used to determine the cross-
section properties. A new linear relation is developed for locating the shear center,
where the twist rate is zero about the line of shear centers. Numerical results are
presented to verify the approach and second provide section data on NACA four-series
Closed-form solutions for Saint-Venant's flexure and torsion problems (tip-loaded
cantilever beam) exist for only a few simple cross-section shapes (ellipse, rectangle,
equilateral triangle) [1-3]. For general cross-section shapes (i.e., cambered airfoils), the
cross-section dependent flexure and torsion warping functions cannot be determined
exactly and thus approximate techniques must be used. One proven approach for
approximately determining the saint-Venant torsion [4] and flexure [5] functions involves
the application of the finite element method. In this approach, the general cross-section
is discretized into triangular and/or quadrilateral subregions (elements) with out-of-plane
nodal variables that represent the cross-section warping, where the warping distribution
is determined by applying the principle of minimum potential energy. While the finite
element appr0ach_is well behaved, ii'has two shortcomings. First a large number of
elements are required for complex cross-sections, which leads to a large set of linear
algebraic equationsl Second, the resulting array of calculated nodal values provides
very little physical insight into the warping definition and one typically resorts to graphical
finite element I_OSt-processing techniques to understand the warping distribution. An
alternative approach, which has been developed by Mindlin [6] for the solution of Saint-
Venant's torsion problem (generalized plane strain), involves assuming a double power
series for the warping function. The power series coefficients are determined by solving
a set of linear algebraic equations, where the number of equations is equal to the
number of Unknown coefficientS_ _Thus, the problem size is independent of the cross-
2.1
_sectioncomplexity, and only dependent on the number of terms in the power series,
The objective of the current investigation is to study the flexure and torsion
behavior of a tip-loaded cantilever beam with an arbitrary cross-section, where both the
flexure and torsion warping functions are expressed as a double power series in terms of
the cross-section coordinates. The coefficients associated with the power series terms
are determined by solving a set of variationally derived linear algebraic equations, where
the number of equations is equa!:_Q the number of unknown coefficients. For complex
cross-sections, the calculated coefficients represent a "best-fit approximation" to the exact
warping function which may be an infinite series of transcendental functions. To aid in
the evaluation of the power series weighted area integrals, the cross'section is
discretized into a series of triangular subregions, where the integration in each subregion
is evaluated exactly using Guassian Qaudrature formulas for triangles [7,8]. The triangle
aspect ratio is not critical as opposed to the finite element method, since the power series
is a global cross-section function and not a local element function.
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Once the flexure and torsion warping functions ` are known for a given cross-
section and material definition (Poisson's ratio), then the resulting three-dimensional
displacement and stress distributions can be used to: (1:) study the overall beam
behavior, (2.) determine important beam-type section properties including; the torsion
constant, shear deformation coefficients, shear center location, and shear correction
factors (for "13moshenk0's beam theory [9,10]), and(31idevelop a one-_dimensi0narbeam
theory [11] that includes cross-section flexure and torsion warping effects and is fully
compatible with the three-dimensional stress and displacements predictions of Saint-
Venant.
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The determination of the shear center location has been studied by numerous
researchers [2,3,5,12-15], where the shear center is commonly defined as "the load point
where the mean value of the local cross-section twist is zero 0'.e.,/oca/twist rate about
the section centroid is zero); Applying this definition to Saint-Venant's flexure and
torsion problems leads to a zero twist rate about the centroidal axis, but any other line
parallel to the centroidal axis, including the line of shear centers, will have a
twist rate. This nonzero twist rate for al! lines except the centroida! axis _urs be__use
the application of a transverse tip load produces a linearly increasing bending stress
state no_finalto the cross-section and straining within the cross-section. This straining
within the cross-section, which causes the particles of the cross-section totranslate and
rotate into an anticlastic surface, also increases linearly from the beam tip. Thus any line
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:that is composed of cross-section particles that are offset from the centroidal axis will
• undergo linearly varying twist =(i.e. constant twist rate with zero twist at the beam-tip) as a
.. =
result of an applied transverse tip load. Recently, in [16,17], an analytical approach was
developed for locating the shear center in thin plate-like cross-sections, where the
aforementioned definition was modified to be "the load point where the twist rate about
the line of shear centers is zero'. Although the two definitions appear to be very similar,
this definition insures that the shear center is coincident with the center of twist.
Moreover, numerical results for thin triangular cross-sections revealed profound
differei_c_s (40-67%dependir_g _ponPotsson ratio) li_ the sheai" center locations, in my
current paper, the shear center location is determined using both the classical definition
ar_dthe more recent definition i16,17], Where a linear relationship between the_two
locations is developed that is valid for any cross-section shape and material definition.
Numerical results are presented to verify the approach and provide new data for NACA
four-series airfoils. The sensitivity of the section properties (especially the shear center
location) with airfoil thickness and camber is of interest to aeroelasticians because of the
profound effect these parameters have on divergence and flutter speed calculations. The
current work significantly improves upon the fundamental studies of the shear center
location for solid airfoils [15,18], where these analyses approximately treated cambered
airfoils as cubic ovals.
General Beam Behavior
Theoretical Background
We begin by considering a cantilever prismatic beam of length L with an arbitrary
cross-section of area A composed of a homogeneous, isotropic material. A Cartesian
coordinate system (x,y,z) with corresponding displacement components (u,v,w) is defined
with_ihe_(_r_ginattire centroid ofthe rodt_en_-_and'the-(x,y) axes coincide with the principal
axes of the root cross-section. See Fig. 1. The beam is subjected to a force with flexure
components (Px, Py) that act through the centroid of the tip cross-section (z=L) in the x-
and y-directiOns,-respectively, and an applied torque (Mz), where they satisfy the
following three equations of stress equilibrium;
 X.IA.XZ ,..IA,x.,z,,.c,
Z.3
Furthermore, the body forces are considered negligible so that the in-plane stresses (O'xx,
O'yy,'¢xy)are equal to zero and the normal stress is defined as a linear function, following
Saint-Venant's assumptions [1-3],
(2)
II
I
where/xx and/yy represent the principal moments of inertia about the x- and y-axes,
respectively. Introducing these assumptionsinto the stress equi!ibdum equations and
integrating yields the well-known form [1-3] of the displacement components and shear
stresses
4 z,}
.... _ +_ ,,x_,.z)}-oyz+b,z-_y+b,
Elxx[2 E_
(3.a)
+ 8xz + bsz + b6x + b2 (3.b)
=
=
P Lz (3.c)
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-GPx(vxy }-_ I-V-(y2- x2)
"Cyz= Ely), Elxx [2
. GPx .v--.rx2 Elxx [vxy }
_'xz= E--T-_{2" "Y )} "GPy"
+ G +x (3.d) i
i
where, E is the Young's modulus of the material, v is the Poisson's ratio, Gjs the shear
modulus that satisfies ( = E/(2(l+v )) ), e is the beam twist rate about the centroidal axis,
_x,y) is a fu nction that describes warping out of the cross-section plane,, and bl-b6 are
_ntegration'-_AtAi;tha°t'a--re,pea,edbyde.ni_the_i_0-_the'bea__0otl_nthe
cu rre nt development, the geometric bou ndary_ndition s are prescribed by restrai..........ning
thetransiat_0na_motionoftherootc_ntroi-d_ix;pz;0]'an__r_u=_ngthatih-es_opean_
twist of the centroidal axis are zero at the beam root,
__ o_u o_v _u _)v
u= v= w= _ = _ = = 0. (4a-t)
az az _y ax
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This approach is identical to that Of [2,3] and thus bi =0 (i = 1-6).
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The determination of the warping function (_ is accomplished by applying the
principle of minimum potential energy
81-f = 8U-8We = 0
where (SU) is the variation of the strain energy given by
(5.a)
8u=_L_ &_zzezz+_yzyyz+_xzyxzdAdz', (5.b)
since (O'xx= O'yy= _'xy = 0), and 8We is the variation of the work of external forces that
results from the applied tractions on the beam ends;
(5.c)
Substituting Eqns. (2,3,5.b, 5.c) into (5.a) and carrying out the integration over the beam-
length
dA (6)
" PY ELIAYS_vdA"E--_ELIAXSVdA Elxx
An examination of Eq. (6) reveals that (_ can be expressed as a linear combination of
three cross-section dependent functions that are proportional to the rates of beam
curvature and twist
?..5
lib
C
where (V/1,1Y2) represent the shear-dependent warping functions and (I/_3) is the Saint-
Venant torsion warping function.
III
The shear stress distributions of Eqns. (3.d,e) can be expressed in terms of the
rates of bending curvature and twist by makinguse of Eq. (7), i
where
PY :8
Tyz = Tyz(1) Px -I- Tyz(2 ) -I- TyZ(3 )
Elyy Elxx
zii
m
¢xz Px , _CY_, e
= Cxz(1)Elyy Cxz(2)Elxx ¢xz(3) __ _i
Cyz(1) "G{_-_y ",_/xY I . TXZ(1) ==GI_-_x "2_x2"y2)}. i
|1 ,} l
The twist rate (_) as a function of the applied loads (Px, Py, Mz) can now be
determined by substituting Eq. (8)into (1.c), integrating and rearranging
where
e=
a_3Mz " al-_ L" a2_l_)I_, '
aj= X_yz(_-y_xz(,_dA , (i = 1,3) .
(9.a)
(9.b)
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Torsional Rigidity and Shear Center Location
The cross-section torsional rigidity (GJ) is commonly defined as the constant (a3) in Eq.
(9.a). The remaining two constants (al,a2) in Eq. (9.a) can be used to locate the classical
definition of the shear center (xs,Ys); 'the load point that produces a zero mean value
cross-section twist' (i.e., zero local twist about section centroid, e = 0) [2,3,5,12-15]. This
location can be determined by applying ageneral flexural force (Pxs, Pys) through the
unknown point (xs,ys), recognizing the equivalent centroidal forces and moments are
Px = Px_ , P¥ = Pys , Mz -- Pys xs" Pxs Y$ , (10.a-c)
substituting these resultants into Eq. (9.a), rearranging, noting that (e = 0), and then:
= .al (10.d,e)x, y,-
Elxx ' EI_
Although this definition leads to a zero twist rate about the line of centroids there will be a
nonzero twist rate about every other line parallel to the centroidal axis as a result of the
formation of the anticlastic surface. This is observed by calculating the micromolar twist
rate as
. = + x} (11)2 ax ay)
N
=;; =
=-==:
Y_
m: :
Applying a force (Pxs, Pys) through the above shear center definition will produce a zero
micromolar twist rate about the centroid axis (since x=y=e =0), but a nonzero micromolar
twist rate (es) about the calculated line of shear centers (Xs,Ys) that is equal to:
..... aO_z = e, =. vy,}+ vx_}. (12)
_ Ti X-Xs
Y=Ys
This nonzero micromolar :twist rate is illuStrated in_Rg._2.ai_ Where the _ef0rmed root (z=0)
and tip (z=L) cross-sections of the loaded (Py$) cantilever beam are superimposed.
An alternate shear center location (Xs*,ys*) can also be determined so that the
application of an applied flexure force (Pxs, Pys) will produce a zero twist rate about the
calculated line of Shear centers and insure that the shear center is coincident with the
2,7
Center of twist. The current model has advantages over the procedur e of [16,!_ inthat it
uses the Saint-Venant results directly and can be applied to any arbitrary cross-section,
not just thin cross-sections. T_hiscalculation involves findingthe load point in the cross-
section plane that will produce a twist rate about the centroidal axis that is equal to the
negative of the anticlastically produced micromolar twist rate, thus
(13)
where these twist rates offset each Other to produce a zero twist rate about the line of
shear centers. See Fig. 2.b. Substituting Eqns. (13) and (10.a-c) into (9.a), one can
determine this shear center location as:
a2 al (14.a,b)
x;= (E_xx+,GJ)' Y_= "(El_y+,GJ)'
or in terms of the previous (classical) definition by making use of Eq. (10.d,e) and (G/E =
1/2(1+v)):
= x_ _= ys
_._y__ _J_ '
x; 1+__L_J_ '(I+v)21xx 1+(1+_)21_y
(14.c,d)
and the percent difference between the two locations can be expressed as:
Xs.-_x*s=_..v___L.
x, (I+v)21xx'
Ys" Y's= ._.v____J__
ys (I+v)21yy" (14.e,t)
It is interesting to note that (x_,y_) will always be less than or equal to (xs, Ys), where the
two locations are equal when either the Poisson's ratio is zero, the shear center is
coincident with the centroid (a2=a3=0), or the cross-section is very thick so that (J//xx) or
(J/k/y) is effectively zero. For most thin solid cross-sections (including NACA airfoils or
triangles), J/Ixx =" 4, and thus the percent difference when measured from the centroid will
-generaily-Va_from40;,to t0 67% depending upon the Poisson ratio (assuming
0.25<v<0.50), which is agreement with the work of [16,17].
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Shear Deformation
An examination Of the displacement components of Eq. (3:a-c) reveals that the
calculated centroidal tip displacements (u(x=y=O,z=L) = PxL3/3Elyy, v(x=y=O,z=L) =
PyL313EIxx) agree with the strength of materials solution, but the additional displacement
associated with shear deformation does not appear as a result of our original assumption
(Eq. 4.a-f) that the slope of the deformed centroidal axis at the beam root is zero
(b4,bs=O). This additional displacement can be included by simply rotating the deformed
beam so that the slope of the deformed cross-section at the centroid (x=y=0) is coincident
with the x-y plane, and thus the deformed centroidal axis will have a nonzero slope (see
[3] for additional details). The rotation angles are equal to the shear strains (?xz,Tyz) at
the centroid of the beam root (x=y=z=O) and_thus by combining Eqns. (3,7,9.a,10) the
shear angles defined in terms of the applied forces (Px,Py, Mz)are:
=,xz<o, + I F,xx÷
x=y=o x.y.o/ x=y=o x=y=o/ x=y-o
(15.a)
x=y-o/ x=y=o/ x=y=o
(15.b)
[]
w
r..:=
where the subscript (o) is introduced to symbolize the evaluation of the function at the
centroid (x=y=0). The final form of the displacement components including shear
deformation (from Eq. (3.a-c))is:
u = Elyyt2
EPI_vxI,_L- z)}- Oyz + b4z
V E/xxl2
W=
"EIp/((2JJ "Elxx{'( " 2 l) + _F(x,Y) - b4 x- b5 y
;>.9
(16.a)
(16.b)
(16.c)
Uwhere V/, e, b4, and bs are defined in Eqns. (7), (9.a), (15.a), and (15.b), respectively.
.Kinematics of a Comoatible One-Dimensional Theory
A fully compatible one-dimensional beam theory can be developed using the
following kinematic relations
u(x,y,z)= U(z).ye(z) + v/x(X,y),
v(x,y,z)= V(z)+xe(z) + v/,,(x,y),
w(x,y,z) = W(z) : Xd>y(Z)+ yC_x(Z)+ v/z(x,y),
(17.a-c)
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where (U, V, IN) are z-dependent displacement functions that act along the x,y, and z
directions, respectively, (d_x,d_y,8), are z-dependent rotations about the x,y, and z axes,
respectively, and (v/x, v/y, V/z) represent cross-section dependent "residual" (or warping)
displacements of the beam. "The in-plane functions (v/x,v/y) which are associated with
formation of the anticlastic surface, can be neglected by assuming (CTxx=Gyy=Txy=O) and
thus using a one-dimensional constitutive model:
L
•Gzz E ezz = E _-_- x + y ,
=o .z=oIx  . z.Ox. I
":xz = G Txz = G - y _-_ . -_ - d>y+ _x I "
out-of-plane warping functiOn (from Eq. (16.c))is
(18.a-c)
If one assumes that (U, V,W} and (d_x, ¢_,8) represent the displacements and
rotations about the centroid [9], then the corresponding definition of the one-dimensional
v/z = _x,.v)- b4x- bsy • (19)
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Where (_ is given in Eq. (7).
Alternatively, based upon the work of [10], one can assume that (U, V, IN) and
(d_x,d>y)are the mean displacements and the mean rotations of the cross-section
fA t1 ywdA d>y= xU,v, w = (u,v,w)dA , ¢_ " /xx ' (20.a-e)
and the correct form of the out-of-plane warping is obtained by substituting Eq. (16.c) into
(20.a-e) and then into (17.c):
V_z=_" Y y_dA- x (20.f)
where (_ is given in Eq. (7).
The development of the equations of motion and the corresponding boundary
conditions using the kinematic relations of Eqns. (17.a-c) can be determined using
Hamilton's principle, where the ben_r_g and torsion _i:elated se_ion constants are ....
dependent upon the one-dimensional out-of-plane warping function (_'z). The complete
details of this refined model can be found in the second part of this paper [11].
Finally, a set of linear equations can be developed that relates the kinematic
description of shear strain and twist rate to the shear (Px,Py) and torsion (Mz) resultants,
which can be used to (1) transform the warping function definition (Eq. (7)) to a
kinematically scaled function, and (2) provide valuable one-dimensional cross-section
constants. Substituting Eqns. (18.b,c) into Eqns (1.a-c) and carrying out the integration
over the cross-section results in
l//IRll R12 0 Px Sll 0 S13R2_ R22 0 Py 0 S22 _-E+ ¢x ,= s23|_ avMz 0 0 s =j/ ae
t -E;
(21)
z
t.
2.11
Where the coefficients (_j) and (Sij) are defined in the Appendix. Multiplying Eq. (21) by
the inverse of [RJ results in the following set of linear equations
_U
-GAy k13 o_V
GA_ k23 _- + d>x
GJ a_ e
_z
Py = GA k12 GA k22
Mz -GAy k13 GA_ k23
, (22)
where (k11, k12, k22) are the shear correction coefficients needed for Timoshenko's beam
theory [9] and (k13, k23) are the shear correction coefficients for coupling between flexure
and torsion. This approach for flexure-torsion behavior is an extension of the method
developed in [10] for uncoupled bending only.
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Solution Procedure zmIB
. WarDin0 Function Determination via Power Series
The warping function (_) of Eq. (7), which is dependent upon both the cross-
section shapeasWell as the material properties, can be determined by soiving a set of
variationally derived algebraic equations based upon the principle of minimum potential
energy. In this development the warping function is defined as a power series:
rn=0 n=0
Cmnxm y n " COO, (23)
where G'nnare the unknown coefficients and the rigid bodytranslation coefficient (coo) is
not included since it was accounted for in Eq. (3.c) by (b3). If one assumes a finite series,
then the above equation can be written in matrix form as
= [N(x,y)](c} (24)
where [N(x,y)] is an array of the power terrns, {c} is an array of unknown coefficients, and
the array sizes are dependent upon the selected polynomial order. For example, if a
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cubic polynomial was selected, then based upon Pascal's triangle there are nine terms,
and the above arrays have the form:
!
[N(x,y)]
= I x, y,
C =" C10, C01,
X2, xy, y2, X3, x2y, xy2, y3},
C20, C11, C02, C30, C21, C12, C03 } "
)
(25.a, b)
A set of linear algebraic equations for determining the coefficients {c} can be obtained by
substituting Eq. (24), into Eq. (6) and taking the variation with respect to the unknown
coefficients (8_'= [N(x,y)]{Sc}):
[K]{c}=
,.-:
where the stiffness matrix is defined as
(26.a)
m
IA " T _ _..._.N(x,y)] dA (26.b)
the force matrices are presented as
[Fw]=EL[IAX[N] TdA, IAY[N]TdA,
0 (26.c)
(26.d)
and
= Elyy'Elxx' "
(26.e)
The coefficients {c (1)} associated with the unit warping function (V/l) in Eq. (7) are
determined by setting {(2} T., {1,0,0}. Similarly, the coefficients {c (2)} for (V/2) and {c (3)}
i,r
2.13
ior (IV3) are determined by performing analyses with {Q}T = {0,1,0} and {Q}T = {0,0,1},
respectively. Thus, the complete warping function distribul:ion for the three cases can be
written matrix form as;
I 1
C,,omDuter Program
A computer program was written where, first, the boundary of a genera ! cross-
section is defined using (n) coordinate points with (n) st_'aight line segmen{s cOnnecting
the points. Second, the cross-section is discretized into (n) triangular subreglons, where
one edge of a triangle is a boundary line segment and the other two edges connect the
end-points of a boundary line segment with the user-defined cross-section origin. Thus
all of the subregions have one corner thatis defined at theorigin. See Fig. 3.b for an
example of a rectangle defined using four triangular subregions' Thirdl the cross-section
centroid and principal axes are calculated and then the cross-section coordinates and
applied forces are transformed to the cross-section principal axes. Fourth, the area
integrals (Eqns. 26.b-d) for each triangle subregion are evaluated using exact Gaussian
Quadrature formulas [8], where the cross-section power series polynomial can be user-
defined. Fifth, the complete cross-section stiffness and force matrices are formed by
simply adding together (not finite element type assembling) all of the triangular subregion
matrices. Sixth, the coefficients for each of the three cases of {Q} are determined.
Seventh, the calculated coefficients along with the power series polynomial definition are
used to determine the shear stress distribution and the cross-section properties (shear
center location, torsion constant, shear correction factors, etc.). Finally the calculated
values are transformed from the cross-section principal axes back to the user defined
coordinate system.
_ ,--_ _ _ _- ....
This approach strongly differs from previous finite element based approaches [4,5]
in that the global matrix size is defined by the assumed polynomial order and not the
complexity of the cross-section. Moreover, cross-section cavities can be easily treated by
simply subtracting off the triangular subregions that define the cavity. The aspect ratio of
a triangle subregion is not critical, since the power series is a global cross:section
function and n0ta local subregion function (i.e., finite element method).
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Numerical Results
\
Prismatic cantilever beams with three different cross-section types are studied to
first verify the current approach (ellipse, rectangle), Fig. 3, and second illustrate important
results not found in the literature (NACA 4-digit airfoils), Fig. 4. The beam material
properties are defined as (E=i .0, v=-0.333).
=
Initially the current approach was verified by studying the behavior of cantilever
beamsWith _elliptical cross:sectionShavihg a wide range of aspect ratios (0.01 <b/a_;100),
where (a) and (b) are the semi-axes length in the x and y directions, respectively. See
Figu-re3.a. Each elliptical cross'section was discretized using 90 points on the cross-
section (i.e. 90 triangular subregions) and the warping functions were defined using a
cubic polynomial (9 unknown coefficients) with a corresponding exact Gaussian
Quadrature formula [8]. In Fig. 5, the variation of the nonzero nondimensionalized
coefficients for an applied bending curvature rate (PxlElyy) and twist rate (8) are
presented as a function of aspect ratio (b/a), where the circles are the current calculated
power series solution and the bold solid lines are the exact solution from [2]. The flexure
solution in the x direction is composed of only three nonzero terms (_r1 = clox + C12xy2 +
c30x3), where the remaining 6 calculated coefficients are equal to zero. The c10 term is
proportional to the shear strain at the beam root (_z(o)) and thus is used as a measure of
shear deformation in the x-direction (b4), from Eq. (15.a):
x=y=0
= 7XZ(o)Elyy = b4Elyy.
a2Px a2Px
(28.a)
m
w
=m,w
Applying a force in they-dire_on (Py), would produce only three nonzero coefficients;
c01, c21, and c03, where again the remaining 6 coefficients are equal to zero. The
coefficient c01 is proportional to (_z(o)) and represents a measure of shear deformation
in the y-direction (bs):
j._a___ = Fyz(o)Elxx = bsElxx.
= b2 ayI b2Py b2Py
x=y=O
(28.b)
2.15
The twist rate dependent warping function is composed of only the bi-linear term (V_3=
c11xy), where the remaining 8 coefficients are equal to zer° and+ cll goes to zero as the
cross-section becomes a circie (b/a=-1). The torsion constant (GJ=-_) was calculated for
each aspect ratio and was found to be in exact agreement (identical to 8 decimal places)
with the closed-form solution of [2]:
GJ = G _ a3b3 (29)
!
a 2 + b 2
which was expected since the current torsion warping function is in agreement with the
published solutions. The shear center was calculated and found to be coincident with
the centroid for all aspect ratios (x$,=xs=O, ys*=ys=0). Finally, the shear _rrection factors
(k11,k22) were calculated and compared to the results of Cowper [10] (see Table 1). The
current predictions are in near exact agreement +over+a_broad range of asPect ratios,
where it is interesting to note that for a force acting through a very thin eilipse (for
example Py with b/a--0) the shear correction factor approaches zero+while a forc e acting
through a thick ellipse (Px with _bT-a=0) the shear correction factor approaches 0.917184.
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The behavior of cantilever beams having rectangular cross-se_!ons was also
studied in order to further validate the current approach. A wide range of aspect ratios
(0.01 <b/a<100) were investigated, where each cross-section was discretized using the
four corner points (four triangular subregions). See Fig. 3.b. From [2], the exact solution
of the x-dependent bend!ng curvatur e rate warping function (_vl) is defined as:
a2/__b_2. (1+ v)}x. {_.ixy2 + 6_1.{2+v 4vb3 _ ('l)n sinh(n;¢_) cos(racY). (30)Vii . / 3_aj }x3+ K3 n-1 n3 c°sh(n'_bb)
In order to compare the current power series predictions with the above infinite series of
transcendental functions, a Taylor series expansion was performed on Eq. (30) and the
first three nonzero terms were found to be:
+ v + 4vS(o)}x3+... (31 .a)
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where
(31 .b)
The torsion rate warping function (_3) is also described by an infinite transcendental
sedes [2], but as (b/a) approaches either zero or infinity the series reduces to simply
(_3=CllXy) with c11=-1 or c11=1, respectively. Moreover, the torsion warping function for
a square cross-section (b/a=l) can be expressed using a Taylor series expansion as:
/
4. oil
(32)
The calculated torsion rate warping function (W'3) is used to determine the torsion dgidity
GJ = a3 = G kt(2a)3(2b) (33)
m
where (kt) is the torsion constant.
w
_=
Two cross-section aspect ratios (b/a = 1,100) were initially studied to assess the
convergence of the calculated coefficients and the warping-dependent cross-section
constants as a function of the p0iynomial order for the warping function. In Tables 2 and
3, the first three nonzero flexure coe_ents, the first torsion coefficient, the shear
correction factor, and the torsion constant are presented as a function of power series
order and solution matrix size. In addition, reference values for the calculated values are
presented, where the three flexure coefficients are determined using Eq. (31), the torsion
coefficient is taken from Eq. (32), the sheai; correction f_act0r (kl 1)|S taken from [10], and
the torsion constant (kt) is taken from [2,3]. From these tables, it is obvious that the
integrated cross-section constants converge to the reference values much quicker than
the actual power series coefficients. This occurs because the calculated coefficients
represent a "best-fit" of the user-defined polynomial to the transcendental series, and
changing the order of the polynomial will change the magnitude of the calculated
_.17
coefficients, but it will have virtually no effect on the Integrals of these functions. Thus, if
one is only interested in warping related cross-section constants, then a low-order p0wer
series polynomial can be used, but if one is interested in the details of the warping
function, then a much higher-order polynomial is required.
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In Fig. 6, the first three nonzero nondimensionalized power series flexure
coefficients (symbols) are presented along with the Taylor series representation of Eq.
(30) given by the bold solid lines. The power series solution produces near exact
agreement over a broad range of aspect ratios (0.01<b/a<100), where a ninth-order
polynomial (54 unknowns) was used for the warping functio_n. As (b/a) approaches 100
(transversely loaded plate-type cross'section), the power series predictions deviate from
the Taylor series representation. This can be traced to the fact that the infinite
transcendental series in Eq. (30) converges slowly for large (b/a) and the selected ninth-
order polynomial can not accurately represent this behavior. Thus, one would need to go
to an even higher-order polyr_omiai for this severe aspect ratio. The shear center (xs,Ys)
and shear correction factors (kl 1, k22) were calculated for the entire range of aspect
ratios and it was found that the shear center was always located at the centroid and the
shear correction factors were always equal to 0.85105, which is in exact agreement with
[10] using v = 0.333. The calculated torsion constant (kt) is presented in Table 4 as a
function of aspect ratio, where the current results are in near perfect agreement with [2].
NACA 4-Dioit Airfoils
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The final set of beam cross-sections that were investigated included six NACA 4-digit
airfoils of different thickness (NACA 0006, 0012, 0018) and camber (NACA 2512, 4512,
6512). The numbering system for these airfoils is based upon section geometry [19],
where the first digit indicates the maximum value of the mean-line ordinate in percent of
chord (c), the second digit indicates the distance from the leading edge to the maximum
camber location in tenths of chord, and the last two digits indicate the maximum thickness
(tmaxi _in Percentofch0rd. TW0of the studiedairfoi_isl NACA-001_and NA(_A-4512, are
presented in Fig. 4, where a second coordinate system (_,_ is introduced with the origin
taken as the leading edge. Each airfoil was discretized using 95 points on the cross-
section boundary (i.e. 95 triangular subregions), the warping functions were modeled
using a 9th order power series polynomial (54 unknown coefficients), and the numerical
integration was performed exactly us!ng a 52-poin t Gaussian Qaudrature formula [8].
The calculated section properties for the six airfoils are presented in Table 5. The
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first five parameters represent the chord normalized geometric section constants and the
sixth parameter (6) is the rotation angle from (x,y) to the principal axes (x,y) with counter
clockwise defined as positive. The remaining nine parameters represent the torsion- and
flexure-dependent values. The torsion coefficient (kt), which is nearly independent of
airfoil thickness and camber, is found using the calculated torsion constant (GJ)
GJ = a 3 = G kt(tmax_C. (34)
m
w
=
=
w
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The chord normalized flexure dependent coefficients (c10, col) are also presented and
are used to provide a measure of chord-wise and thickness-wise shear deformation (see
Eqns. 28.a,b). From the coefficient (clo), it is readily apparent that the application of a
force in the chordwise direction (Px) will produce nearly constant shear-deformation
regardless of airfoil thickness or camber. Whereas the shear deformation associated
with a thickness-wise force (Py) is highly dependent upon the airfoil thickness but only
slightly dependent upon camber. The shear center locations are also presented for the
two definitions using the second coordinate system (_,,_. Both definitions locate the
shear center ahead of the centroid, where the difference between the two definitions is
nearly 50% (measured from the centroid with v=0.333) in the x-direction and a minimal
amount in the y-direction (cambered airfoils). It is interesting to note that the shear center
moves rearward (closer to the centroid) by either increasing the thickness or camber.
The difference that these two shear center locations have on the torsional divergence
speed of a straight uniform aircraft wing can be studied using (from [20]):
./ GJLID
2L'V c e ao(p/2) !
(35)
where (p) is the air density, (ao) is the lift curve slope, and (e) is the distance from the
elastic axis (line of shear centers)- tothequa_er-chord. _+%e ratio of the divergence speed
(UD °) using the corrected shear center location (aligned with the center of twist) based
upon [16,17] to the divergence speed (UD)using the classical definition [12], while
holding everything else constant, is equal to:
(36)
where the results for the six different airfoil sections are given in Table 5. Thus it is
apparent that the new (corrected) shear center location will predict divergence speeds
,+ 2..19
that are significantly lower (6-12%) than those using the classic shear center definition
and this reductJ-on is=larger for thin airfoils With-litt|e or no camber,
Lastly, the shear correction factors (kl 1,k22) are presented. Increasing the airfoil
thickness will produce a minor decrease in (k11) but Increase (k22) significantly. This
observation is in close agreement with the thin elliptical cross-section results (Table 1,
0.01<b/a<O.20). Introducing camber will significantly reduce both shear correction
factors (k11,k22).
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The flexure-torsion behaviorof a tip-ioade_ cantie_er bean1 v_th an a r-bfr,_ry cross-
section is studied using Saint-Venant's semi-inverse method along with a power series
solution for the out-of]plane flexure and torsion warping functions. The power series
coefficients are determined by solving a set of variationally derived linear algebraic
equations. For complex cross-sections, the calculated coefficients represent a "best-fit
approximation" to the exact warping function. A new linear relation is developed for
locating the shear center using the SaJnt-Venant flexure and torsion solutions, where the
twist ra-te is zero about the line of shear canters (not the centroidal axis)i In addition the
kinematic relations for a fully compatible one-dimensional beam theory are presented,
where the calculated current flexure and torsion warping functions are fully integrated
into the development (see part II [11]). Numerical results are presented for three different
cross-sections (ellipse, rectangle, NACA four-digit airfoils). For elliptical cross-sections, it
was shown that the calculated coefficients, as well as all of the section properties, were in
exact agreement with ex!sting elasticity solutions. For the rectangular cross-section, it
was shown that the calculated power series coefficients represent a "best-fit" to the
transcendental functions and a low-order polynomial can be used if only warping-related
section properties are desired, whereas a higher-order polynomial is required if the
warping function is to be studied in detail. Finally for NACA four-digit airfoils, the shear
defOrrnaion and shear correctiOn factor associatecIWih_a t_ickness-wise force (Py)is
highly dependent upon the airfoil thickness but only slightly dependent upon camber.
The x-direction shear center location is ahead of the centroid with the difference in the
two definitions being nearly 50% (for v=0.333) when measured from the airfoil centroid,
and increasing either the airfoil thickness or the camber will move the shear center closer
to the centroid. These differences correspond to a 6-121 decrease in the divergence
speed for the corrected shear center definition versus the classic definition.
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Appendix
$11 = $22 = GA,
$13= - dA,
(A.1,2)
(A.3,4)
(A.5)
Rl1=1 E _)x ' R12 = Elxx
R21 = Elyy R22 = 1- Elxx
(A.6,7)
(A.8,9)
dA. (A.10,11)
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Table 1:
I:Va
Shear correction factors for elliptical cross-sections (v,,0.333).
kll kll [11] k22
0.01
0.10
0.20
0.50
1.00
2.00
5.00
10.0
20.0
100.0
0.917181
0.916854
0.915869
0.909272
0.888864
0.829613
0.602246
0.309770
0.105567
0.004777
0.917181 0.004777
0,916854 0.309770
0.915869 0.602246
0.909272 0.829613
0.888864 0.888864
0.829613 0.909272
0.602246 0.9i5869
0.309970 0.916854
0.105567 0.917102
0.004777 0.917181
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Table 2:
Polynomial
Order
2
4
6
8
Calculated nonzero flexure and torsion power sedes coeff'cients, shear correction factor, and
torsion constant for a square cross-section (tYa-1.00) with (v=0.333).
Matrix
Size
5
14
27
44
Reference
clda2
0.8887
1.2405
1.2324
1.2340
1.2340
Rexure - x direction
030.
-0.3888
-0.3615
-0.3690
-0.3705
c12
w
0.1110
0.1018
0.1108
0.1114
kll
1.000
0.85105
0.85105
0.85105
0.85105
Torsion
(-c13)
1.556
1.250
1.574
1.574
0.167
0.141
0.141
0.141
0.141
w
r
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w
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Table 3: Calculated nonzero flexure and torsion power series coefficients, shear correction factor, and
torsion constant for a thin rectangular cross-section (b/a-100) with (v,0.333).
Polynomial
Order
2
4
6
8
Matrix
Size
5
14
27
44
-554.0
0.7783
1.2483
1.1130
Rexure - x direcUon
o30.
w
-0.3888
-0.1118
-0.2334
C12
-0.1663
-0.1670
-0.1514
kll
1.000
0.85105
0.85105
0.85105
Torsion
Cll
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.333
0.333
0.333
0.333
Reference 0.9943 -0.2873 -0.1382 0.85105 1.00 0.333
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ETable 4: Torsion coefficients (kt) for rectangular cross-sections (v=0.333).
b/a kt kt [2]
1.00 0.14058 0.141
1.20 0.16613 0.166
1.50 0.19578 0.196
2.00 0.22871 0.229
2.50 0.24940 0.249
3.00 0.26336 0.263
4.00 0.28086 0.281
5.00 0.29137 0.291
10.00 0.31297 0.312
0.33333 0.333
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Table 5: SectJonpmpe_esofNACAfour-digit_doils(v,-0.333).
NACA- NACA- NACA- NACA-
0006 0012 0018 2512
NACA-
4512
NACA-
6512
m
m
i
centroid
_/c: 0.42067 0.42067 0.42067 0.42061 0.42039 0.42006
'_c: 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.01520 0.03037 o.04sso
,_,c2 0.04106 0.06213 0.12319 0.06219 0.08236 0.06270
Ixx/C4 (10"5) 0.84944 6.79550 22.9350 6.97050 7.49940 8.39180
_(d/C4 (10 "3) 2.26500 4.52990 6.79490 4.53690 4.55840 4.59370
egrees) 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.41351 0.82850 1.24740
i
m
m
m
m
kt 0.15642 0.15386 0.14986 0.15396 0.15427 0.15479
Cl0/C2 (10 -1) 1.89102 1.89302 1.89633 1.89609 1.90553 1.92117
c01/c 2 (10 -4) 8.15829 32.5947 73.1685 32.5100 32.2590 31.8141
x"_c: 0.33935 0.34093 0.34350 0.34399 0.35233 0.36402
t,#ys/c: 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.02183 0.04378 0.06595
'_s*/C: 0.36634 0.36711 0.36838 0.36871 0.37319 0.37985
Ys/c: 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.02196 0.04398 0.06614
kl 1 0.91545 0.91462 0.91323 0.90181 0.86340 0.80324
k22 0.07740 0.24212 0.40041 0.22576 0.19355 0.16671
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beam with an airfoil cross-section where (a.) zero twist about the centroidai axis
and (b.) zero twist rate about the cak:ulated line of shear centers.
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3.) Elliptical and rectangular cross-sections with aspect ratio (b/a).
cross-section reveals the four triangular subregions.
The rectangular
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Chapter 3: A Power Series Approach for Generally Anisotropic
Beams Arbitrary Cross-Sections
Abstract
The behavior of a tip-loaded anisotropic cantilever beam with an arbitrary cross-section
is studied using Saint-Venant's semi-inverse method along with a power series solution
for the local in-plane and out-of-plane deformation warping functions. The power series
coefficients are determined by solving a set of variationally derived linear algebraic
equations. Using the resulting three-dimensional displacement solutions, the shear
deformation associated with applied tip loads is investigated as well as the shear center
location. Both of the extended definitions reveal the linear dependency of the shear
center location with beam-length. Numerical results are presented for three different
cross-sections (ellipse, triangle, NACA-0012 airfoil ) and two different materials (AI 6061-
T6, off-angle high-strength graphite/epoxy fibers).
Introduction
Closed-form solutions for Saint-Venant's problems (tip-loaded cantilever beam)
exist for only a few simple isotropic homogeneous cross-section shapes (ellipse,
rectangle, equilateral triangle) (Sokolnikoff, 1956) and one anisotropic homogeneous
cross-section (ellipse) (le and Kosmatka, 1992). For general cross-section shapes, the
local deformation functions of the cross-section cannot be determined exactly and thus
approximate techniques must be used. One proven approach for approximately
determining these local deformations in isotropic cross-sections (Herrmann, 1965;
Mason and Herrmann, 1968) and anisotropic cross-sections (Kosmatka and Dong
(1991)) involves the application of the finite element method. In this approach, the
general anisotropic cross-section is discretized into triangular and/or quadrilateral
subregions (elements) with in-plane and out-of-plane nodal variables that represent the
local in-plane deformations and out-of-plane warping. But the finite element method
requires a large number of elements for complex cross-sections, which will lead to a
large set of linear algebraic equations (thousands of unknowns). Moreover, the
calculated array of nodal deformations provides little insight into the deformation and
warping distribution over the cross-section and thus one must resort to graphical finite
element post-processing techniques to understand this distribution. An alternative
approach, which has been used by Mindlin (1975) for the solution of Saint-Venant's
isotropic torsion problem and by Kosmatka (1992) for the isotropic flexure problem,
involves assuming a double power series for the each of the local in-plane deformations
3.1
H
and the out-of-plane warping. The power series coefficients are determined by solving a
set of linear algebraic equations, where the number of equations is equal to the number
of unknown coefficients. Thus, the problem size is independent of the cross-section
complexity, and only dependent on the number of terms in the power series.
The objective of this paper is to develop a method for studying the behavior of tip-
loaded anisotropic beams with general cross-sections using Saint-Venant's semi-inverse
method, where the local deformations of the cr0ss-section are expressed as a double
power series in terms of the cross-section coordinates. The coefficients associated with
the power series terms are determined by solving a set of variationally derived linear
algebraic equations, where the number of equations is equal to the number of unknown
coefficients. For complex cross-sections, the calculated coefficients represent a "best-fit
aplSroximation" to the exact warping function Which may be an infinite series of
transcendental functions. To aid in the evaluation of the power series weighted area
integrals, the cross-section is discretized into a series of triangular subregions, where the
integration in each subregion is evaluated exactly using Guassian Qaudrature formulas
for triangles (Dunavant, 1985). The triangle aspect ratio is not critical, as opposed to the
finite element method, since the power series is a global cross-section function and not a
local element function.
Numerical results are presented for three different cross-sections (ellipse, triangle,
• NACA-0012) and two different materials (AI 6061-T6, off-angle high-strength
graphite/epoxy fibers) to first validate the approach, second prove convergence of
warping related cross-section parameters (torsion constantl shear center location, shear
deformation), third present important behavioral data not currently found in the literature
and fourth investigate the sensitivity of the shear center location with cross-section
shape, beam length, and material definition.
£-i _ _ _ _ _
Theoretical Background
We begin by considering a cantilevered prismatic beam of length L with an
arbitrary cross-section of area A composed of a homogeneous, rectilinearly anisotropic
material. A rectangular Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) with corresponding
displacements (u,v,w) is established with the origin at the centroid of the root end and the
(x,y) axes coincide with the cross-section principal axes. See Fig. 1. The constitutive
relations for the material are given by:
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[c] =[sp,
(1 .a-c)
where [C] and [S] are fully populated symmetric matrices with 21 distinct elements and
the stress and strain arrays are given as:
{-} ={,,xx. (,zz.,,z. ,xz.
(_}={,xx.,j,y. ,zz.rj,z.rxz.rxj,}
(1 .d,e)
At the root end, the beam is fully fixed. Within the framework of the Saint-Venant
problems, this condition cannot be described on a point-wise basis and the equivalent
statement at the centroid (x=y=z=O) can be used:
u= V= W= O,
_u _v _v Bu
;)z _)z _x _y
= O.
(2.a-t)
_:::=
t
g_
At the free end, tractions are applied which reduce to an equivalent force P and moment
M with respect to the cross-section centroid. The force P and moment M can be
decomposed into flexure components; Px and Py, an extensional component; Pz, bend-
ing moments; Mx and My, and a torsion moment; Mz. As a result of the applied tip loads,
five of the stresses are independent of z and the sixth stress ((:rzz) has flexure
components which vary linearly with z
+ O_zz(X,y) (3)
F
!
where lxx and lyy are the area moments of inertia about the x and y axes, respectively,
and oOzz is associated with extension, bending, and torsion. Introducing these
assumptions into the stress equilibrium equations and integrating yields the following
displacement and strain components (see Kosmatka, 1986; Kosmatka and Dong, 1991 ;
for further details):
F 3.3
U +{v,x2.v 2tz. W
m
. 2v,x÷voy}, z-l÷ 2,1}
2EIxx_ !
V e--Ll_z-3L)--_x_(z-2L)
= - 2E/xx_ 3
W
2EIxx _
+ _x(X,y)
(4.a)
v,x,fz- ,.z
+2,,_,}_(z.,)+_;,_z.2,)}+_,,_x._,)
+ v4y}x(z-L)- xz(z- 2L)}-_I-._My "4-
+,,,4_,_-,)-y,_z-2L)}-_-Px
and
Pxv_4z- L)-Py_ly(z- L)+_'_x
,;x =-E_,,y....... E_xx_ __x
(4.b)
. Px_2,,,l:z.L)-PYv2_4z-L)+_ "
_YY = Elyy Elxx _Y
+ _-Py- Pz}z + V/z(X,Y)
(4.C)
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(4.e) |
,zz= -.C-_-.{,,,_+,,,y+2(L-z)lx---_l,,,x+V,y+2i,-:_)h'" .- |
zt:lyy 2EIxx
=z==
. 1 My+
+ Mx + Mz y _ 2 '"'zl 2EA
• (4.0 W
7yz - _'3Z-[_ x + v2Y + v,(z-L x + VlX2- v2Y2- 2v4Y(z- L + ex +
• ,"L-_XX _ :,:,yy _ .- , o_Y ..
" _-_yy/vl " v2y2 " ()X _
:Yxz= E/xx (4.h) i
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L,,,,,=
PxV_ _z- L)- PyVBy(z- L)+ BVlx
_.xy= -E/_,. E/xx -_-+ ax
(4.)
where, A is the cross-section area, 8 is the twist rate of the beam about the centroidal axis
(z), E (= 1/S33 ) is commonly called Young's modulus, and vi are cross-coupling
coefficients defined as:
vi = .S/3 (4.J)
S33
Here Vl and v2, are the usual Poisson coefficients, and v4, v5, and v6, express the
three-dimensional extension-shear coupling that can occur in a completely anisotropic
body. The remaining functions (_'x, _Fy, Vz) represent local cross-section (x,y) dependent
deformations and are unique for each cross-section shape and material configuration,
and are linearly proportional to the six applied loads and twist rate (see Kosmatka and
Dong, 1991)
, 0)(_,x. _,y._,,) = _, (_'xc,).v,yc,)._',( Q_. (4.k}
i=I
where Qi are the components of
{ Q}T = {mx, my, Pz, Mx, My, Mz, (_} . (4./)
In the current development, the "unit" local cross-section deformations (_Fx(i), Vy(i),
_'z(i)) are assumed to have the form of a power series:
Vx (I) = _, a mn U)xm yn
m=O n=O
L
r
oo
_., b mn (i) x m yn,
m=0 n=0
(5.a-c)
m=O n=O
C mn(i ) xm y n ,
w :3.5
where (amn(i),bmn(i),Cmn(i)) are unknown coefficients that depend upon the cross-section
shape, material properties, and load-type ( Qi ), and the subscripts (m) and (n)
correspond to the order of (x) and (y), respectively. The four rigid body motions of the
cross-section (three translati0ns_ rotation about the z-axis) for each of the seven cases
are constrained by setting (aoo = boo = coo = 0) and requiring that (aol = blo). Assuming
that the series is finite, Eqns (4.k) and (5.a-c) are combined to form:
where
[I-i]=
!
[N(x,y)] 0 0 |
0 [N(x,y)] 0 I '0 [N(x,y)]
. (6.b,c)
and ['k'J is comprised of seven columns of unknown coefficients that have the form:
I{ }'{ }'{ )T}{'Y(0} T= a(_) , b(_) , c(0 , , i= 1-7. (6.d)
For example, if a cubic polynomial was selected, then based upon Pascal's triangle,
[N(x,y)] has 10 termS:
[N(x,y)]={ 1, x, y, x 2, xy, y2, x 3, x2y,
and {a (i)}, {b (i)} and {c (i)} for the ith column of [2 has the form'
xy2, y3} , (7.a)
{}'{ }ao) = aoo(o,a10(o,ao1(o,a20(o,a11(o,ao2(o,a30(o,a21(o,a12(o,a03(_) ,
I}'b(o = {b00(0,b10(t),b01(0,b20(/),b11(0,b02(0,b30(0,b21(0,b12(0,bo3(0},(7.b'd)
{}'{ }C(t) = COO(0' c10 (I), COl (i), C20 (0' Cll (I), CO2 (I), G30 (I), C_21(I1 , C12 (I), 0--03 (t) ,
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and the aforementioned three rigid body translations and one rigid body rotation are
constrained using standard finite procedures after the cross-section model is fully
assembled.
The strain array {e} of Eq. (1.e) can be obtained in terms of the matrix of unknown
coefficients [_£1, the applied forces and moments, and the centroidal twist rate by
substituting Eq. (6.a)into Eqns. (4.d-i):
where
[B] T =
--{[,,][,.]}{o).
_[ N(x,y)] 0 0 0 0 g[ N(x,y)]
Ox Dy
_[ N(x,y)]0 _[N(x,y)] 0 0 0
;)y _X
0 0 0 _N(x,y)] 8[N(x,y)] 0
Oy ax
(8.a)
(8.b)
and [_cc] is defined in the Appendix.
The magnitude of the unknown coefficients in [_] can be determined by applying
the principle of minimum potential energy:
517= 8U-&We = 0 (9.a)
where 8U is the variation of the strain energy;
(9.b)
and &We is the variation of the work of external forces that results from the applied
tractions on the beam ends;
_u
{ _xzSVx + t,vzS_y +O'zzS_z }1(z=L)dA "IA
3.7
{txzS_x + "CyzSVy+¢zz@_zI (z=O)dA
which reduces to (Kosmatka. and Dong, 1991):
(9.C)
I
Ii
;
lyy JA + IxxJAy &VzdA. (9.d)
A set of linear algebraic equations for determining the seven "unit" unknown
deformation coefficients is obtained by substituting (8.a), (9.b), and (9.d)into (9.a),
integrating over the beam volume, and taking the variation with respect to the unknown
coefficients:
where
[K]= LL [B]T[cIB]dA (10.b)
[Fvv],, L
i
and
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T-_IA --t-. I y[N (x,y)] dA 0 0 0 0 0
.t"
1 x[N (x,y)] dA lxx JA
(10. c)
[Fc]= LL[B]T[CI_cc]dA_. (10.d)
with ['_c] also being defined in the Appendix. The final form of the local cross-section
-- deformations (Ir:q-_-(4_k)_)are determinecl by-s0ivir_g (Eq. (lola))::for [_] and substit-uting
the results into Eq. (6.a). Similarly, the stress components (Eq. (1.d)) can be written in
terms of {Q}, using Eqns. (1.a) and (8.a), as;
{o'} = [_']{Q}, (12.a)
3.8
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(12.b)
The centroidal twist rate e (Q7) can now be determined in terms of the three
applied forces and moments by substituting the fourth (_yz) and fifth ('Cxz) rows of Eq.
(12.a) into the cross-section torsion moment equilibrium equation
Mz = IA x'ryz- y "rxz dA , (13.a)
integrating, and rearranging to get:
e = alPx+a2Py+a3Pz+a4gx+asgy+a6gz, (13.b)
where
and
!
a k = _ak , (k = 1-5) (13.c)
87
a 6 = _ , (13.d)
a7
a--_= IA {x(_4k)- y(_r5k)} dA , (k= 1,7) . (13.e)
The (l') and (/') subscripts of oij in Eq. (13.e) correspond to the row and column position in
[ol (Eq. (12.b)). The coefficients al-a6 are all independent of the beam-length because
from the original assumptions, the shear stress distribution is only a function of the cross-
section coordinates (x) and (y). Moreover, the torsion stiffness is commonly defined as:
GJ= 1/a6 (see Kosmatka and Dong, 1991).
Lastly, the local deformations, the strain array, and the stress array can be
expressed in terms of only the three applied forces and moments by combining Eq. (13.b)
with Eqns. (6.a), (8.a), (11) and (12.a):
,3.9
[.Vz
{e} = I 1[+
where
[7]=
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
and
(14.a)
(14.b)
(14.c)
(14.d)
{Q.}T = {Px, Py, Pz, Mx, My, Mz}. (14.e)
Behavior of an Anisotropic Beam
The general behavior of a cantilever anisotropic beam having an arbitrary Cross
section can now be studied using the displacement (4.a-c) and stress distributions (14.b)
along with the calculated twist rate (13.b) and the cross-section deformations (14.a). in a
previous paper, (Kosmatka and Dong, 1991), a detailed discussion was presented
covedng the extension,-bending,-t0rsion, and_lexure behavior Of anisotr0p|c caSt=qever
**prismatic beams based upon Saint-Venant solutions. In the current paper, we will focus
our discussions on two topics: shear deformation and further issues concerning the shear
center location.
Shear Deformation
An examination of the transverse displacements(u,v), from Eqns. (4.a,b), reveals
thatapplying either a bending moment (Mx,My) or a flexure force (Px,Py) will produce
centroidal tip components (x=y=0, z=L) that agree with the standard (isotropic) strength of
material solutions
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u(x=y=O,z=L) Px L3 + My L2
= 3Elyy 2Elyy'
v(x=y=O,z=L) PyL3 Mx L2
= 3 Elxx " 2 Elxx'
(15.a, b)
and applying an extension force (Pz) will produce only an axial component (w). But the
t.ransverSe components associated with shear deformation are not included in Eqns. (4.a-
c) because the fixed root boundary was defined by setting the deformed centroidal axis
slope to zero (du/gz=_v/_z=O). These additional transverse components can be included
by simply rotating the deformed beam so that the slope of the deformed cross-secti0n at
the centroid (x=y=0) is coincident with the x-y plane, and thus the deformed centroidal
axis will have a nonzero slope at the origin. These rotation angles are equal to the shear
strains (Fxz,Fyz) at the centroid of the beam root and can be found evaluating the4 th and
5th equations of Eq. (14.b) at (x=y--z=O). For example the rotation angle, about the y-axis,
associated with shear deformation in the x-z plane is equal (from Eqns. (4.h), (5.c), and
(14.a))to=: .....
Yxz(o) = ,xzl= =
x=y=O i= 1
x=y=O
(16)
Similarly the rotation angle, about the -x-axis, associated with shear deformation in the y-
z plane is equal to:
_'yz(o) = dy I = C01 (I) + ai c01 (7) O___•I i=1
x=y=0
(17)
The final form of the displacement components including shear deformation are
u = "2Slyyt3 t • -
(18.a)
3.1 1
V=
W
P
- PY llwx + v4y}y(z- L)- yz(z- 2L)} EA[ 2 22Eixx_ I o "--1-_V5 Px + V4 py" Pz}z
_'_Zco>X_'yZ<o_y+ Wz(x,y)
(18.c)
where e, _x, Vy, IFz, 'YXZ(o),and _Z(o)are defined in Eqns. (13.b), (14.a), (16), and (17),
respectively.
Shear Center Location. Line of Shear Centers
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For prismatic cantilever beams that exhibit iess than generally anisotropic
behavior (v4,v5=0), the shear center is a property of the cross-section and independent
of beam-length (line of shear centers is parallel to the centroidal axis). For this classof
materials, a classic definition has been presented for locating the shear center (Griffith
and Taylor, 1917) as 'the load point that produ.ces azero mean value cross-section twist
rate (i.e., zero twist rate about the centroidal axis)'. Attempting to extend thisdefinition to
a beam composed of a generally anisotropic material (v4,v5_0) leads to a shear center
location that is a function of the cross-section shape, material definition, and is linearly
dependent upon beam-length (Kosmatka and Dong, 1991). Thus, the line of shear
centers for a generally anisotropic beam is straight, but it is not parallel to the centroidal
axis.
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=_===
|We can study this phenomena by calculating the micromolar twist rate for a
particle in the beam:
_,oz=2/ _x _j,) 2-_-;_1_x÷2_2_,+- +
(19)
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where the (z) dependent terms are associated with anisotropic 'bend-twist' coupling as a
result of applied flexure. _The micromolar twist rate aboui the centroidal axis (x=y=0), to
be consistent with the work of (Griffith and Taylor, 1917), is:
a(.oz = 8 -_(z- L)+_z- L). (20)
az z_lyy
= =
r_
E_
m_
U
_ Next, we apply a general tip flexural force (Pxs, Pys) through the unknown shear center
location (xs,Ys), where the equivalent centroidalforces and moments are defined as
-- Py=Py,, = Py,x,- Px,y,. (21.a-c)
:Substituting Eqns. (21.a-c) and (i3.b)into Eq. (20) results in
amz L)) + 2E-_lxx z- L)) (22)
-_z = Px_al . a6Ys. v4 (z- + Pys(a2 + a6xs2Elyy
Since the micromolar twist rate (aO:z/aZ) varies linearly with (z) for a generally anisotropic
beam, it is not possible to locate the shear center so that the twist rate about the
centroidal axis is zero independent of beam axial position. Thus the Griffith and Taylor
definition can not be implemented if (v4,v5_0). Instead, we recognize that since the twist
'_ rate Varies linearly with (z), thenthemicromoiar twist (O_z) will vary quadratically with (z).
Thus, the best that can be achieved is to "locate the shear center (xs,Ys) so that there is
zero micromolar twist at the beam root (z=0) and zero twist in the cross-section plane that
contains the applied load (for a tip load, z=L)". This is accomplished by requiring that
..... ,_ _ _': ....[L acoz dz = 0 . (23)
. = - Jo az
L
= =
m
Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (23), carrying out the integration, and solvingl produces the
shear center location for the beam tip cross-section (z=L) that is independent of the
magnitude of the applied loads:
xs(z=L) XsL = " a2 4EIxxJ ' ys(z=L) = YsL = al + 4--_yy I •
(24.a,b)
3.13
The shear center location at the root of a generally anis0_trop!c beam (or a verY short
anisotropic beam (L,=0)) is equal to the classic Griffith/Tayior definition for an isotropic
cross-section (xso = -a2/a6, yso = al/a6). The shear center location in the beam-tip cross-
section (Eq. (24.a,b)) is composed of two terms; one WhiCh is independent of the beam-
length (i.e. the classic Griffith/Taylor definition) and one which is linearly proportional to
the beam-length, the material properties (v4,v5), and the ratio of the torsion stiffness to
the bending stiffness (ll(a6EIxx), ll(a6Elyy)). This development and discussion is
consistent with the shear center location proposed by le and Kosmatka (1992) for a
generally anisotropic beam with an elliptical cross-section.
An alternate shear center definition has been proposed by Reissner (1989, 1991)
using thin-plate theory so that "the application of an applied flexure force will produce
zero twist about the calculated line of shear centers" and thus insure that the shear center
is coincident with the center of twist. Recently, Kosmatka (1992) applied this definition to
Saint-Venant's flexure and torsion problems and developed a linear relationship for
calculating this new shear center location in an isotropic beam with an arbitrary cross-
section:
xs =- a2 y_ = al (25.a,b)
t V '
a6 +-v---Elxx a6 + Elyy
where the difference between this definition and the classic Griffith/Tayior definition for an
isotropic cross-section is an additional term in the denominator.
Now to apply this definition to a generally anisotropic beam with an arbitrary cross-
section, we again apply a general flexure force (Pxs, Pys) through an unknown shear
X *center location ( sL, YsL*) in the tip (z=L) cross-section, where the equivalent centroidal
forces and moments are given in Eq. (2i.a-c) and the micromolar twist rate about the
unknown shear center location is determined by substituting Eqns. (21.a-c) and (13.b)
into Eq. (19):
= o
.  2.a°X;L. 2VlX;L
(26)
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Once again, the micromolar twist rate (aO.)zlo_z)varies linearly with (z), and thus the best
that can be attained for _5"anisotropic beam is to locate the shear center so that the
micromolar twist (O)z) is zero at the beam root (z=0) and beam tip (load plane, z=L) and
varies quadratically between the root and tip. Substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (23) and
carrying out the integration over the beam-length, results in two coupled linear algebraic
equations that are used to solve for the new shear center location in the beam-tip cross-
section:
Elxx 2EIxx L
v6 V__.L
2Elyy a6 + Elyy YsL
"a2 }
4EIxx .
"
al + 4Elyy
(27)
An examination of the above equation reveals that: (1 .) this new shear center location for
_; an[sotrol:)ic beams will identically reduce to the results of Eq. (25) for isotropic materials
(v4,vS,v6=0), (2) the form of the length-dependency effects is identical to that of Eq. (24),
i,_which was developed by extending the Griffith/Taylor definition for anisotropy, and (3.)
the presence of (v6) introduces coupling between the (x)and(y) locations. The coupling
associated with (v6) is unique in that it is not present in the extension of the Griffith/Taylor
definition (Eq. (24)) and furthermore, (v6) type material coupling can not be included by
studying plate-type theories, which make use of plane stress assumptions. Finally, the
X, '*shear center location ( so, Yso*) in the beam root cross-section is determined by solving
Eq. (27), where (L) is set to zero. An example of the two different 'line of shear centers'
definitions are presented in Fig. 2, where it is possible that the shear center in the tip
cross-section plane can be well outside of the cross-section planform.
. COrnpu-te r*Program . , ,.
A computer program was wr[tten where, first, the boundary of a general cross-
section is defined using (n) coordinate points with (n) straight line segments connecting
the points. Second, the cross-section is discretized into (n) triangular subregions, where
one edge of a triangle is a boundary line segment and the other two edges connect the
end-points of a boundary line segment with the user-defined cross-section origin. Thus
all of the subregions have one comer that is defined at the origin. Third, the cross-
section centroid and principal axes are calculated and then the user-defined cross-
section coordinates are transformed to the cross-section principal axes. Next, the area
integrals (Eqns. 10.b-d) for each triangle subregion are evaluated using exact Gaussian
3.15
Quadrature formulas (Dunavant, 1985), where the cross-section power series polynomial
can be user-defined. Fifth, the complete cross'section stiffness and force matrices are
formed by simply adding together (not finite element type assembling) all of the triangular
subregion matrices and the three rigid body translations and rigid body rotation are
constrained. Sixth, the coefficients for each of the seven cases of {Q} are determined.
Seventh, the_calculatedc0efficients along with the power Series polynomial definition are
used to determine the shear stress distribution, the constants (ai (/--1-7)), the cross-
section properties (shear center location, torsion constant, shear deformation, etc.), and
transform the seven sets of calculated power series coefficients to six sets associated
with the six applied loads. Finally, the calculated values are transformed from the
principal axes back to the user defined coordinate system.
This approach strongly differs from our previous finite element based approach
(Kosmatka and Dong, 1991) in that the global matrix size is defined by the assumed
polynomial order and not the complexity of the cross-section. More0ver, cross'section
cavities can be easily treated by simply subtracting off the triangular subregions that
define the cavity. The aspect ratio of a triangle subregion is not critical, since the power
series is a global cross-section function and not a local subregion function (i.e., finite
element method).
Numerical Results
Prismatic cantilever beams with three different cross-section types are studied to
validate the current approach (ellipse), prove convergence (triangles), and il!ustrate
interesting beam behavior not found in the literature (triangle, NACA-0012 airfoil). See
Fig. 3.a-c. Two different materials are considered including; an isotropic material (AI
606i-T6, E=69 GPa, v=0.333) and a transversely isotropic material (unidirectional high-
strength graphite/epoxy fibers, (Table 1)) with G23 = E22/(2(1+v23)). Generally
orthotropic or anisotropic beam behavior is introduced by orienting the material reference
frame (1,2,3) associated with the graphite/epoxy fibers relative to the beam coordinate
frame (x,y,z) using (a) and (_, where the angles are defined in Fig. 4 and the resulting
transformation between the two orthonormal coordinate systems is given as:
{,}[ n o cos Ocos o,1{x}z2 = cos(_z) cos(_ cos(oc) sin(_ - sin(c_) Y •3 - sin(_ cos(._ 0 (28)
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The resulting 21 distinct flexibility coefficients (_j) are determined using standard
techniques (see Lekhnitskii, 1963) and are presented indetail in a recent paper (le and
Kosmatka, 1992; Appendix B). Aligning the fiber axes with the beam coordinate axes
with (_=/%0) will result in transversely isotropic beam behavior with v4=v5=v6=0.
Rotating the material axes about the (y) axis (set/%0, and vary _), will produce
orthotropic beam behavior with (v5_=0) and v4=v6=0. Similarly, rotating the material
axes about the (x) axis (set/%90 o, and vary a), will produce (v4_O, v5=v6=0). Finally,
rotating the material fibers in the cross-section (x-y) plane (set _¢=90°, and vary _ results
in v6,O). - "
Eili.0tical Cross-Section
_u
=_
The current approach was initially verified by calculating tl_e-10cal cross-section
deformations associated with applied flexure (Py) for anisotropic cantilever beams with
elliptical cross-sections having three different aspect ratios (b/a = 0.1, 1.0, 10.0), see Fig.
le3.a_ and comparing with the exact results presented by and Kosmatka (i992).
Anisotropic behavior was introduced by rotating the graphite/epoxy fibers in the x-z plane
(0o<_<90 o, ,8=-0o) So that vi' v2, and v5 are nonzero. Each eilipticai cross section was
discretized using 90 points along the perimeter (i.e. divide the cross-section into 90
triangular subregions) and th_localdeformations of the Cros-s-section (_x, Vy, _z) were
modeled using cubic polynomials (Eq. 7.a-d). Thus the resulting matrix equation of (Eq.
10.a) had 26 unknowns. The calculated power series coefficients were found to be
comprised of only nine nonzero values that have the form
ttfx = Py(aOly + a21x2y + ao3y3 ) ,
   olox÷o,2x,2  ox31
7: o
where these nine coefficients are expressed from Eq. (14) as:
(29.a-c)
,.3.17
aoo=(aon,21÷ aon, )
bmn = (bran(2) + a2 bran(7) ) , (29.d-t)
=(Oon,2,+a Con, ),
and the subscripts (2) and (7) are associated_ with the second and seventh column of [2.
The remaining 17 coefficients were always identically equal to zero independent of
aspect ratio and orientation angle. In Figs. 5-7, the variation of the nine nonzero local
deformation coefficients are presented as a function of orientation angle (a) for the three
aspect ratios, where the the exact solutions (le and Kosmatka, (1992)) are represented
by solid lines and the current approach is represented wi! h circles. From these figures it
is clear that the current approach can reproduce the exact local deformation results over
a broad range of aspect ratios and orientation angles. Using these local cross-section
deformation functions, the torsion constant, shear deformation, and shear center location
were calculated and also found to be in complete agreement with the exact solutions.
Readers interested in further discussions involving the variation of cross-section warping,
stress distribution, and section properties with fiber orientation angle and elliptical cross-
section aspect ratio are referred to (le and Kosmatka (1992)).
TrianQular Cross-Section
A second set of homogeneous isotropic and anisotropic cantilever beams having
triangular cross-sections were analyzed to first prove convergence of the cross-section
parameters with increasing power series polynomial order and second illustrate
interesting section property information not found in the literature. The triangle
represents an interesting cross-section shape because even though it is geometrically
simple (3 corner points, three triangular subregions), closed-form torsion and flexure
solutions for the local cross-section deformations exist for only the isotropic equilateral
triangle, whereas the local cross-section deformations for any other aspect ratio (b/a) are
represented by an infinite series of transcendental functions. For these cross-sections,
the current approach represents a "best-fit" to the infinite series, where almost all of the
calculated coefficents will be nonzero. As the order of the power series polynomial is
increased, the calculated coefficients may vary slightly, but the calculated cross-section
integrals (section properties) will experience Virtually no change. In this study, a 9 th
order power-series polynomial was used for each of the three local deformation functions
(161 total unknown coefficients) and the numerical integration was performed exactly
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using a 52-point Gaussian Quadrature formula (Dunavant, 1985). A second coordinate
system (x",y') is introduced in the triangle (Fig. 3.b), where the origin is located at the mid-
length of the base (b) and (x) bisects the triangle.
To study convergence of the section properties with polynomial order, we initially
analyze an isotropic (AI 6061-T6) cantilever beam with a thin triangular cross-section
(/../a=-lOi b/a=o.i).ln "l:able 2, the key secti0n parameters are presented as a functionof
polynomial order and matrix size ( [K] ). The normalized shear center locations, _'s/a and
• ,J,4_ ...............
_'s*/a, are presented in the (x,);') system, where the two values are significantly different for
this thin cr0ss-section, but both approaches exhibit monotonic convergence. The torsion
constant (GJ = 1/a3) is also presented, where again the solutions converge quickly.
Lastly, the ratios of the centroidal tip displacement associated with shear deformation to
the total centroidal tip displacement for applied flexure loads (Px) and (Py) are presented,
where the magnitudes of the ratios are given, from Eq. (18.a-c), as:
Ushear = YXZ(o)L Vsh_ar = 7YZ(°)L (30.a,b)
Utotal px L3 ' Vtota I PyL 3
7xz(°)L + 3Elyy FYz(°)L + 3EIxx
AS expected, shear deformation is a much larger effect for flexure loads applied in
x-direction because the effective beam-length aspect ratio is much shorter in the x-z
plane (I._/a= 10) compared to the y-z plane (L/b = 100). Both values exhibit monotonic
convergence, where it is interesting to note that the x-direction value converges quickly
using a low polynomial order (3). A second convergence study was performed using the
same geometric beam dimensions, but generally anisotropic behavior was introduced by
orientating unidirectional high-strength graphite/epoxy fibers with e_=/3=-30o. The
calculated section properties are presented as a function of polynomial order in Table 3.
The beam root and tip shear center locations are presented using both approaches,
where it is observed that: (i.) the Ioc._tion converges monotonically with increasing
polynomial order, (2.) the root shear Center :locations are within the cross-section, (3.) the
tip shear center locations are Well outside of the cross-section, and (4.) and the result
obtained by extending Reissner's approach is closer to the centroid (_'s/a=-0.333), more
conservative, than the result obtained by extending the Griffith/Taylor approach. The
torsion constant (G J) and the ratios of the centroidal tip displacement associated with
shear deformation to the total centroidal tip displacement for applied flexure loads (Px)
and (Py) are also presented, where again these parameters converge monotonically.
_).19
IIn addition to the convergence study, three studies are presented that investigate
the variation of the shear center location with cross-section aspect ratio and material
properties. In Fig. 8, the sensitivity of the shear center location with aspect ratio (b/a) and
Poisson's ratio (v) is presented for an isotropic cantilever beam. The bold solid line and
the thin solid lines represent the shear center !ocat!ons base d upon extending Reissner's
and Griffith/Taylor's approaches, respectively, where the shear center location based
upon Griffith/Taylor's approach is clearly dependent upon (v) for thin sections, whereas
the' extendedReissner:based prediction= is_inclependent _ (v).). Thecir_lar symbol
represents the closed form thin-plate prediction of Reissner (1989) for triangular isotropic
cross-sections. These results illustrate: (1) for very low aspect ratio triangles the
difference in the two approaches for locating the shear center can be profound, (2) the
thin plate solutions of Reissner (1989) are valid for only a very small aspect ratio range
(b/a<O.04), (3) both shear center predictions converge as the aspect ratio approaches
that of an equilateral triangle (b/a= 1.155), then (Xs-- xs*=0), and (4) for large aspect
ratios, both shear center predictions are nearly coincident and they converge to the
cross-section mid-length (a/2). This occurs because for triangular cross-sections with
large aspect ratios, the out-of-plane flexural warping function approaches that of a thin
rectangle cross-section.
In a second study, the shear center location was determined for a slender
cantilever beam (L/a=10) with a thin triangular cross-section (b/a=.01) composed of off-
axis unidirectional high-strength graphite/ep0xy fibers (-90°<a<90°, /%-0°): In Fig. 9,
both shear center locations are presented for the beam root and beam tip as a function of
orientation angle (_). At the beam root, the extended Reissner based approach is
independentof ic_)_wl:_e--reasthe extended Griffi-th-_'ay;i0r approach is highl-y dependent
upon (a). This !S ex_pe_cted,=basedup°ntheab°ve.results=f°ran isotropictriangular
section which showed that the Griffith/Taylor solution is sensitive to material cross-
i •
coupling effects for thin sections. At the beam tip, both approaches for locating the shear
center produce identical results when the orientation angle is either ciose-to oo (-lOO<_ <
 oo)orc os to o°, !00)-9u!s deo!!h!srange,the!wa
approaches produce tip shear centerlocations that ca n lie well outside of the cross-
section shape, where the extended Reissner approach is much more conservative.
In a third investigation, the sensitivity of the shear center location with varying (v6)
was determined by studying a slender cantilever beam (L/a=10) with a triangular cross-
section (b/a=-.1) composed Of off-axis unJdirect]0nai high-strength graphite/epoxy fibers
(c_=0o, -90o<,B<90o). Since (v4=wo=0) the shear center location is a cross-section
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Property that is independent of beam-length. In Fig. 10, both shear center locations are
presented as a function of orientation angle (/]). In the x-direction, the Griffith-Taylor
based prediction is farther from the centroid and more sensitive to (,B) than the extended
.....Reissner approach, whereas in the y-direction, the extended Reissner approach is
cleady dependent upon (/]) and the Griffith-Taylor based prediction is virtually zero.
NACA-0012 Cross-Section
A final study was performed to investigate the variation of the shear center location
with material orientation angle (e) in typical composite general aviation aircraft wings
and helicopter blades. These structures are approximated as homogeneous cantilever
beams having a NACA-0012 airfoil cross-section (Fig. 3.c), where a second coordinate
,system (x,y) is introduced with the origin at the leading edge. Two beam-lengths were
considered; (L/_3) for typical general aviation aircraft wings and (L/c=20) for long
slender helicopter blades, where (c) is the cross-section chord. The airfoil cross-section
is discretized using 95 points on the boundary (i.e. 95 triangular subregions), based
upon the mathematical definition of (Abbott and Von Doenhoff, 1959), and the section
centroid is located at (0.42067c). Each of the three local deformation functions are
modeled using a 9th order power-series polynomial (161 total unknown coefficients) and
the numerical integration was performed exactly using a 52-point Gaussian Quadrature
formula (Dunavant, 1985).
In Fig 11, both shear center locations are presented for the beam root and beam
tip (L/_3,20) as a function of orientation angle (_). At the beam root the results are
similar to the above triangular cross-section study (Fig. 9), where the extended Reissner
based approach is nearly independent of (e), whereas the extended Griffith/Taylor
approach is slightly more dependent upon (e). At the aircraft wing tip (Fig. 11, center
region), it is observed that: (1) the two shear center definitions are in near perfect
agreement when (-5o<e<10 o) and (60o<oc<110o), (2) the extended Reissner definition of
the shear center can be ahead (_'<0) and outside of the airfoil section if (-8o<_<-52 o) or
behind (,_c>c)and outside the airfoil section if (15o<c_<42o), whereas the extended
Griffith/Taylor definition of the shear center can be ahead (E<0) or behind ('_>c) the airfoil
section if (-8o<_<-60 o) or (12o<o_<55o), respectively, and (3) the maximum distance that
the shear center can be located either ahead or behind the wing-tip section occurs for the
extended Reissner definition at (c¢=-30o, '_*sL=-.5c) and (_.=30o, '_*sL=l .2C), respectively,
whereas the extended Griffith/Tayior definition has (m=-38o, _'sL=-1.1 c) and (c_.36o,
_'sL=1.7c), respectively. "
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For the tip section of the helicopter blade (Fig. i 1, upper region), the shape of the
curves represent an amplified version of the wing section. Thus, the shear center
location is well outside of the tip cross-section for most values of (¢x), where the maximum
distance that the shear center can be located either ahead or behind the wing-tip section
Occurs for the extended Reissner definition at (o_--30 °, _'*sL=-5c) and (e,=30 o, _'*sL=6.5C),
respectively, whereas the extended Griffith/Taylor definition has (o_.=-38o, _'sL=-9c) and
(oc=36°, _sL--9c), respectively.
Conclusions
The behavior of a tip-loaded anisotropic cantilever beam with an arbitrary cross-section
is studied using Saint-Venant's semi-inverse method along with a power series solution
for the local in-plane and out-of-plane deformation warping functions. The power series
coefficients are determined by solving a set of variationally derived linear algebraic:;
equations. Using the resulting three-dimensional displacement solutions, the shear
deformation associated with applied tip loads is investigated as well as the shear center
location. Two different definitions of the shear center are presented for anisotropic
beams by extending the classic approaches of Griffith/Taylor and that of Reissner. Both
of the extended definitions reveal the linear dependency of the shear center location with
beam-length, where the extended-Reissner prediction is much closer to the centroid then
the extended Griffith/Taylor prediction. Numerical results are presented for three different
cross-sections and two different materials. For elliptical cross-sections, it was shown that
the calculated power series coefficients were in exact agreement with existing elasticity
solutions for anisotropic beams over a wide variety of cross-section aspect ratios. For the
triangular cross-sections, it was shown that the calculated power series coefficients
represent a "best-fit" to the infinite series of transcendental functions and the warping-
related section properties (shear center, torsion constant, shear deformation) converge
quickly with increasing power series order. Moreoverl three studies were performed to
illustrate the sensitivity of the shear center location with cross-section aspect ratio,
material definition, fiber orientation, and beam-length. A final investigation was
performed to study the length-dependency of the shear center in composite general
aviation aircraft wings (L/_3) and helicopter blades (L/c=20). At the beam root, the
extended Reissner approach is nearly independent of material orientation angle,
whereas the extended Griffith/Taylor approach is dependent. At the aircraft wing tip, it is
observed that the two shear center definitions are in near perfect agreement over a small
range of orientation angles and the shear center can be located either ahead or behind
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the wing-tip section. For the helicopter blade tip section, the shear center location is well
outside of the tip cross-section for most values of orientation angle.
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= = Table 1" Material properties for unidirectional high-strength graphite/epoxy fibers.
Ell
E22 = E33
G12 = G13
v12 =v13
145 GPa
10 GPa
4.8 GPa
0.250
v23 0.400
T
3 .?_..?
:l'able 2: Calculated section properties of an lsotropic cantilever beam with a thin
triangular cross-section as a function of power series order (b/a=O. 1,
Ua=-I 0, v=0.333)
Polynomial
order
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
matrix
size
14
26
41
59
8O
104
131
161
_'s/a _s/a
.2718 .2923
.1398 .2035
.1441 .2053
.1481 .207O
.1515 .2082
.1530 .2089
.1536 .2093
.1536 .2093
GJ (10 -3)
2.168
2.118
2.060
2.007
1.969
1.943
1.938
1.936
Ushear (10 -3)
utot_=
4.640
5.815
5.815
5.815
5.815
5.815
5.815
5.815
Vshear (10 -5)
vtot_=
-24.26
4.594
5.049
4.583
4.671
4.690
4.700
4.701
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Fig. 1 Anisotropic cantilever beam.
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Chapter 4 Exact Cross-Section Warping Functions for Generally Anisotropic
Beams Having Solid Elliptical Cross-Sections
C. A. le and J. B. Kosmatka
Department of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Sciences
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA 92093
ABSTRACT
The St Venant displacement distributions are deveioped, based upon the theory of
elasticity, for a tip-loaded homogeneous cantilever beam having an elliptical cross-
section and rectilinear anisotropy. These distributions _.re'foLJr_d byintegrating the strain
distributions, where the local in-plane deformation and out-of-plane warping of the cross-
section are exactly determined. A definition for the 'anisotropic shear center' is presented
by extending the classical definition for isotropic beams. The additional transverse beam
displacement associated with shear deformation is determined for applied extension and
flexure loads. Numerical results are presented which show (1.) the anisotropic shear
center location is linearly dependent upon beam length and can be located outside the
cross-section, (2.) shear deformation can actually be negative for certain beam aspect ra-
tios and material definitions, and (3.) the local cross-section deformations and the trans-
verse shear stress distributions bear no resemblance to their isotropic counterparts.
INTRODUCTION
The elastic stress and displacement distributions of isotropic cantilever beams
subjected to tip loads (i.e., extension, bending, torsion, and flexure) has been exhaus-
tively investigated by making use of Saint-Venant's principle in the formulation of the
boundary-value problem. Closed-form displacement and stress solutions exist for simple
(elliptical) cross-sections, series solutions exist for slightly more complex (rectangular, tri-
angular) solutions, and approximate solutions based upon the application of the Ritz
method exist for arbitrary cross-sections. Detailed examples of these solutions can be
found in many texts covering the theory of elasticity (for example, (Sokolnikoff, 1956) or
(Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970)).
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4.1
Conversely, the study of generally anisotropic cantilever beams subjected to tip
loads has received far less attention. In Lekhnitskii's monograph (1963), the stress and
displacement distributions were formulated in terms of known quantities (geometric and
material properties) and unknown functions which represented the local in-plane defor-
mation and out-of-plane warping of the cross-section. A solution procedure for determin-
ing the stress distribution was presented based upon the use of Airy and Prandtl stress
functions, where numerical examples include beams having an elliptical (closed-form),
rectangular (series), or an arbitrary cross-section (approximate). But no results were pre-
sented for the displacement distributions. Recently Kosmatka and Dong (1991) devel-
oped an analytical (finite element based) model for determining the complete displace-
ment and stress distributions of a homogeneous prismatic anisotropic beam with an arbi-
trary cross-section, by solving the two-dimensional boundary problem in terms of the local
in-plane deformation and out-of-plane warping of the cross-section. Numerical results
used these calculated displacement and stress distributions to study the beam behavior,
determine important section constants, and show that the shear center location is linearly
dependent upon beam length.
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In the current paper, we will develop the complete St. Venant displacement and
stress distributions, based upon the theory of elasticity, for a tip-loaded homogeneous
cantilever beam having an elliptical cross-section and rectilinear anisotropy. The dis-
placement distributions are found by integrating the strain distributions calculated by
Lekhnitskii (1963), where the local in-plane deformation and out-of-plane warping of the
cross-section are exactly determined. The resulting displacement solutions are used to
develop a definition of the 'anisotropic shear center' which involves extending the original
work of Griffith and Taylor (1917) to homogeneous prismatic anisotropic beams.
Moreover, the additional transverse beam displacement associated with shear deforma-
tion is determined for applied extension and flexure loads. It is also shown that the shear
deformation is zero for applied bending and torsion of homogeneous anisotropic beams.
Numerical results are presented to show how material anisotropy effects (1) the local in-
plane deformation and out-of-plane warping, (2.) the shear center location, and (3.) the
stress distribution.
This model will be useful to developers of refined (or higher-order) one-dimen-
sional theories for anisotropic beams, who wish to include the local in-plane deformation
and out-of-plane warping of the cross-section as part of the displacement kinematic field
in order to get exact three-dimensional stress distributions.
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DISPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTIONS
Consider a cantilevered beam of length (L)with an elliptical cross section of area
(A) composed of an anisotropic homogeneous material (see Fig. 1). A Cartesian coordi-
nate system (x,y,z) is defined on the beam where (x) and (y) axes are coincident with the
principal (i.e., major and minor) axes of the root cross section and (z) is coincident with the
- I-ine-0f-cent_roids.Displacementsin the-(X,y,z) d!rections are defined as (u), (v), and (w),
respectively. At the root end (z=-0), the beam is constrained by fixing the dispi_acements at
the centroid and the rotations about the centroid as follows
U= V= W= 0, c3u _)v _)v au O. (1.a-f)
o_z c3z o_x o_y
At the beam's free end, tractions are applied that are equivalent to a general force (P) with
flexural (Px, Py) and extensional (Pz) components and a general moment (M) with bend-
ing (Mx, My) and a torsional (Mz) components. It is further assumed that the lateral surface
of the beam is traction-free.
w
The stresses and strains at a point can be written in array form as:
{ G} T= { Gxx, Gyy, Gzz, Cyz, Czx, Cxy },
{e}T= ( _x, eyy,ezz, _z, _x, 7,y).
(2.a,b)
where the strains are related to the displacement components by:
_u av ;)w
exx ax' eyy= ay ' ezz= a--i ' (2.c-h)
c3v o_w _w o_u o_u _v
vyz= v,x= + vxy=- +
and the stress and strain components are related by the constitutive relations of a lineady-
anisotropic hyperelastic material: _
{e} = IS] {o'}. (2.1)
Here [S] is a fully populated symmetric matrix with 21 distinct coefficients Sij (i,j=1-6).
The behavior of the beam will be studied as two independent cases. The first case,
which involves generalized plane strain behavior of the beam, is associated with the ex-
tensional force (Pz), the bending moments (Mx, My), and the torsional moment (Mz). The
second case is associated with the applied flexural forces (Px, Py), where it is assumed
that the stress (O'zz) varies linearly in the z-direction and the remaining five stress compo-
4.3
nents can be nonzero.
Case I: GeneralizedPlane Strain
For a homogeneous anisotropic cantilever beam with an elliptical cross-section
subjected to an applied extensional force (Pz), bending moments (Mx, My), and/or tor-
sional moment (Mz), the stress distributions are given (from Lekhnitskii (1963)) as:
• ",Oxx= Oyy= _xy=o o= = P_z+ i--Zx _ = x
' A /xx lyy ' 21yy ' "rzx= y,
_
where (a) and (b) are one-half of the major and the minor dimensions of the cross-section,
respectively, (see Fig. 1), A is the cross sectional area given as (r_.ab),and Ixx and lyy are
the area moments of inertia about the (x) and (y) axes given as (tcab3/4) and (tca3b/4), re-
spectively. These stress components, which are independent of (z), are equal to those of
an identical isotropic beam.
The displacement components (u,v,w) are determined by substituting Eqns. (3.a-f)
into (2.i) and integrating using the standard technique (see Sokolnikoff (1946) or
Timoshenko (1970)), where the constants of integration are determined using the bound-
ary conditions (l.a-/) at the root. Thus,
(z2+ yz)
E lxx _ " _" _'-" Elyy
(4.a)
Mz v4 2 _ Mz , Mz (s14x2_S24Y2_S44YZ) '+ ('_-'Z ! (2S15 x +S,6/+S, sZ)E
2E lyy '41 _Z / 41xx
_ Mz Ivs
2E Ixx_2 z2_ Mz (S15x2_S2sy2+Sssxz) + Mz (S4sx +2S24Y +S44z)x41xx - 41yy _ _ '
(4.b)
t:A I" E lyy l 2
 ls,,x +s,.,,+ s,.x+=s,,,,+ s.zlx
(4.C)
in which E (=1/S33) is Young's modulus in the z-direction and v i are the cross-coupling
coefficients defined as vi=-Si3/S33, Whel'e vl and v2 are the usual Poisson coefficients,
and v 4, v 5, and v 6 express the three'dimensional extension-shear coupling in the
anisotropic beam. The above displacement resultsare in agreement with the plane-strain
4.4
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solutions developed by Lekhnitskii (1963) for an anisotropic beam. One can see that the
application of an extension force (Pz) will produce beam extension, shear deformation (as
a result of v 4 and v5), and deformations within the cross-section plane composed of
Poisson cOntractions (from v 1, v2) and shear (v6). Applying a bending moment (M x, My)
will produce beam bending as well as beam twisting (as a result of v 4 and vs), in-plane
cross-section deformations which include the formation of an anticlastic surface (v 1, v2)
and shearing (v6), and out-of-plane cross-section deformation that resembles torsion-type
warping (bi-linear function) as a result of anisotropic material coupling (v4,v5). Finally,
applying a torsion moment (Mz), will produce beam twisting as well as beam bending (as
a result of v 4 and v5) and shear deformation, in-plane cross-section deformations which
include shearing and the formation of an anticlastic-type surface, and out-of-plane cross-
section deformation associated with torsion-warping (bi-linear function).
,Case I1: AoDlied Flexure Load
The behavior of the homogeneous anisotropic cantilever beam subjected to ap-
plied flexural load (Py) can be studied using the following stress functions (from
Lekhnitskii (1963))
} (5.a,b)
where the coefficients (B i , i---1,2,3 ), which are functions of the cross-section aspect ratio
and the material definition, are determined by solving a set of linear algebraic equations.
These three equations are presented in the Appendix (Eqns. A.1-14). The stress compo-
nents written in terms of the stress functions are
o_2I//I o_2i//I
Gxx = _ , O'yy = ,
_y2 _x 2
= +
'ryz ¢3x 2 Ixx
'_'ZZ ----"
+ VlGxx + v2Gyy+ v4"Cyz+vsczx+ vs'Cxy ,
(6.a-f)
_)t#2 _)21pI
w
By substituting the stress functions (Eqns. 5.a,b) into (6.a-f), one can easily sees that: (1)
the in-plane stresses (O'xx, o'yy, _'xy) are nonzero as a result of anisotropy and only func-
tions of the cross-section coordinates, (2) the normal stress (O'zz) contains the classical
strength of material term ( -Py (L-z) y / Ixx ) and the remaining terms of (O'zz) are inde-
4.5
pendent of (z) and produce a zero resultant when integrated over the cross-section area,
and (3) the shear stresses (fxz, _'yz) contain the classical isotropic terms and additional
terms associated with anisotropy which are both independent of (z).
The displacemen t _mponents (u,v,w) are determined by first substituting Eqns.
(51a-f) into (6.a-f), follow by substituting the resulting stresses into (2J)andthenintegrating
the strains, where the constants of integration are determined using the boundary condi-
tions (1.a-f) at the root. Thus,
u=. x÷ ,cz ÷
ZC lxx t
+ Py(alo x +aol y +a30 x3 + a21 x 2 y + a12 xy2 + ao3 y3),
m
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.v = -2E ixx_3 z
+ Py(bloX+boly+b30x3+b21x2y+b12xy2+bo3y31,
(7.a-c)
W -_
v4P
((v=jx + v4y) y(z- L)- yz(z- 2L))- _ A Z2 Elxx
+ Py(Clox+Coly+c30x3+o21x2y+c12xy2+co3y3) ,
where the coefficients a U, b_j, and cij (i,j = 0-3) are presented in the Appendix (Eqns. A.15-
32) and the subscripts ([) and (j) referto the order of the polynomial (xI yJ). The above
disP!acementdistiibutionexactly descr!besthe_extension, bend!ng, _and twisting of the
anisotropic cantilever beam as a result of an applied flexure force (Px, Py), as well as local
in-plane cross-section deformations (all terms associated with aij and bij) and out-of-plane
cross-section warping (all termsaSsociated with cu). These solutions are =n exact agree-
ment with the results of (Kosmatka and Dong (1991)), where their model uses the finite
element method to approximately determine the local cross-section deformations for an
arbitrary cross-section.
The 'shear center' for a prismatic beam composed of an isotropic material is a
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property of the cross-section and independent of beam-length. It is located using the
classical definition (Griffith and Taylor (1917)), 'the/oad point that produces a zero mean
va/ue cross-section twist (i.e., zero twist about the centroidal axis)'. In fact for doubly-
symmetric cross-sections (including the current elliptical cross-section), the shear center
of an isotropic prismatic beam is located at the centroid. For a prismatic beam composed
of a generally anisotropic material (v4, Vs_'O), the classic definition is not applicable and
we will develop a more appropriate definition.
The twist about the centroidal axis (x=y=0) for the cantilever beam subjected to a y-
direction tip flexure load (P2) offset from the centroid by an amount (Xs) is calculated using
8 = , ,a
-- where (u, v) are found by combining Eqns. (4.a,b) and (7.a,b) with (Py=P2) and (Mz=P2xs);
- 41xx "
w
:...=-
w
The single-underlined term, which is associated with anisotropic 'bend-twist' coupling
(Kosmatka and Dong (1991)), is a quadratic variation of the cross-section twist as a result
of the applied flexure force (Py=P2), whereas the double:underlined term represents a
linear variation as a result of the applied torsion moment (Mz=P2xs). Since the cross-sec-
tion twist varies quadratically along the beam-length, it is not possible to achieve zero
twist along the entire beam-length. Instead the best that one can achieve is zero twist at
two locations: the beam root (z=0) and the x-y plane that contains the applied load. Thus
the x-direction 'anisotropic shear center' location for the free-end of the cantilever beam
is found by substituting (z=L) into Eq. (8.b) and finding the value of (Xs) that produces a
zero cross-section twist (8=-0):
S_5 L, (9)
÷
where the location depends upon the beam-length and reduces to the classic definition
(centroid) for isotropic materials. The variation of the cross-section twist over the beam-
length is found by substituting Eq. (9) into (8.b)
8 = p=L2S35
,,x, (10)
where the twist is zero at the beam root and tip (load plane) and reaches a maximum at
the beam mid-length (Fig.2).
4.7
IThe y-direction component of the shear center can be found in a similar fashion by
applying an x-direction flexure force (P1) that is offset form the centroid by an amount (Ys)-
Finally we formally define the 'anisotropic shear center' as; "the load point that produces
genera/bending and twisting of an anisotropic beam with zero mean value twist (zero
twist about the centroid) in the cross-section plane that contains the applied load."
SHEAR DEFORMATION
An examination of the displacement components of Eqns. (4.a-c) and (7.a-c) re-
veals that the deformation of the centroidal axis (x=y=O) agrees with the standard strength
of materials solutions, but that the additional displacement associated with shear defor-
mation is not included. This occurs because our original root boundary conditions (Eqns
(1 .a-t)) assume that the slope of the centroidal axis is zero (o_u/o_z= o-_v/o_z= O) as opposed
to fixing the rotation of the root cross-section (onwlax- o_w/o_y= 0). This additional dis-
placement associated with shear deformation can be included by simply rotating the de-
formed beam so that slope of the deformed root cross-section at (x=y=O) is coincident with
the x-y plane, and thus the deformed centroidal axis will have a nonzero root slope (see
Timoshenko and Goodier (1970) for further details). These rotation angles are equal to
the shear strains (Txzl _z) at the beam root centroid (x=y=z=O). Calculating the rotational
angles using Eqns. (4.a-c) and (7.a-c):
(11.a,b)
x=y=z=O x=y=z=O
where shear deformation for a homogeneous anisotropic beam occurs as a result of ap-
plied extension and flexure, but not applied bending or torsion. The final form Of the dis-
placements distributions that includes shear deformation is found by modifying the dis-
placements (u,v,w) of Eqns. (4.a-c, 7.a-c) in the following manner:
"d = u+z_, -v = v+z_, T_'= w-y_-x_. (12.a-c)
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, three detailed numerical examples are presented to show how ma-
terial orthotropy or anisotropy effects the local in-plane deformation and warping of the
cross-section, the shear center location, and the shear stress distribution. Only the behav-
ior of the beam as a result of an applied flexure force (Py) wil ! be studied, since beam be-
4.8
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havior as a result of extens!0 n (Pz), torsion (Mz), and bending (Mx, My) has been studied
in detail by Lekhnitskii (1963_ and Kosmatka and Dong (i991).
........ "rhe beam is assumed to be composed of a single set of unidirectional high
strength graphite/epoxy fib0rsl which is a transversely is0ti'0pic material that has five in-
dependent constants (see Table 1) with a sixth constant that is equal to G23 =
E22/(2(1+v23)). To achie_,e orthotropic and/or anisotropic beambehavior, the matedalref-
• erence frame (1,2,3) is oriented relative to the beam Cartesian coordinate frame (x,y,z)
_=u_singrefere-nce angles(_)and (a), Which are defined as rotations about the positive z-
axis and the positive material 3-axis, respectively.
....relat!_n between (1,2,3i and (x,y,z)is equal to
{1 } [ sin(a)cos(_) sin(a)sin(l_)23= cos( ),sin(13 cos(13)
See Fig. 3, where the transformation
cos(a) sin(l_) - sin(a) y . (13)
cos(13) o z
The resulting 21 unique material compliance coefficients (Sij, i,j=1-6) are determined us-
ing standard transformation techniques (see Lekhnitskii, 1963).
In this example, the local cross-section deformation and the shear center location
are studied as a function of material orthotropy and cross-section aspect ratio. Material
orthotropy is introduced by rotating the fiber set in the x-z plane using the reference angle
(a), while holding (/%0). Note that, in this situation, Si4=Si6=0 (/=-1-3,5) and v4=v6=0.
The coefficients (B i, i -- 1,2,3) are determined using Eq. (A.1) as B1
=} I
= B3 = 0 and
(14)
The local deformation within the cross-section (x-y) plane and warping out of the
cross-section plane as a result of an applied flexural force (Py) is characterized in the u, v,
and w directions, using Eqns. (7.a-c), as simply
P_ao,Y.a21x2y.ao3y31, P_b10x+b12xy2+b30x3), P_coly+c21x2y.co3y31, (15.a-c)
where the other deformation coefficients (aij, bij, Cij) are zero for (,_=0). In Figs. 4 through
11, the nonzero coefficients are presented as a function of orientation angle (a) and
4.9
iaspect ratio (b/a), where they have been nondimensionalized using either (EllA) or
(El 11 xx). For this material, all of the deformation coefficients are independent of aspect
ratio (b/a) for c_=8o and 600. The coefficients aol and blo, which define the uniform in-
plane cross-section shear, are presented in Fig. 4, where positive values can be obtained
for thin cross-sections (b/a=O.1) with 18o<o_ <39 o. In Figs. 5 and 6, the coefficients (a21
and b30) which are associated with (x2) variations in (Txy) are presented. These two coef-
ficients, which have relatively large magnitudes and opposite signs, represent a signifi-
cant amount of in-plane cross-section deformation associated with relatively low (Txy).
The remaining coefficients (a03 and b12), which are associated with (y2) variations in
(_y), are presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Although these coefficients are generally smaller
than a21 and b30, they are associated with a larger component of (Txy). For thin cross-
sections (b/a=0.1), a03 reaches a positive maximum at 60 o, b12 reaches a negative maxi-
mum at approximately 33 o, and the resulting component associated with (y2) variations in
(_y) reaches a positive maximum at 600 and a negative maximum at 30 o. Whereas for
thicker cross-sections (b/a=1.0,10.0), the component associated with (y2)variations in
(_y) is always positive and reaches a maximum at 45 o.
The coefficient (c01), which is proportional to the amount of y-direction shear de-
formation associated with Py (see Eq. 11.a), is presented in Fig. 9, where for thin cross-
sections (b/a=0.1) this term is becomes negative for 18o<<z <39 o. The out of plane warp-
ing constant (c21), which is always negative for thin cross-sections (b/a=O.lO), is pre-
sented in Fig. 10. The remaining out of plane warping constant (c03) is presented in Fig.
11, where it is always negative for all but the thinnest cross-sections.
The 'anisotropic shear center location' of the beam tip cross-section (z=L) as a re-
sult of an applied transverse tip load (/:'2) can be determined by substituting the definition
of the compliance coefficients with (/3=0) into Eq. (9)
• sin(4a)
= c11/ _u13 _11 ;Z2/," _ (16)
x, 21c°s2(2 ) (1.-Eu-. 2 3)sin2(2 ) 2(1. 3)sin2( )l/ '
' -E--if=
where the results are presented in Fig. 12 as a function of orientation angle (o_), aspect ra-
tio (b/a), and normalized to the beam length (L). For (cry-0o) and (80o<<x<90 o) the shear
center is located at the centroid (i.e. isotropic shear center). For (0o<_<80o), the
anisotropic shear center is offset from the centroid, with the maximum offset occurring
near (o_=40o) for thin cross-sections (b/a=O.1) and approaches (30 o) for circular (b/a=1)
and thicker cross-sections (b/a=5). As an illustration, the anisotropic shear center of a
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slender beam (L/a=-10) with a thin cross-section (b/a=0.10) and (o.=40 o) can be found us-
: ing Eq.'(16) or Fig: 12 asxs= 4.sa, which is well outsidethe cross-section. Furthermore,
doubling the beam length (L/a=20), will double the offset to the shear center location
_:; ixs=9-,_-a): A _simplified form 0ft_e_ shear Center location forsmall orientation ar_gles (a)
can be found by taking a Taylor series expansion of Eq. (16)
_
- + v13
...... ..... _:: :_ xs = _.. (17)
_7 _'_ ,_ --" , • _ ....
A second example is presented to explain why the added displacement associated
with shear deformation (c01 L) can be negative for a thin (b/a=O.1) tip loaded (Py) can-
tilever beam composed of off-angle unidirectional graphite/epoxy with 18o<o_ <39 ° and
:.8=0 o. See Fig. 9. Thus the inclusion of shear deformation makes the beam stiffer, as op-
posed to more flexible as one normally sees in plate bending. From Eqn. (A.28),
Co,= /3441AZ+ B2), (18)
where this unusual situation occurs whenever (B,z < -Z/A), since ,B44 which equals S44 for
(o_-0, ,8=0) is always greater than zero. Substituting Eqns (5.a,b) into (6.o}, the transverse
shear stress (¢yz) can be written as
"Yz= py{(_+ B211 .(_)2).(_+ 3B21_)21 ' (19)
where the shear stress (¢yz) at the centroid (x=y=0) will be negative whenever B2 < -2/A.
The transverse shear stress (¢yz) distribution for two slices of a beam element (dz) is pre-
sented in Fig. 13, where the stresses are small and negative near the centroid and large
and positive near the outer edges (x=+a) so that the integral of (_yz) over the cross-section
will equal (Py). This situation is typical for elliptical cross-sections and will not occur for
rectangular (plate-like) cross-sections, since (_'yz=0) on the upper and lower surfaces of
the rectangular (plate-like) cross-section to satisfy the traction free boundary conditions.
=:.....
i
An expression can be developed to define the bounds on this unusual condition by
substituting Eq. (14) into (20) and rearranging
< 4S33S44 " (20)
4.11
For an isotropic beam, the above expression reduces to (b/a) 2 < -1/(2(1+v)) and thus this
condition will not occur. For an anisotropic beam composed of off-angle uni-directional S-
glass/epoxy (Ell = 55 GPa, E22=E33=16 GPa, G12=G13=7.6 GPa, v12=v13=0.28), the
normalized shear deformation coefficient (COl) is presented in Fig. 14 for a broad range of
(a) and (b/a). It can be seen that this unusual condition does not occur and thus the in-
clusion of shear deformation will only make the beam more flexible. This can be traced to
the fact that S-glass/epoxy is closer to an lsotropic material than the graphite/epoxy of ex-
ample 1. It is interesting to note that for S-glass/epoxy, all of the deformation coefficients
are independent of aspect ratio (b/a) for a =22 ° and 55° and the width between these two
points is smaller than that of the graphite/epoxy. Finally, as one chooses a material that
closely resembles an isotropic material (G12 = E11/(2(1+v12)) ), then these two points dis-
appear so that all curves are independent of (a).
In this final example, the local cross-section deformation and the shear stress dis-
tribution are studied for the case of a general anisotropic (a,,B _¢-0)beam composed of
graphite/epoxy (Table 1) and subjected to a flexural force (Py). For this general case, all
three coefficients (Bi,/=1-3) and all eighteen deformation coefficients (a_j, bij, Gj, ij=1-3) are
nonzero. The local in-plane deformations and the out-of-plane warping of the cross-sec-
tion are presented in Fig. 15.a,b for the case of (b/a=O.5) with orientation angles of
((z=30 o) and (.B=-60o). The local in-plane deformation (Fig. 15.a) is represented by a non-
symmetric shape that is dependent upon the materiai orientation angles (a,_. Theout-of-
plane warping (Fig. 15.b), which does not resemble the symmetric cubic-like warping of
an isotropic beam (Sokolnikoff, 1956), is divided into six alternating regions of positive
(solid lines) and negative (dashed lines) deformations. The effects associated with the
shear deformation coefficients (clo, col) are not inc|uded in Fig. (15.b) because they pro-
duce only a rigid cross-section rotation and no cross-section deformation.
A quantitative vectorial scaled plot of the transverse shear stresses (¢zx, ¢yz ) for
(a/b=-0.5) with orientation angles of (o_-30 o) and (/%30 o) is presented in Fig. 16. From this
figure, it is interesting to see that the stress distribution does not resemble that of an
isotropic beam (i.e. a paraboloid with the maximum occurring at the centroid). Instead, the
distribution is nonsymmetric with the maximum occurring on the outer edge.
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CONCLUSION
The complete St Venant elastic displacement and stress distributions are devel-
4.12
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oped, based upon the theory of elasticity, for a tip-loaded homogeneous cantilever beam
having an elliptical cross-section and rectilinear anisoti'opy. The displacement distribu-
tions are found by integrating the strain distributions, where the local in-plane deformation
and out-of-plane warping of the cross-section are exactly determined. A definition for the
'anisotropic shear center' is presented based upon extending the classical definition for
isotropic beams. The additional transverse beam displacement associated with shear
deformation is determined for applied extension and flexure loads. Numerical results are
presented which show for the flexural behavior of an orthotropic (m_0,,8=0) beam that the
local in-plane deformation and out-of-plane warping are highly dependent upon fiber ori-
entation and cross-section aspect ratio, where for two orientations the local deformations
are completely independent of cross-section aspect ratio. The anisotroptc shear center
location is linearly dependent upon beam length and can be located outside the cross-
section depending upon the fiber orientation. Moreover, the added transverse displace-
ment associated with shear deformation can actually be negative for certain beam aspect
ratios and material definitions so that the inclusion of shear deformation may actually
make the beam stiffer, as opposed to more flexible. Finally, the local cross-section defor-
mations and the transverse shear stress distributions bear no resemblance to their
isotropic counterparts.
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Appendix
The constants (B i , i = 1,2,3) are determined by solving
I Gll G12 G13G21 G22 G23
G31 G32 G33
1{ 'I'/B2 = /'/2
B3 H3
where the coefficents of [GJand [Hi are defined as:
(A.1)
il
ii
i
and
G13 = ( 3/_15+ (,82s+ _46Xa) ), G21=- (.B14+3.B.2 + .B56),
_ =(__+_,). _..(_=_). (_._-_.1o)
(A.11-13)
- S33
(A.14)
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The x-direction deformation coefficients associated with an applied flexure load:
_1o 4e,t_'_+_-} +_1_,,1-_1_,,)' _''' _''_=. .,.-2--_-_-I 21xx'
I
J
m
IB
1A.15-18) _=
--- + _ , |
821- "_'/a_--_'b2t ÷ / 52 l" _'_-j + 4Slxx'
mIB
m
tOl,o /o_ I /7v-f+ 2EIxx _"_xx'
(A.19-20)
b2| b2 + 3a21"-'1 3b2 I "7 _az b21 ,2E,xx Six,,'
The y-direction deformation coefficients associated with an applied flexure load:
b2_ a2 (-_- b2l" !a2 / 2/x,aJ '
_a2b21 _b 21 | a 2 / 4E/xx '
b2 _a2 b 2)" 13b 2) Ib 2 ) 6EIxx "61x-'-'_
i b 2 a2 l + B2 - B3 4EA + _ '
bol == - .._U_l_--_ + + _ 2EA 21xx '
a2 13b2 + _3b2 -_-j + B3 3a 2 ] 12EIxx 61xx_at'
(A.21-26)
The out-of-plane deformation coefficients associated with an applied flexure load:
_-+ - +_EA
_-_ a2 ) + 2 EA + 2_'
o3o = a2_-_ a2)- |a-2/+ 13a2) 61xx_a
(A.27-29)
_a2b2l + _b 21" |a 2 ) + 4EIxx '
2B_/3/Y's _2'B46} - B3/_44 3.ass/ 3v4v'+ 2v# ,64sc,_= b_TP-+ .... I_-_'_-_-/+ eEs. "_s,--;'
Q_3 b 2 _-_ _a_J" t3b_l + B_ + 6EIxx "61x--"_"
4.15
(A.30-32)
IB
Table 1' Typical Matedal Properties of High-Strength Graphite/Epoxy.
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E11
E22 = E33
G12 = G13
v12 = v13
v23
145.0 GPa
10.0 GPa
4.8 GPa
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Fig. 15 a.) In-plane deformation, and b.) contour of out-of-plane warping of cross-
section with (b/a=0.5, cz =30o, ]3=60o).
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Chapter 5 Transverse Vibrations of Shear-Deformable
Using a General Higher-Order Theory
by
J. B. Kosmatka
Department of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Science
University of California
San Diego, California 92093
1. INTRODUCTION
Beams
The fundamental vibration behavior of long slender cylindrical or prismatic beams
can be studied using the classical Bernoulli-Euler beam theory. Attempting to use this
theory to study either short beams or higher Vibrational modes can lead to a significant
over-prediction of the natural frequencies since both transverse shear deformation and
rotatory inertia effects have_been ignored. Timoshenk0 [1,2] developed a theory which
allows one to study the vibrational behavior of shorter beams (and/or higher vibrational
modes) by approximately accounting for both transverse shear deformation and rotatory
inertia, where the cross-section remains undistorted and the in-plane stresses are zero.
The resulting model is characterized by two differential equations of motion
encompassing two independent variables; the transverse deflection of the neutral axis, v
and the rotation of the cross-section measured about the neutral axis, e. In addition, the
model requires the determination of a well-known shear-correction factor (k), which is
defined as the ratio of the average shear strain within the cross-section to the shear strain
at the section centroid. Other researchers [3-5] have attempted to show that the
magnitude of (k) should be adjusted for studying the higher mode vibrational behavior of
beams because the dynamic shear strain distribution may differ significantly from the
parabolic form of the static shear strain distribution. Cowper [6] presented a conceptual
modification to Timoshenko equations by assuming that the transverse displacement, v,
and the rotation, e, represent the average cross-section values instead of the point-wise
values. Thus, the (k) values could be determined, based upon static three-dimensional
elasticity theory along with Saint-Venant's static flexure warping function, for a wide
variety of cross-section shapes and Poisson ratios. A further study by Cowper [7] has
ShoWn, by comparison to plane:StresS elasti-c:itysolutions, that the (k) does not have to be
adjusted for higher vibrational modes.
Goodier [8] was one of the first researchers to improve upon Timoshenko's beam
theory by incorporating second-order stress effects associated with shear deformation
and cross-section warping. While this model is limited to static behavior, it does provide
valuable insight into beam behavior. Murthy [9] took a fresh look at the model of [1,2] by
incorporating additional displacements to insure a zero in-plane stress state without the
need for a correction factor (k). Stephen and Levinson [10] developed a second order
model for studying beam vibrations that combines the best features of [2], [6], and [8] with
two governing differential equations having two independent coefficients. The first
coefficient is similar to Timoshenko's (or Cowper's) shear correction factor that depends
upon Saint-Venant's static flexure warping function, while the second coefficient
depends upon the transverse shear stress state.
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Higher-order (or refined) shear-deformable theories [11-14] have been developed
for beams with thin rectangular cross-sections that correctly account for the stress-free
boundary conditions on the upper and lower surfaces as well as the parabolic shear-
strain distribution through the thickness without the need for a shear correction factor (k).
This is accomplished by expanding the axial displacement to include a cubic distribution
through the thickness. This additional displacement is identical to the Saint-Venant's
static flexure warping function for thin rectangular cross-sections, but for general cross-
section shapes the correct expansion should be an infinite series of transcendental
functions. These theories further assume that the in-plane cross-section stresses are
negligible and that the cross-section does net deform in it's own plane. Thus, the
possibility of dynamic deformation within the cross-section plane that occurs as a result
of Poisson coupling with the out-of'plane cross-section stress distribution (anticlastic-
type surface) is not included. The wave (or vibrational) behavior of a general prismatic
bar with an arbitrary cross-section was studied by Aalami [15] using a Rayleigh-Ritz
energy approach to the general three-dimensional problem. His numerical and
graphical results clearly illustrate the presence and importance of both the out-of-plane
shear deformation and in-plane (anticlastic) deformation for extremely short wave (high
vibrational) modes (2b/L = 3). Recently, le and Kosmatka [16] developed a static theory
for a general cylindrical or prismatic beam that incorporates both out-of-plane shear and
in-plane (anticlastic-type) deformation functions, where these functions are assumed
known. In actuality, these functions can be determined exactly for simple cross-sections
(rectangle, ellipse) by solving Saint-Venant's bending and flexure problems and
approximately for an arbitrary cross-section by applying either a two-dimensional finite
element approach [17] or a power series approach [18]. Numerical results show that the
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calculated displacements and stresses are indistinguishable from elasticity solutions for
a wide variety of beam Ioadings, boundary conditions, and cross-section shapes.
The purpose of the current study is to develop a general higher order theory to
study the static and vibrational behavior of beam structures having an arbitrary cross-
section that utilizes both out-of-plane shear-dependent warping and in-plane
(anticiastic) deformations. The equations of motion are derived via Hamilton's principle,
where the full three-dimensional constitutive relations are used. In addition, a simplified
version of the general higher-order theory is also presented for beams having an
arbitrary cross-section that includes out-of-plane shear-deformation, but assumes that
stresses within the cross-section and in-plane deformations are negligible. This
simplified model, which is accurate for long to moderately short wave-lengths, offers
substantial improvements overexisting higher-order theories [11-14] that are limited to
beams with thin rectangular cross-sections. Furthermore, the current approach will be
very useful in the study of thin-wall closed-cell beams (for example, airfoil-type
sections), where the magnitude of shear related cross-section warping is significant.
A series of numerical results are presented that fully validate the current model
with existing one-dimensional models as well as With appropriate elasticity solutions
,where available. The vibrational behavior of a simply-supported beam having either a
rectangular or an elliptical cross-section is studied using the Ritz method for a wide
variety of cross-section aspect ratios and beam (wave) lengths. Moreover, this problem
contains a second (higher) spectrum of shear-dominant frequencies [19-22] and thus,
the interaction of the current theory having dynamic in-plane deformations with the
second frequency spectrum will also be investigated.
w
2. GENERAL HIGHER-ORDER THEORY
Consider a cylindrical or prismatic isotropic beam, of length L, having a general
homogeneous cross section of area A. See Fig. 1. A Cartesian coordinate system
(x,y,z) is defined on the beam where x and y are coincident with the principal axes of the
beam root cross-section and z is coincident with the centroidal axis. To eliminate
complications associated with torsional vibrations, it is assumed that the centroidal axis
and the elastic axis are coincident. The current development is further restricted to the
study of vibrational behavior in the y-z plane only and the displacement relations are
defined as;
5.3
"d(X.y.z.t)= M(z,t)Uo(x.y).
_(x.y.z.t) = v(z._ + M(z.t) Vo(x.y).
•(x,y,z,t)=y e(z,t)+ O(z,t)Wo(x,y);
w
where the components are defined in three groups. The firstgroup contains the
classical(or first-order)terms (v,ye),where v(z,t)represents the time-dependent y-
directiondisplacement and e(z,t)the time-dependent rotationabout x axis. The second
group includes theo_'of'plane warping of the cross-secti0nthat islinearly"proportional
to the localtime-dependent shear resultant(Q). The thirdgroup represents the in-plane
deformation of the cross-section that forms an anticlasticsurface and is linearly
proportionalto the localtime-dependent moment resultant(M). The three functions
(Uo, Vo,Wo), which are assumed to be known, can be determined exactly forsimple
cross-sections (rectangle,ellipse)by solving Saint Venant's bending and flexure
problems [23], or approximately for arbitrarycross-sections using either a two-
dimensional finitelement (Ritz)approach [17]or a power seriesapproach [18].
The time-dependent strain displacement relationships of the beam are defined as
eXX ----U,X ,
eyy= V.y,
ezz= W,z,
7yz = V,z + Wy,
,,.,..e
Yxz= W.x + U.z ,
7xy= U,y +Vx,
(2.a-f)
where exx, eyy, and ezz are the normal strains in the x, y, and z directions, respectively,
and P/z, 7xz, and 7xy are the shear strains. The notation ( ),x and ( ),y refer to partial
derivatives with respect to the x and y coordinates respectively. The general
constitutive relations are given as
(o}=[c]I,}, (3a)
where the stress and strain arrays are defined as
{o}T={ ,.xx. .,.. .x,..}.
(e}r=( exx,ej,_,e=,_,_,,,rxz, _'xj,},
and the nonzero coefficients of the material stiffness matrix are given as
(3.b,c)
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Here, Z and G are defined as Lame's constants.
Cll = C22 =C33 = (Z. 2G),
C12 = C13 =C23 = _l,,
C,_ = Css =Css = G,
(3.0)
At this point, we assume that (Q(z,t),z - 0), so that the displacement field of Eqns (1.a-
c) can be expressed in terms of the kinematic variables (v,8) only, instead of with a
_mixed form (v,e,Q,M). Clearly, fo(ex_tremely short wave-length (higher vibrational)
modes the current assumption that the warping deformation is only dependent upon the
local bending moment and shear resultants, may lead to minor inaccuracies. For these
types of modes, where the characteristic length is much less than the cross-section
dimensions, one could further assume that the warping deformation is proportional not
only to the local bending moment and shear resultants but also to their (first, second,
etc.) derivatives as well.
The local bending moment can be expressed in terms of the kinematic variables by
making use of the cross-section equilibrium equation with
_A
M(z,t) = yGzzdA = Elxx e(z,t),z, (4.a)
where
= (Z+2G) Hl=fy(Uo, x. Vo.y) dA, (4.b,c)
1 - 1H1 ' JA
and A and lxx are the area and area moment of inertia about the x axis, respectively.
Similarly, the local shear resultant can be expressed as
koGA(v.z+e) , (5.a)
where, M,z = Q,
ko = 1 (5.b)
(1 -GH 2 )
and
( Vo. Wo.y) dA. (5.c)
Substituting Eqns. (4.a) and (5.a) into Eqn. (1) results in the final form of the displacement
relations defined in terms of the kinematic variables (v and e) only;
_(xly,z,_ = e(z,t),z_x(x,y),
_(x,y.z_t)= v(z._. e(z.t),zV,_x,y), (6.a.c)
7/(x,y,z,t) = y e(z,t) + (v(z,f},z .e(z,f))_/z(x,y)
where
v,_(x,y)= E-Iuo(x,y),
v/y(X,y)= E:IVo(x,y),
v,z(x,y)= koGAWo(x,y).
(6.d-/)
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The six strain components can be written by substituting Eqns. (6.a-c) into (2.a-f);
m
m
exx ==
eyy=
e.ZZ---
7yz=
_XZ ----
O,z _il'x,x w
e,zWy,y,
ye, z . (V,z + e),z _z ,
(V.z• oX_. V,z._,). o.=,y_,,
(V,z.o)[V,z.x). O,zzV,x,
_,xy= e._(v,'x.y. v,y.,,).
TheequationsofmotionarederivedviaHamilt0n'spdncipie_:
(7.a-f)
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an"= (au, aT- 8We)dr= 0 [8)
where 8U, aT, and awe are the variations of the strain energy, the kinetic energy, and
the work of external forces, respectively. The variation of the strain energy, which can
be written in two parts, is given as;
_.6
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JO JA
(9.a)
where the first portion represents the strain energy variation associated with bending;
J c'ezI,io ,l{eIoSUB = 8V, zz D12 D22 v,; , ' (9.b)
the second portion is associated with shear;
L
8Us=J 18V'z+80}T[ All A12t{V'z+O}dz, (9.c)o _ 80,zz A12 A22 (_,zz
and the coefficients Aij and Dij (i,j=1,2) are defined in the Appendix (A.1-6)• The
constants A12 and A22 represent additional shear deformation as a result of in-plane
cross-section deformation• The variation of the kinetic energy is given as
oCT I
,L ,.
I
t i
) JA
•"_+ _'_ + _'_pA dz (10)
z
m
where p is the mass density and (')represents a derivative with respect to time; t.
Substituting Eqns. (6.a-c) into (10), taking the appropriate derivatives with respect to
time; t, and then integrating over the cross-section; A, the resulting kinetic energy
variation is equal to;
ST=
.L
8_',z
8e
8O,z
7
m 0 0 J1 I
0 Jz ,/2 0 1
0 J2 Ip 0
J1 0 0 Jp
tP,z dz (11)
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and the nonzero matrix coefficients are defined in the Appendix (A.7-12). The constants
J1, and Jp represent the additional kinetic energy associated with in-plane cross-
section deformation. The variation of the work of external forces is given as;
I
i
p(z,_Svadz, (12)
where va represents the displacement on the surface of the beam at the point of the
applied load ( "_(x=0,y=y, z,t) ).
I
I
The two differential equations of motion and associated boundary conditions are
obtained by substituting Eqns. (9.a-c), (10), and (12) into (8) and integrating by parts;
(13.a)
{A,,(v,z+e)+A,_e,zz}-{o,,e,z+o,_v,zz},z+{A_e,zz+A,_(v,z+e)},zz
=-I/_-J2"_,z+(JlV+Jp',ztz-p,z_"} , _
(13.b)
where _Vy
given as
is the magnitude of the warping displacement at the point of the applied load
= vzy(x=O,y=y) (13.c)
There are four sets of boundary conditions that must be specified at the beam ends
(x=O,L). First, define either the transverse displacement (v) or the effective shear force
o = {A,,(V.z+o)+,_,_e.z.}-{o_,.zz.o_e,z},z
+ Jz'_,z + J2_. (14.a)
Second, specify either the rotation of the cross section (e) or the effective cross-section
mome_;
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M = {D118,z+ D12V, zz} z+ J1V + Jp'O,z
-{A22e,zz, A12(V,z+e)},,-#y. (14.b)
Third, define either the derivative of the transverse displacement (V,z) or the generalized
moment;
M = D22v, zz + D128,z. (14.c)
Finally, specify either the derivative of the rotation (0,z) or;
R = A22e, zz + A12(V,z + e) . (14.d)
3. SIMPLIFIED GENERAL HIGHER-ORDER THEORY
A simplified version of the general higher-order theory can be developed by
assuming that the cross-section is dgid with_in'it's own plane (i.e., the third displacement
group of Eq. (1) is zero (Uo, Vo=0)) and that the stresses within the arbitrary cross-section
are negligible (O'xx,O'yy,'rxy=,0). This model represents a logical extension to existing
higher-order theories [11-14], which are limited to thin rectangular cross-sections. The
displacement field will have the form;
"d(x,y,z,t)=o ,
"_(x,y,z,t)= v(z,t), (15.a-c)
_x,y,z,t) =y e(z,t)+ (v(z,t),z+e(z,t))Wz(x,y)
where
and
V_z(x,y)= koG A Wo(x,y),
ko= - ].1[1 G_Wo,ydA
(lS.d)
(15.e)
The resulting three nonzero strain components have the form;
-:::: c
_=
5.9
ezz= ye,z+[V,z+ e),zWz,
7_= (v.z.eX1.v,_.y),
r== (v..oXv,...).
(16.a-c)
The one-dimensional constitutive relations are developed by assuming that the stresses
within the cross-section are zero (axx, ayy,_'xy-0) in Eq. (3.a), then a static condensation
approach is used to solve for the remaining three stresses in terms of the corresponding
three strains;
{oz.}Eioil{,..}_:yz = 7yz •
_xz 0 )'xz
(16.o)
where E and G are Young's modulus and the shear modulus, respectively.
The equations of motion are again derived via Hamilton's principle (Eq. (8)), where
the simplified form of the strain energy variation is expressed as;
8U = 5_,Z T Dll D12 e,z +(&V,z+ &e)TA11(V,z + 8)dz (17.a)
&V,zz D12 D22 V,zz
the simplified form of the kinetic energy is given as;
&T=
.L
8_',z
8e
m 0
o Jz
o J2
J2 _',zdz
the simplified form of the work of external forces is defined as;
(17.b)
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IoL' i&We = p( z, t) &vdz , (17.c)
and the associated section constants are given in the Appendix (A.13-20).
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The resulting differential equations of motion have the form;
{ }{A_(V,z.o)},z-{o22_,=.D_20,z},==mV-JzV,z* _,z-P, (_8..)
A__(V,z* 0)-(D_0,. * O_2V,zz},_= -!_- J2V,z , (18.b)
where the three geometric and natural boundary conditions that must be specified at the
beam ends (x_O,L) include;
V
V,z
8
Natural
Q = All(V,z*e)-{D22v,zz* O12e,z},z*JzV,z. J2_
M = D22v, zz + D128,z
M = D119,z+ D12v, zz
(18.c)
w
w
4. MODEL VERIFICATION
The differential equations of motion for the general higher-order theory (Eqns. 13.a,b)
and the simplified general higher-order theory (Eqns. 18.a,b) reduce identically to the
linear form of the higher-order theory for beams, developed by Heyliger and Reddy [14],
if one assumes a rigid in-plane cross-section (_vx = V_' = 0), negligible in-plane stresses
(O'xx,Gyy,_'xy==0), and a cross-section that is an extremely thin (plane stress) rectangle so
that the out-of-plane shear-dependent warping can be described from Saint-Venant's
static flexure warping function [23] as;
(19.a)
E
where (2b) is the overall height of the cross-section (Fig. 2) and the remaining eight
section constants are determined by making use of Eqns. (A.13-20);
5".11
All = 1_5 A, m = pA,
Dll -6-e,-E/xx /p = 68 O/xx105 ' 105- '
D12 = "16 EIxx J2 = @lxx,105 '
(19.b -i)
==
m
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Furthermore, the current equations will reduce to the well-known Timoshenko equations
of motion [1,2] by neglecting both in-plane deformation (V/x = Vfy = O) and out-of-plane
warping (Vz = O) effects;
{A1 l(V,z * e)},z = mY- p ,
 (V,z. o)} zl,z= ,
. :=
where the four section constant are equal to:
(20.a)
(20.b)
All = kGA, m = pA, (20.c-_
Dll = E/xx , /p = plxx ,
=
with k being a shear coefficient that is dependent upon the geometry and material
definition of the cross-section [1-7].
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5. FREEVIBRATION OF A siMPLY'SUPPOrTED BEAM
The natural frequencies of a simply-supported beam can be obtained by applying the
Ritz method where the following displacement functions satisfy both the geometric and
natural boundary conditions;
v(z,t) Q1 si n sin(o_t), e(z,t) = Q2 n (21 .a,b)
z :s
where n is equal to the mode number, _ is the corresponding natural frequency, and Q1
and Q2 are unkown generalized coordinates. Alternatively, this solution represents the
motlon0fa standing Wave in an infinitely long beam where n=l and L is taken as the
wavelength. Cleady, as L becomes small (or n becomes very large), the effects of local
in-plane deformation and out-of-plane warping (shear-deformation) will become
j_
[][]
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5',12 BB
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w
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significant. Substituting the assumed displacement field (21.a,b) into the strain energy
(9.a-c) and kinetic energy v-adat_i-ons (11), integrate over the length; L, and substituting
the results into Hamilton's pdnciple :(8)i will lead to the following 2 by 2 matrix form Of the
algebraic eigenvalue equation;
- {o} (22.a)
where, the coefficients of [K] are given as
with
K22 = A11 + (Ol 1 - 2A12 + A2
f 2
(22.b)
(22.c)
and
(Q}T = (Q1 , (22} • (22.0}
w
The coefficients of the stiffness and mass matrices for the simplified model can be
obtained by setting (A12, A22, Ji, Jp) equal to zero in (Eqns. 21.b,c) and calculating the
remaining eight section constants using (Eqns. A.13-20).
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Two sets of numerical examples are presented. First, the general higher-order
theory (GHOT) and the simplified higher-order theory (SGHO'I') are validated with
previously published solutions over a broad range of beam (or wave) lengths. Second,
,_.13
the vibration behavior of a simply-supported beam is studied for a wide range of
rectangular and elliptical cross-section aspect ratios (b/a). See Fig. 2.a,b.
Comparisons with existing models are made so that the features of the current
development can be assessed. The required section constants for the rectangular and
elliptical cross-sections are presented in tables 1 and 2, respectively, where the in-
plane deformation functions (V/x, V/y) and out-of-plane warping function (V/z) were
developed from Sokolnikoff's full three-dimensional elasticity solutions [23], assuming
that the Poisson's ratio (v) is equal 0.333 and b = 1. For example, the force-dependent
warping functions for a rectangular cross-section have the form
Uo(x,y)= - _/xx xy, (23.a)
Vo(x,y) = - v Of 2. x 2), (23.b)
2 Elxx
-1 12+1) V3
Wo(x,Y)= E lxx l 6 - -_" y E, I'
(23.c)
and the constant (ko) is calculated using Eq. (5.b) as;
E s }lko= 1+2(1+v) / 7c' ,bl_ n 2 cos_n_a))
This coefficient (ko) will approach 2/3 for very thin rectangular cross sections (a/b-O).
The desired form of the warping functions (V/x,V/y,V/z) can be determined by substituting
Eqns. (23.a-0)into (6.d-f). Thus,
V/x= - v x y , (24.a)
wy=-v (y2. x2)T (24.b)
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and _z is found using Eq. (6._, where W 0 and ko are given in Eqns. (23.c,o). , .....
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In the following figures, the two calculated frequencies (0)1, o,'2) are normalized
with respect to _ (= r_(',/E/p)/L) and plotted versus (2nb/L). For extremely long slender
beams (2nbiL=O), the lower frequency, 0)1, is just the Bernoulli-Euler prediction with
(QI_'0, Q2=0) , while the upper frequency,o)2, will equal the "thickness-shear"
frequency, _s (=_/A11//P), where the beam experiences pure shearing through the
cross-section (Q2_) with no beam bending (Ol=0). As (2nb/L) increases, the modes
become coupled, where the lower natural frequency, 0)1, is predominantly beam
bending with some shear deformation, whereas the upper frequency, 0)2, is
predominantly beam shear with some beam bending. A second (lower) x-axis, is
included in the figures, that represents the corresponding mode number assuming a
characteristic long slender beam (2b/L=O.1).
=
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6.1 VALIDATION STUDIES
The current theories; (GHO'T') and (SGHO'T'), were validated by comparing the
calculated natural frequencies of a simply-supported beam having a thin rectangular
(b/a=lO00) cross-section with numerous existing solutions over a broad range of beam
lengths (Fig. 3) and by comparing the calculated "thickness-shear* frequencies (Table
3) with previously published results [24]. The lower frequency o)1, has four distinct lines
which represent; (1) the Bernoulli-Euler solution, (2) the current (GHOT) solution, (3) a
plane-stress elasticity solution [7], and (4) the Timoshenko solution with k=2/3 [1,2]. The
line which contains the plane stress elasticity solution also represents the current
(SGHOT) model, a higher-order theory [14], and the Timoshenko solution with k=.8551
[6]. All of the shear-deformable models are in complete agreement with the Bernoulli-
Euler solution when the beam is long and slender, but as the beam (or wave) length gets
shorter, the "T'imoshenko beam theory with k=2/3 is more flexible than the remaining beam
theories, and for extremely short beam lengths (2b>L) the current (GHOT) model predicts
a natural frequency that is slightly higher than existing one-dimensionai beam theories.
This difference is clearly a result of including in-plane deformations in both the strain and
kinetic energies.
The shear-dominant frequency 0)2, has only two distinct lines which represent; (1)
the Tirnoshenko solution with k=2/3 [1,2], and (2) the Timoshenko solution with k=.8551
[6]. The second line also represents a higher-order theory [14], and the current (GHO'I')
and (SGHO'r') models. The "rimoshenko solution with k=2/3 is measurably more flexible
when the beam is long and slender, but converges to the other beam solutions when the
beam (or wave) length becomes very short.
5'.15
WA comparison of the predicted "thickness-shear" mode frequency (Table 3) with
an elasticity solution [24] shows that the current (SGHO'I') model and the model of [11] is
in near exact agreement, while the Timoshenko-based predictions are somewhat
deficient. The current (GHO'I') model differs slightly as a result of including the kinetic
energy associated with in-plane deformations, which was ignored in [24].
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6.2 VARYING CROSS-SECTION ASPECT II
In the second study, the vibration behavior of a simply-supported beam was
analyzed for a wide range of rectangular and elliptical cross-section aspect ratios (b/a).
In Fig. 4, the two calculated natural frequencies using the current (GHOT) model are
presented as a function of rectangular cross-section aspect ratio (b/a). It can be seen
that (b/a) has very little effect on (Ol, even for extremely short beam (or wave) lengths,
but it can have a measurable effect on o,'2 for moderate and shorter beam lengths. In
Table 4, a comparison of the lower and higher frequencies is given as a function of b/a
for an extremely short beam length (2b=-L) and one can see that b/a has a minimal effect
on the bending frequency, whereas the effect on the shear-dominant frequency can be
significant.
Bii
m
As a further validation of the current model, Aalami [15] predicted that o.,'1=0.4724(.0o for
an extremely short beam (2b=L) having a square cross-section (b/a=l) using a
Rayleigh-Ritz energy approach on the full three-dimensional problem, which is within
0.4% of the current (GHOT) solution. The "thickness-shear" mode frequency is also
presented in Table 4, where it is seen that the frequency increases with a reduction in
the aspect ratio (wider cross-section). The results from the Bernoulli-Euler solution, the
Timoshenko solutions [1,2,6], and the higher-order models [11-14] were not included in
either Fig. 4 or Table 4-1_ecause these solutions d0:n0t depend Upon aspect-rati0 for
.rectangular cross-sections and are equal to the results given in Fig. 3 and Table 3,
respectively.
In Figs. 5-7, the two calculated natural frequencies are presented as a function of
.....eilip-tical cross-section-aspect ratio (b/a) _f0r the _Timoshenko model and the:current
(GHOT) and (SGHO'r') models. The shear correction factor (k) used in the Tirnoshenko
model was taken from [6], where the magnitude varies with aspect ratio. The results from
the Timoshenko solution (Fig. 5) show that o,'1 and (o2 become slightly more flexible with
5".16
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decreasing aspect ratio (b/a), where a large unrealistic reduction occurs when
bla<O.50. This reduction is apparent in short wave-lengths for the bending-dominant
frequency ((01) and in the long wave-lengths for theshear-dominant frequency (oy2).
Alternatively, the frequency results using the current (GHO'T') model (Fig. 6) show very
• little change in (01 with bla except for extremely short beams (2b>L), whereas the
change in (02 can be significant over the broad range of wave-lengths. It is interesting to
note that aspect ratio has a negligible effect on both the calculated frequencies for a
wide range of cross-section shapes (l<bla<lO00), but as the cross-section becomes
wide (bla<l.0) the variation in the calculated frequencies, especially (02, can be
important. Finally, the frequencies as a function of beam-length and aspect ratio b/a
using the current (SGHOT) model are presented in Fig. 7, where the bending dominant
frequency ((Ol) will undergo a slight increase for extremely short beams (2blL>2), while
the shear dominant frequency ((02) experiences a small decrease for long slender
beams.
In Tables 5.a,b, (01 and o.,'2for an extremely short (2b=-L) simply-supported beam
with an elliptical cross-section are compared using the three different solution
approaches for a variety of aspect ratios. It is clear that decreasing b/a (wide section)
will decrease both (01 and _ based upon either the Timoshenko results or the (SGHOT)
model, but the results using the (GHOT) model show that the (.Ol may actually increase
for wide cross-sections (low b/a), which is in agreement with the three-dimensional
results using Aalarni's model [15]. From Fig. 6, it is apparent that as the beam wave-
length is much smaller than the cross-section dimensions (2b), then ((01) will decrease.
Finally, in Table 5.c the "thickness-shear* mode frequency is presented using the three
different methods and compared to an elasticity solution of Jeffreys [25]. Both the
(GHOT) and the (SGHOT') models are in near perfect agreement with the exact results for
a wide variety of cross-section aspect ratios, whereas the Timoshenko based solutions
[6] slightly over predict the results.
7. CONCLUSIONS
A new one-dimensional theory has been developed to study the vibrational
behavior of prismatic beam-type structures that utilizes both out-of-plane shear-
dependent warping and in-plane (anticlastic) deformations. The two equations of motion
were derived using Hamilton's principle, where the full three-dimensional constitutive
equations are used and it is assumed that the cross-section deformation functions are
5'.17
known. A simplified form of the current general higher-order theory was also presented
which includes out-of-plane shear-deformation but neglects in-plane deformations by
assuming that the stresses within the cross-section were negligible. It was shown that
+
the current model reduces identically to existing higher-order models of beams having a
thin rectangular cross-section, when in-plane deformations are not included.
Furthermore, the current model reduces to the Timoshenko equations when out-of-plane
shear-dependent warping is neglected. Results from a numerical validation study of a
simply-supported beam with a thin-rectangular (b/a=1000) proved that the current model
is in near exact agreement with existing approaches over a broad range of beam (or
wave) lengths for the bending-dominant, shear-dominant, and thickness-shear
frequencies. It was shown that including the in-plane cross-section deformations and the
three-dimensional constitutive model will slightly increase the bending-dominant
frequency and greatly reduce the shear-dominant frequency for extremely short wave-
lengths. Results from a second numerical study showed that the cross-section aspect
ratio has only a minimal effect on the bending-dominant frequency even for short wave-
lengths, but the effect on the shear-dominant frequency can be significant for long
slender beams with either rectangular and elliptical cross-sections. Moreover, the
"thickness-shear" mode frequency was found to increase slightly with decreasing aspect
ratio for the rectangular cross-section, whereas the frequency associated with this mode
was found to decrease for the elliptical cross-section and be in near exact agreement
with existing published solutions.
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APPENDIX
The bending and shear related cross-section constants for the current general higher-
order theory (GHOT) ate defined as
Dll = fA
(A.1)
£)22 = f A (Z + 2G) _z dA
(A2)
(A.3)
=
=.4
All = dA (A.4)
and
(A.5)
(A.6)
The mass related cross-section constants for the general higher-order theory (GHOT)
Ip = fA p (y + Vz)2 dA
.... : ± ..
are defined as
(A.8)
(A.9)
l(A.10)
and
Jz = IAPV_ dA (A.11)
J2 = IAP(Y + _z)_zdA. (A.12)
The followingeightnonzero sectionconstants are used in the simplifiedgeneral higher-
order theory (SGHOT)
D,,-IAE(y+Vzf,JA (A.13)
D12 = IA E(y + Wz)_z dA (A.14)
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D22 = IAE _z dA
(A.15)
dA (A.16)
(A.17)
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5. 23
Table 1 Nondimensionalized section constants for rectangular cross-sections (b/a)
with v= 0.333.
b/a
A1 liGA
A121GAb 2
A221GAb 4
D1 llEIxx
D12/Elxx
D22/Eixx
m/(pA)
(p/xx)
1/(f,lxx)
J2/(pfxx)
Jzl(plxx)
Jp/(p_xxb2)
0.50 1 2 10 100 1000
•55373 .60373 .58046 .57019 .56977 .56976
•10788 .0075697 -.018517 -.026057 -.026356 -.026359
•11890 .017249 .0074311 .0056066 .0055451 .0055445
•67878 .73949 .71522 .70501 .70460 .70459
-.12390 -.10703 -.11659 -.12024 -.12039 -.12039
•07343 .046448 .051600 .054504 .054630 .054631
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
•65436 .72405 .69806 .68689 .68643 .68643
•49950 0 -.12488 -.16484 -.16648 -.16650
-.14831 -.12248 -.13375 -.13837 -.13855 -.13855
•049015 .031004 .034443 .036381 .036465 .036466
.35669 .051748 .022293 .016820 .016635 .016633
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Table 2 Nondimensionalized section constants for elliptical cross-sections (b/a) with v
= 0.333 for (a.) tl_e general higher:order theory, a_nd (b.) the simplified general
higher-order theory (where A12 = A22 = J1 = Jp = 0.0).
0.50 1 2 10 100 1000
w
b/a
A11/GA
A12/GAb 2
IA221GAb 4
D1 llElxx
D12/Elxx
D22/Elxx
m/(pA)
j Colxx)
1/CO&x)
J2/Lolxx)
Jzl(plxx)
Jd(P xxb2)
•41945 .57846 .64773 .67502 .67622 .67654
•075454 .015139 -.013469 -.024242 -.024707 -.024712
•068151 .0092408 .0042599 .0034887 .0034655 .0034653
•58259 .69203 .74236 .76257 .76345 .76346
-.12992 -.12612 -.10940 -.10146 -.10109 -.10109
.15757 .055736 .038845 .034518 .034354 .034352
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
•53020 .67350 .72944 .75109 .75203 .75204
•49950 0.0 -.12488 -.16483 -.16648 -.16650
-.18231 -.14465 -.12231 -.11293 -.11251 -.11251
•10518 .037204 .025929 .023041 .022931 .022930
•27260 .036963 .017038 .013955 .013862 .013861
b/a 0.50 1 2 10 100 1000
A111GA
D11/Elxx
D12/E/xx
D221EIxx
m/(pA)
Ip/(Plxx)
J2/(ptxx)
Jzl(plxx)
•42130 .51852 .58848 .62334 .62498 .62531
•53472 .61111 .66975 .69994 .70137 .70138
-.18750 -.16667 -.14506 -.13257 -.13195 -.13195
•090278 .055555 .040123 .034931 .034724 .034722
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
.53472 .61111 .66975 .69994 .70137 .70138
-.18750 -.16667 -.14506 -.13257 -.13195 -.13195
•090278 .055555 .040123 .034931 .034724 .034722
=
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Table 3 Natural frequencies of a short (2blL = 1) simply-supported beam with a thin
rectangular cross-section (b/a = 1000) including thickness-shear mode
frequency (cots).
(.o1/o_
(._2/o_
_s/oJs
with
elasticity' Berh_ulli-
Euler
Timoshenko [1,2] ......Refined Current Current
k = 2/3 k = .8511 [11]. (GHO'I') (SGHO'I')
.4269 .4623 .4628 .4763 .4628
.1712 1.2222 1.2138 1.2010 1.2138
.8166 .9226 .9076 .9111 .9076
.4666 [7] .9069
w
.9069 [20] -
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Table 4 Natural frequencies of a simply-supported beam (2LYL = 1) for various
rectangular cross-section aspect ratios.
bla = 1/2 bla = 1 INa = 2 bla = 1000
|
_1/0,_0 .4786 .4744 .4756 .4763
0,"2/(,_ .9762 1.1486 1.1890 1.201
O.,,tS/O,_S .9200 .9132 .9120 .9111
n_"_p_ and m= _prwith _o = , = •L
E
=
F
5.2.'7
Table 5 Natural frequencies of a simply-supported beam (2b/L = 1) for various elliptical
cross-section aspect ratios for (a.) the bending dominant frequency (o,_/_o),
(b.) the shear-dominant frequency (o_/oJo), and (c.) the thickness-shear
frequency (_s/OJs).
b/a = 0.50
b/a= 1
b/a= 2
bla = 1000
Bernoulli-
Euler
i • i i
.7854
.7854
.7854
.7854
Timoshenko Current Current
[6] (GHOTJ (SGHOT)
.4377 .4636 .4394
.4462 .4563 .4436
.4489 .4564 .4474
.4499 .4566 .4495
- Timoshenko
b/a = 0.50
b/a= 1
bia=2
b/a = 1000
b/a = 0.50
b/a = 1
b/a= 2
b/a = 1000
Current Current
[6] (GHO'r} (SGHO'r)
1.274 1.014 1.259
1.294 1.209 1.280
1.301 1.264 1.290
1.304 1.282 1.294
elasticity Timoshenko Current
[3,21] .[6] ...... (GHO'F)
1.257 1.289 1.257
1.303 1.333 1.305
1.328 1.349 1.331
1.339 1.354 1.342
Current
(SGHOT)
1.255
1.303
1.335
1.336
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Fig. 2 A rectangular and an elliptical cross-section.
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Chapter 6
FORMULATION OF A NONLINEAR THEORY FOR SPINNING ANISOTROPIC BEAMS
BY
C.A. Ie and J.B. Kosmatka
Department of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Sciences
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA 92093
=
A geometrically nonlinear theory is developed for spinning anisotropic beams having arbitrary
cross-sections. An assumed displacement field is developed using the standard three-dimensional
kinematic relations to describe the global beam behavior supplemented with an additional field that
represents the local deformation within the cross section and warping out of the cross se.."tion plane. It
is assumed that the magnitude of this additional field is directly proportional to the local stress
resultants.Using a developed ordering scheme, the nonlinear strains are calculated to the third order.
Through Hamilton's principle, the six governing equations are obtained.The finite element model is
developed using the weak form variational formulation. Numerical results for a static case show that
the model agrees with the elasticity solution up to the stress level. Results on the free vibration eases
show that the behavior ofanisotropic beams are indeed more complex compared to the isotropic
counterpart, i.e. complete coupling (bending torsion shear and extension) exists for these type of
beams.
m
m
m
INTRODUCTION
Consider a prismatic beam of length (L) composed of an arbitrary anisotropic material having a
general cross-section (see Fig. 1). For solely the purpose of simplicity of formulation, but without
loss of generality, let us assume that the material _s homogeneous through out the entire body.
Cartesian coordinate systems (X, Y, Z) and (x, y, z) are defined on the beam where y and z are
coincident with the principle axes of the root cross-section and x is coincident with the line of
centroids. The beam is located (Hx, Fly, Hz) with respect to the coordinate system (X, Y, Z) and
spins about the coordinate Z with a constant angular velocity fl. The beam is subjected to distributed
loads Px, Py, and Pz, which are assumed to act on the coordinate line x.
Existing beam theories have been developed by neglecting the in-plane stresses, i.e., tryy, ¢rzz.
and Oyz , (Love, 1927). Classical beam theory'_er assumes that plane sections perpendicular to
the undeformed x axis remains planes (first assumption) and perpendicular (second assumption) to the
the deformed x axis. As a consequent, the shear strains will automatically vanish. To take into
•account the shear strain energy, Timoshenko (1921, 1922) developed a theory that abundant the
second assumption. Due to the fact that these theories were developed for isotropic materials, they
assume uncoupled global material behavior.
Beams theories that were developed by abandoning_th constraints exist. Levinson (1981),
Heyliger and Reddy (1988) and Kant and Gupta (1988) developed theories that more accurately
represent the kinematical relations by introducing shear related warping function which is proportional
to the intensity of the shear strains at the omtroid. These theories were developed exclusively for
isotropic material with a thin rectangular cross section. Vlasov (1961) developed a theory that also
include the out-of-plane warping for thin-wailed isotopic beams having simple cross-sections.
Bauchau (1985) extended this approach for thin-wall composite beams where eigen-warping functions
Were used to model the out-of-plane shear-dependent warping. Recently, Ie and Kosmatka (1992.a)
developed a beam theory for isotropic general cross-sections using first-order warping functions that
can predict not only the global behaviors but also the loca! behaviors (strains and stresses).
This paper extends the development by Ie and Kosmatka (1992.a) _oa m--orecomplex material
definition, i.e. anisotropic materials. For the sake of simplicity and clarity, but without loss of
generality, this theory is developed for the case of beams having homogeneous material through out
the body. A set of numerical examples is presented for beams having elliptica| cross sections. Exact
warping functions for this cross section can be found in a paper by Ie and Kosmatka (1992.b). For
beams having general cross-sections and material definitions, the warping functions can be found
using a model developed by Kosmatka and Dong (1991).
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Fig. 1 A spinning anisotropic beam.
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THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Assumed Displacement Field. _ed Formulation
Through out the body, the displacement distributions in the x -, y- and z -directions are defined as
6.7-
m
D
m
U(X,y,Z,t)=U(X,t)+Z 0y(X,t)-y Oz(x,t)+Wl (X,y,z,t) ,
(x,y;z,O =v(x,t)-z 0x(x,t) + W:(x,y,z,O ,
(x,y,z,O =w(x,t)+y Ox(x,t) +W3(x,y,z,t) ,
(1 .a--c)
where u, v, and w represent the displacements in the directions of the coordinate axes x-, y-, and z-
respectively and 0x, 0y and 0 z represent the rotations about the coordinate axes x-, y-, and z-
respectively. W I, W2 and W3, represent the total local warping functions (displacements) of the
cross sections in the directions of the coordinate axes x-, y-, and z- respectively. These functions are
assumed to have the following form
6
W1 (x,y,z,t)= _, Fi(x,t) wli(Y,Z) ,
i=l
6
W2 (x,y,z,t)=
i =1
Fi (x,/) w2i (y,z) , (2.a--c)
where
6
W3 (x,y,z,t)=
i =1
Fl(x,t) = Ia axxdA ,
p"
F3(x,t) = azx dA ,
Fs(x,t) = l z trxx dA ,
Fi(x,0 wai (y,z),
F2(x,0 = L a'r aa ,
F4(x,t) = L (y a_x- z axy)aa,
F6(x,t) = -L y CrxxdA ,
(3.a-D
in which A is the area of the cross section, Crxx, cryy and crzz are the normal stress components and
VoZ,Ozx and ¢rxy are the shear stress components. F1, F2 and F3, are the local stress resultants
rces) in the x-, y-, and z- directions respectively and F4, F5 and F6, are the local stress resultants
(moments) about the coordinate axes x, y, and z respectively. Further, Wli , w2i and w3i (named
as beam warping functions) are the warpings of the cross section with a thickness dr (zero thickness)
due to individual stress resultant F i provided that the area dA is fixed against translational
displacements and rotations. Solving the boundary value problem given in Fig. 2, in which the only
nonzero stress resultant is F3, the warping functions w13 , w23 and w33 will be obtained. The
others fifteen warping functions can be obtained in a similar way.
F?2
...,..,¢-
LJJ_
Fig. 2 A procedure to obtain warping functions.
The general constitutive relations are given as
(4.)
where the stress and strain arrays are defined as
{or}T= { Uxx, Uyy, Ozz, Oyz, Ozx, Oxy } ,
{£}T--{ f.xx,_yy,Ezz,Vyz, Vzx, Vxy ), ....:_ _91 :-_ ......_
and [C ] is the material stiffness matrix which may have twenty one distinct stiffness constants.
Assumed Displacement Field Purely Kinematic Formulation
i _ ._ 5= _ ?_
It is necessary to transform the assumed displacement field in eqns (l'a c) to a purely kinematic
field counterpart before further formulations can be furnished For this purpose, a Linear strain
displacement relationship is being adopted, Le.
O_ O_ O_
_x = dx ' Zyy = , ezz = Oz '
Yyz =_ _, Yzx dz Ox , Yxy =--+_ .dxOy
(6.a-t)
On the basis of beam elemental equilibrium, the following assumptions are being made
(7.a--d)
Also note that
t
F5 = F3 , F6 = - F2 • (7.e_
Using the above assumptions the 1_ stress resultants can be expressed in terms of u, v, w ,Ox, Oy
and 0z (and their derivatives) by first calculating the strains using eqn (6.a-./) and eqn (1.a-c), then
using this strains to get the stresses through eqn (4), and finally substituting_e calculated stresses into
eqns (3.a-/) to get the following result .... _ .....
where{F } isan array
{F)r= { F_, F2, F3, F4, Fs, F6 ) , (9)
[HI is a six by six matrix which depends on the geomemy of the cross section, material properties
and warping functions, and {e } isan array : - :
{e}r= { e,, e2, e3, e4, es, e6 },
w'+0,,0,,0;1.
Finally,thedesiredform of theassumed displacementfieldisobtainedby substitutingeqn (8)intoeqn
(I) througheqn (2),resultinginthefollowingformulation
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m"u(x,y,z,t) = u(x,t)+z Oy(X,t)-yOz(X,t)+Vl(x,y,z,t) ,
_(,y,z,t) = v(x,t)-z O_(x,t)+C:(x,y,z,t) ,
_(,y,z,t) = w(x,t)+y Ox(x,t)+q_(x,y,z,t) ,
(11 .o-c)
where
6
_ (x,y,z,O = _ e,(x,O q_,z), i= 1-3,
k=l
6
q_/= _'. Hkj wik, i- 1-3, j =I-6 .
k=1
(12._ b)
This displacement field wiU be used as the basis for the remaining development, where no limiting
assumptions are made corresponding to load type.
Ordering Scheme
To identify and delete higher order terms which are produced during the derivation of the governing
equations, it is necessary to define an ordering scheme. First of all, let assume that the beam is
relatively long and slender such that the geometric ratios of the cross section to the length (y/L, z/L) are
in the order of e which is defined to be equal to 0.2. Since x is the centroidal axis of the beam, (x/L,
L O( )fOx ) are in the order of one. To assign the orders of others terms, a study of the deflection
patterns of a tip loaded anisotropic cantilever beam composed of material properties of High-Sa'ength
Graphite/Epoxy (see Table 1) has been performed using the exact results obtained by Ie and Kosmatka
(1992.b). Due to the fact that the beam spins, the order of u/L has been increased up to ¢2.
Table 1: Typical Material Properties of High-Strength Graphite/Epoxy.
--:=
E11 145.0
//22=//?33 10.0
G12 = G13 4.8
v12 = v13 0.25
v23 0.40
p 1580
GPa
GPa
GPa
kg/m3
Taking only up to the third order of ¢, an ordering scheme will be obtained in the following manner
Order I •
Order E •
r. oO (13.a)
L ' Ox "
6.5
Order _2 :
Order E3 :
Y z 2.
L' L' L'
it
L' Oy
(lPl, _2, 1,p3!)
w 0_, ey, 8z.L'
O(¥a, _2, lp3)
O(_Ph _P2, _3)
L ' Ox "
OZ
(13.b)
(13.c)
(13.d)
I
m
J
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Nonlinear Strain'DisN_ment Relations -_ : _` :: ..... ::
A geometrically nonlinear strain-displacement relationship is being adopted as follows
=--+_- + _ +--
"" Ox 2_[Ox] [O,J _Ox l J '
v_x Oz ex Ozex ez Ox e--fo--7'
ov dto_ 2 to_ 2 to_,N
_y =_+ _ +_ +=.--_oy  loyl toy1toy'!J'
oLo_+o_o_+o_oT+o_o_
Ox Oy Ox Oy Ox Oy Ox Oy
Substituting _ns (1.a-c) into the above equations and applying the ordering scheme as shown in eqns
(13.a-d), the strain array can written as follows
m
I
l
i
!
m
J
{}{e}==:[X]E , (15) m-
where the matrix [X] only depends upon cross sectional dependent functions and { E } is an array of
macroscopic strain measures which dependson thesix variables u, v, w, Ox, Oy and Oz • [X] and
{ E } can be decomposed into linear and nonlinear parts as follows
II
[X]_ [X,] [Xn2_ [X_ ], (16)
(17)
See the Appendix for detailed expressions of [X] and { E }.
(18)
The swain energy is defined as follows
Substituthag eqn (15) into ¢qn (18), the strain energy can be writtetl as follows
|
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m
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6.C:,
=-: :
L
=
F
=
#
]ol_I_ts,l{_I_, _19)u
where the matrix [Se] is called section constant and is defined as follows
Ja [X]r [C] [XldA . (20)[$e]
Furthermore, substituting eqn (17) into eqn (19), the following will be obtained
Finally, carry out the multiplication, nel_lecting the term associated with multiplication .betw.e_n the
third order swain measures, the following expression for the strain energy will be obtaine0
= {_.,r2{_,}Tts_l{v ({_,}'ts,l{_,}+2{_,}'ts j=_ 3.,}
(22)
+I2_T J 2_ 3_I
Ym.e,.tic,F.m_
The kinetic energy of the beam is defined as follows
T= p V.V dA dx,
where p is Me mass density and V is the velocity vector which is equal to
(23)
V = _0F + £) i, - ?, (24)
0t
in which _" is the position vector def'med as
i, I/ e,
Transforming into the beam coordinate system, the position vector can be written as follows
?- (hx+x+'_, hy+y+_, hz+z+_,)_ !y I
lezj '
(25)
(26)
where (h x , hy, hz) = (H x , Hy, Hz) [B] T, and [B] is a transformation matrix between the two sets
of the coordinate systems by rotating through Euler angles f33, _2, f_l in which [B] = [B1] [B2] [B3].
t 1 0 0
B 0 cos fAl sin f31
0 -sin fit cos fit
t cos fJz 0 -sin _2
, Bz 0 1 0
sin fl2 0 cos flz
t cos_3 sinO3B3 -sin f13 cos f_3
0 0
0
0 •
1
(27.a-c)
Substituting eqn (26) into eqn (24) and making use ofeqns (27.a-c), the velocity vector becomes
+ hz+z+_,)-f +y+ + fx(hz+z+_,)+_ghx÷x+ ey +
+ +y+ +x+ ez,
(28)
in which (fix, fy, f_z) = (0, 0, f_ ) [B ]T.
The (joverning F__uafions (Equations of Motion)
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The six governing equations for the beam are determined by applying the Hamilton's principle as
follows |
_) (-U+ T+We)dt- 0 ,
where U, Tand W e arethe strainenergy,kineticenergy and work done by externalforces,
respectively.
The variationof the strainenergy can be writtenasfollows
(29)
L
(3O)
Substituting the expression for the strain array from eqns (15) and (17) into the above equation, the
following result will be obtained
IL 3
where {R} is an array of stress resultants with forty eight elements defined as follows
{el. I Ix]r{°} aA.
(31)
(32)
The variation of the kinetic energy as shown in eqn (23) can be decomposed into three parts as follows
 rdt= at, (33)
where
m
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m
l
w
u
!
I
= .
L
1
5Tldt =
L
I (15q}_mcl {il}+ {5_1}:r[mclT(q}+ {Sq}r{fcol)dxdt ,
(34.a-c)
r=
w
({Sq}_-_ksl){q}-{_q}r {fc_) dx dr.
The above equations are associated with inertia, Coriolis and centrifugal forces, respectively. Note that
{" } indicates the derivatives with respect to time. The array {q} is defined as follows
=
B I !
{q}r= u, v,w, 0x, 0y, 0z, u, v, w, 0x, 0y, 0 . (35)
Matrix[m],[mc]and [ks]arethemass,Coriolis,and cenU'ifugalsoftening-typematrices,
respectively.Arrays {fco} and {fcf} arethe Coriolisand centrifugalforce-typearrays,respectively.
Due tothefactthatf2isconstant,the array{fco} willnot contributetothegoverning equations.The
detailsof theexpressionscan be found inthe Appendix. Integratingby partstheexpressionsineqns
(34.a-c)withrespecttotime,thefollowingresultswillbe obtained
{sq}r {Z} dx dr,
(36.a-c)
where
{Bq}7({Lr}--_l) dx dr,
(37.a-c)
m
in which [mco] =-2 [mco].
The variation of the external work done is as follows
L
5Wef /o (p_5u + py 5v + pzSw) dx. (38)
Substituting eqn (31), eqns (36.a-c) and eqn (38) into eqn (29) and taking any necessary integration by
_s, the boundary conditions and the six governing equations will be obtained as follows
w
Boundary Conditions :
Specify u or N u which is equal to
6.q
Nu = RI-R'./+RIgv'+R25w'+R310x+R370y-R430z+ZT+_7+ZT-fT. (39.a)
(39.b)
(39.c)
(39.d)
Specify v or N v which is equal to
Nv = R2-R's+RIgU'+(RI3+2R20)v'+(R2 I+R26)w'+(RI "I+R32)Ox+(R2I+R38)0y-
(R2o+R44)0z+R220x+R230;+R240;+Zs+_#8+Zs-fs•
Specify w orNw wl'dch is equal to
Nw • R3"R'9+R25u'+ (R2I+R26)v'+(RI3+2R2"I)w'+(RI8+R33)0x +(R27+R39)0y-
sp  y0, o M,whi hi  q. 
Mx • R4-Rio+R22v'+R2sw'+R340x+R4oOy'R460z+ZIo+ZIO+_Io'flo •
Specify 0y orMy which is equal to
My " R5 +R9-R1 l+R23v'+R29w'+R350x+R4 lOy-R470z+Z11+_11 +Z11-fl 1- (39.e)
Specify 0 z or M z which is equal to
M z = Re-Rs-R i2+R24 v'+R3 ow'+R360x +R420y-R480z+ZI 2+Z-'l 2+_r12-f12- (39.')
Specify u ', v ', w ', 0 'x, 0 'y, and 0 'z or M u , M v , M w, Rx , Ry , and R z , respectively, which are
dcfmcd asfollows
Mu x R7 , My = Rs , Mw " R9 , (40.o-f)
Rx = RI0, Ry • Rll, Rz = R12.
The six governing equadons :
ON. I_ +Z, +Z, -f,)+px---'O ON,Ox
z,÷ ,
-W-
where
w w ! ,4.
_'. -RalU "(RI"I+R32)v "(RIB+R3:#)W "(RI4+RIs)Ox-R330y+R320z R350y-R360z '
l_'v• R2+ R43u"+(R2o+R44)v'_R26+ R45)w'+ R3 20x+(RI 6+R3s+ R45)eY- : (42.a-c)
g i
(RI4+2R44)Oz+R460x +R4 70y ,
_'w = R3+R37u'+(R21+R3s)v' +(R27+R39)w'+R330x+{RIs+2R39)Oy - ': :'.....
(RI6+R38+R45)ez+R4o0x+R420z"
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rFINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The finite element model is developed using the weak form formulation. The six variables u, v,w
,Or, 0y and 0 z are interpolated using the expressions of the form
4 5 5
.--E E EV ----- Vi ,.v W, W= Wid_
i=1 i=1 i--1
4 4 4
o_=y_.,o:_", o,=E o;_', o,=y_.,o;_',
i=1 i=1 i=I
(43.aJ)
where the variables U,Ox, Oy and 0 z are interpolated using four-node Hermite polynomials and v and
w are interpolated the same way as u except that one additional node being added in the mid-length of
the elements. Substituting the above equations into eqn (29), the associated governing equations (the
equations of motion) related to the nodal displacement {Q } can be written as follows
[MI{Q]+[_'](Q}+(Kt]+[K,,t]-[K,t){(2}= {F,}+{FCf}, (44)
wh_e
{Q}r_.{(ul,u2,u3,u4),(v,,v2,v3,v,,vs),(wl,w:,w3,w4,ws),
(o:,el,o;,01),(o_',oi,o;,oi),(o:,o_5,o'3,o_)}, (45)
m
[M] is the mass matrix, [C] the gyroscopic matrix, [K! ] the linear stiffness matrix, [Kn l ] the nonlinear
stiffness matrix, [Kcf] the centrifugal stiffness matrix, {Fe} and {Fcf} the force vectors related to the
external and centrifugal loads, respectively.
L._ NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
L _
=
In this section, numerical examples are presented for beams with elliptical cross section composed
of an anisolropic homogeneous material (see Fig. 3.a) where (a) and (b) are one-half of the major and
minor dimensions of the cross section, respectively. Through out these examples, a value of (b/a)
equal to one half has been chosen. Furthermore, the beam is assumed to be composed of a single set of
unidirectional high strength graphite/epoxy fibers, which is a transversely iso_'opic material that has
five independent constants (see Table 1)
TI
..L7
Fig. 3.a A tip-loaded cantilever beam
To achieve orthotropic and/or anisotropic beam behavior, the material reference flame (1,2,3) is
kn'ientedrelativetothebeam Cartesiancoordinateframe (x,y,z)usingreferenceangles(p)and (a),
Which are defined as rotations about the positive x-axis and the positive material 3-axis, respectively.
See Fig. 3.b, where the transformation relation between (1,2,3) and (x,y,z) is equal to
R
J
(1)2
3
cos(a)
- sin(a)
0
cos(a) cos(fJ) cos(a) sin(fJ) [ .
- sin( ) cos(8)
(46)
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The resulting 21 unique material compliance coefficients (Sij, i,j=!--6) are dete____efl__ U___dard
transformation techniques (Lekhnitskii, 1963). Numerical examples for static and fi'_ wbratmn cases
are presented for the case of a = [3= 30 degrees, L/(2a) = 10. The model predicts the coupled
displacements and stresses exactly .........
Example I : Static. Nonspinning
Consider a cantilever beam fixed at the root with a single tip load Pz (see Fig. 3.a). Unlike the
isotropic counterpart, results show that all six stress components are present. Fig. 4.a-j show the
countour plots of these stresses.
Normal Stress ¢rxx : • :
Fig. 4.a-d show the changes of (Yxx distributions in the cross sections at different values ofx.
Dotted lines show negative stresses. At the tip (Fig. 4.a), unlike the isotropic counterpart (in whi.ch
this stress is equal to zero), ax_ distributes in a such a way such that the resui_tis equal to zero.
This stress will gradually becomes less dominant as the value of (L-x) increases (for cross sections
closer to the root). Fig.4.b shows the stress distribution for a value of (L-x)-- b, Fig.4.c for (L-x)=
2b, and Fig.4.d for (L-x)=L (at the root) where the stress distribution is dominated by the "classical"
normal stress distribution.
Due to the anisofi'bpy of the material, these stresses exist. Because the shear forces through out the
leng_.._e cons_t, these StreSS di_buti0ns don0t ch_ge wi"_ _spect to x. As they have to_
C_yyand a_ (seeFig.4.e,f,respectively)vanish attwo locations,i.e.at y = :£a,_ 0 for ayy and
at y = 0, _ _ for o'_.. Likewise, ayz vanishesatfourlocations,i.e.at y = :l:a,_ 0 and at y
= 0, z= :t.b (see Fig.4.g).
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Transverse Shear Stresses Crzx and ax-y :
i
Fig. 4.h,i show the countour plots of transverse shear stresses gzx and gay, respectively. Fig.4.j
shows a qualitative vectorial scaled plot of the resultants between these two stresses. From this figure,
it is interesting to see that the stress distribution clearl.y does not resemble that of an isotropic
countmpart (i.e. a paraboloid with a maximum occurring at the centroid). Instead, the disaibution is
nonsymmetric with a maximum occurring on the outer edge.
3 2
Fig.3.b Orientation of material fibers (1,2,3) relative to (x,y,z).
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Fig. 4 Stress distributions of a tip-loaded cantilever beam.
6.13
Example 2 : Free Vibration. Nonspinn/ng
For free vibration analysis, consider the same beam as in example 1 but with flee-free boundary
condition. Table 2 shows the mode number, the values of }'i (no dimension) and information about
the mode shapes, where
2xL 2 V pA ' (47)
3_ is the i-th frequencies (in hertz), and lyy is the moment of inertia with respect to the y axis. As
expected, the fast six modes represent rigid body m_, For Iow_ _uencies, couplings exist
mainly between bending and torsion. Complete couplings (bending, torsion, shear, and extimsion)
exist for higher frequencies.
Mode Xi
Number
lto6 0
7 8.33
8 16.42
9 22.66
10 42.93
11 43.40
12 49.99
13 69.80
14 80.69
15 94,53
16 99.45
17 101.58
18 125.76
Information about the mode shapes
Rigid body motions
First bending in the x-o-z--plane _ little torsion
First bending in the x-o-y--plane with _ttle torsion
Second bending in the x-o-z--plane with little torsion
Third bending in the x-o-z--planewith some torsion
Second bending in the x-o-y--plane with some torsion
First torsion with some third bending in the x-o-z--plane
Fourth bending in the x-o-z--plane wifla__mc to_'si9 n and little extension
Third bending in the x-o-y-plane with some torsion-
First extension with some torsion and lirdei3endlng in the x-o-y--plane
Second torsion with little bendings in both planes
Fifth bending in the x-o-z--plane with some torfion
Fourth bending in the x-o-y--plane with some torsion, little extension and
little fourth bending in the x-o-z--plane
CONCLUSION
A formulation of a nonlinear theory for spinning artisotropic beams having arbitrary cross-sections
has been developed. The displacement field is assumed to compose two parts, i.e. the standard
kinematic relations (expanded for a three-dimensional case) to describe the global beam behavior and a
supplementary additional field that represents the local warpings _th/n andout-of_e cross-section
plane. It has been shown that, in the most general case, these beam warping functions may be as
many as eighteen. Furthem_re, it was assumed that the magnitude of this additional field is direcdy
proportional to the local six stress resultants.
Using a weak form finite dement based numerical technique, preliminary num e__'_ results for a
static and a free vibration cases have been obtained. These numerical examples sho_, that the model
can predict the displacements and the stresses exactly for a shear tip loaded cantilever beam. Due to the
anisotropy of the material, stress distributions do not resemble the tsotropic counterpart for all six
stress components. Numerical results on the free vibration case (a free-free beam) show the coupled
mode shapes of bend/rig, tots/on, shear and extension, _y for higher frequencies.
The authors wish to acknowledge to the support of this research by the NASA -Langley Research
Center with R. C. Lake as the contract monitor.
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AP_HiiD_DI
The matrix [X ] is decomposed into three parts as follows
[Xl] T=
m
- 1 q>21,2¢P31,3 q321,3+q331,2 CP11,3 ¢P11,2
- q>22,2q_32,3 q_22,3+q>32,2 fPI2,3 1+q312,2
- q_23,2q>33,3 _23,3+q>33,2 1+q313,3 q_13,2
-- q>24,2q:_34,3 q_24,3+q>34,2 y+_I4,3-Z+_14,2
Z q725,2 q>35,3 _25,3+q33S,2 q915,3 q_15,2
-Y q>26,2 q_36,3 q_26,3+q:_36,2 _16,3 q916,2
<Pll - - - q>31 ¢P2t
¢P12 -- -- -- ¢P32 q>22
cP13 - - - ¢P33 q>23
q914 -- -- -- fP34 _24
q_5 - - - _P3s q>25
_ <P16 - - - ¢P36 <P26 _
, 1
1
- 1
! m
1-
1
(A. 1 .a,b)
_m
w,.._
 ,.L5
m.... _.3_1,2
-- -- _2,3 _2,2
- - %3,3 _3,2
-Z -- -- -- _4,3 _4,2
.... q>25,3 qu25,2
.... q>26,3 _,2
.... q)31,3 q)31,2
.... q)32,3 q)32,2
-- -- ¢033,3 q333,2
y -- -- -- (P34,3 q)3 4,2
.... q)35,3 q)35,2
.... q)36,3 q736,2
--q)31,2 "q)21,3 q)31,Y'q)21,2 -- --
--q)32,2 "q)22.3 q_32,3"q)22.2 -- --
--(])33,2 "¢_3,3 q_33,3-q_23,2 -- --
-q)34,2 -q)24,3 q_34,3"q_4,2 Z y
--q_35,2 "q)25,3 q)35,3-q_25,2 -- --
--q)36,2 "q)26,3 q_36,3-q326,2 -- --
q_1_,3 q_l1,2 1 -
q_12,3 _12,2 -- --
-- -- _13,3 _13,2 - --
-- -- _14,3 _14,2 -- --
_15,3 q)]5,2 z -
_16,3 _16,2 "Y --
-- _1 1,2 -- _11,3 - 1
-- (012,2 -- q_l 2,3 -- --
-- _13,2 -- _13,3 -- --
-- _14,2 -- (Pl 4,3 -- --
- _15,2 - _15,3 - z
__ -- q_16,2 -- q_16,3 -- -Y __
, (A.I.c)
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where ( ),2 and ( ),3 indicate partial ded_tives with respect t0 the coordinate axes y and z,
respectively. Similarly, the array { c } is also decomposed into three parts as follows
,i I t I gt . , t 11 v_ _v
{El) T-- (U', V'"O z, W +Oy,Ox,Oy,Oz, U , V "0£, W"+Oy,Ox,Oy,O z ,0, O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), (A.2.a)
I
m
I
{_.:,)5(o.o.o.o.o.o.o,o,o.o.o,o.0.5 (,,,Y], (o:],O.5
0.5[(0_)_+(0,)_],-0,Ozv'O_,w'O_,0 0,0,O, 0,0,0,0,0,0,
o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o), (A.2.b) I
{¢'.,}5(o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,.'.',.Iv'-O_),
_w'+o.),,'o_ '_'o.,'_'o:' ".,w'(_'-o_),w_w'+o,),
* I * t I l mwo_,,,,o..,,,o_,o_.'.o_(v'-O.),e_(w'+O,),o_o_.
. . ( ) (' ,) ' . .O_Oy, O_Oz,Oyu',Oy v'-Oz,Oy w +Oy, OyOx, OyOy, OyOz,
_) _( ) ' , ,
-O_u',-o_(v'-o,-o w'%, -o_o_,-o_oy,-o_o_).
Matrices [m] and [mc]are definedas follows
(A.2.c)
i
I
m
I
m
m
Fl
wh_e
[mc]= I
[m]=/ O({ml}{ml}r+{m2}{m2}7+(m3} {m3}T)dA,
{_x(_rr/2}{m3}qm3} {m2}_+t'_({m3 } {ml}T-{mll_m3}_ +
_'_z({mx} {m2)T_m2 } {ml }7) } dA,
{ml}r=(1, O, O, O, z+qh3, -Y-_12, _lX, qux2,qu13,q_x4_cPls, q_16),
{m2}r=(O, 1, O,-z, _3, -qu22,q>21,qu22,q_23,q>24,qu25,q_26),
{m3}r=(O, O, 1,y, _3, -q>32,q>31,_32, q>33,_4, q>35,_6).
Matrix [ks] is defined as follows
where
[k_] = l
([k.]÷[k,]'),
iD {(['_:+_"_:){ml__ml }T+(["]2+_'_:){m2}{m21T+(_"]x2+_,y2){m 3}{]?'/3}T
-2c6c_{m2}{m31r-2c_,_c_{mt}{m3}r-2c_{ml}{m2}r dA.
The array{fcf}isdefinedas follows
{fcy_= P l(O,y+t"2z)(hx+x)lml_+(fl2+a:){hy+y){m2}+(a2+t'ly2)(hz+:_)lm3}-
flx(f2z(hz + z)+ _r(hy + y))_m, }-f_,(flz(hz+ z)+f)x(h x+x)){m2}-
flz(f2x(hx +x)+D,y(hy + y)) {m3 } } dA .
(A.3.a)
(A.3.b)
(A.4.a-c)
(A.5.a)
(A.5.b)
(A.6)
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Extension-Bend-Twist Coupling Behavior of Thin-Walled Advanced Composite Beams with
Initial Twist
by
J. B. Kosmatka*
Department of Applied Mechanics and Engineering Science
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, California 92093
Abstract
An analytical model is developed for assessing the
extension-bend-twist coupling behavior of nonho-
mogeneous anisotropic beams with initial twist. The
model is lormulated as a coupled two-dimensional
boundary value problem, where the displacement
solutions are defined with pretwist-dependent func-
tions that represent the extension, bending, and
torsion, and unknown functions that represent local
in-plane deformations and out-of-plane cross-section
warping. The unknown deformation functions are
determined by applying the principle of minimum po-
tential energy to a discretized representation of the
cross section. Numerical results are presented that
fully verify this approach and illustrate the strong
extension-twist coupling behavior present in
pretwisted beams with thin-wall laminated composite
cross sections as a function of ply angle, initial twist
level, and initial twist axis location. Cross-sections
analyzed include; thin laminated rectangles with ei--
ther asymmetric or symmetric ply stacking se-
quences and a thin-wall single cell D-section com-
posed of a graphite/epoxy woven cloth.
Introduction
From tilt-rotor aircraft to jet turbines, rotor
blade manufacturers are incorporating fibrous com-
posite materials into their current designs as a
means of reducing weight and costs, and controlling
deformations. In a general sense, a laminated com-
posite rotor blade can be described as an elastic
beam that exhibits generally anisotropic behavior,
where irs shape is generated by rotating a nonho-
mogeneous airfoil (irregular) section about an initial
twist axis. The beam can have a helical line of cen-
troids, since the section centroid is not required to
lie on the initial twist axis. Thus, the application of a
simple extension load will result in elongation,
bending, and twisting of the beam. This coupled
behavior is dependent not only upon the material
* Assistant Professor, member AIAA, ASME, AHS.
Copyright® :991byJ BKosm,,tkaP,,blishedbythe
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property definition of the laminated section, but also
upon the initial twist axis location and the initial
twist level.
Exact analytical solutions to this type of
problem do not exist and are generally intractable.
Fundamental studies [1,2] derived the governing
two-dimensional coupled equations for the exten-
sion-torsion behavior of pretwisted and spiral
(helical) isotropic bars. Closed-form solutions for
the extension-torsion behavior of helical isotropic
bars with simple (off-centered circle and ellipse)
cross sections were developed in [3] using a dis-
placement formulation. Numerical results clearly illus-
trate the interaction between pretwist and local
cross-section deformations. A recent study [4] de-
veloped an analytical model for pretwisted isotropic
beams with an arbitrary cross section, where the
Ritz method is applied to determine the pretwist de-
pendent in-plane deformations and out-of-plane
warping of the cross-section before studying the
extension-bend-twist coupling behavior. Numerical
results demonstrated the pronounced effects that
pretwist and initial twist axis location have on the
section deformations, extension-torsion coupling
behavior, and section properties of solid and thin-
wall multi-cell airfoil sections. Investigators have
developed other isotropic models based upon either
thin shell theory [5] or approximate technical beam
theories (for example, [6-10]).
Pure bending of pretwisted isotropic bars with
simple homogeneous sections has also been
addressed by investigators. Maunder and Reissner
[11] developed approximate solutions using a thin
shell theory for narrow rectangular cross sections.
Goodier and Griffin [12], using a stress formulation,
developed an elasticity model assuming that the so-
lution can be represented by a pretwist dependent
power series. Results using the first few terms of
the series for a thin elliptical cross section show
that curvature will increase significantly for the stiff
plane of the cross section, but the curvature in the
soft plane remains virtually unchanged.
Independent of the above research on
pretwisted isotropic beams, investigators have de-
veloped solutions for the behavior of prismatic
anisotropic beams with a nonhomogeneous irregular
cross section. Initially, a mathematical formulation
q.i
with an existence proof was derived based upon an
assumed displacement field, but no numerical results
were given [13]. Approximate solutions, which in-
volve solving a coupled two-dimensional elasticity
model via the Ritz method, have been developed
[14-16]. In [14], the solutions are determined by un-
coupling the local cross-section deformations from
the global beam deformations and solving both
simultaneously, whereas in [15,16], the global beam
solutions are derived first using Saint-Venant's
inverse method and then only the local in-plane and
out-of-plane section deformations require
calculation.
The objective of this paper is to develop an
analytical model for studying the extension-bend-
twist coupling behavior of nonhomogeneous
anisotropic beams with initial twist. The model is
formulated as a coupled two-dimensional boundary
value problem, where the displacement solutions are
defined in their most general form including: (1)
pretwist-dependent functions that represent the ex-
tension, bending, and torsion, and (2) unknown
functions that represent the local in-plane deforma-
tions and out-of-plane warping of the cross section.
The unknown deformation functions, which are as-
sumed to be proportional to the local axial strain,
bending curvatures, and torsion twist rate, are de-
termined by applying the principle of minimum po-
tential energy to a discretized representation of the
cross section (Ritz method). Finally, the extension-
bend-twist coupling behavior is studied using the
equilibrium equations of the cross section. This
model has direct applications to both highly
pretwisted aviation propellers and jet turbine (turbo-
fan) blades, which have thin built-up solid laminate
sections, and composite tilt-rotor blades, which
have thin-wall closed-cell laminate sections.
Three sets of numerical results are presented.
Initially, the extension-twist behavior of a flat
(untwisted) laminated plate with an asymmetric
(angle ply) lay-up is analyzed to verify that the cur-
rent approach reduces to classical laminated plate
theory. Second, the extension-bend-twist behavior
of a thin solid laminated strip with initial twist is
studied for different ply angle orientations and
stacking sequences (asymmetric, symmetric),
pretwist levels, and initial twist axis locations.
Finally, a pretwisted beam having a thin-wall Dosec-
tion composed of a graphite/epoxy woven cloth,
similar to the effective structural section of a tilt-ro-
tor blade, is analyzed to illustrate how ply orienta-
tion and initial twist can be combined to produce ei-
ther maximum or minimum extension-twist coupling
behavior.
Theoretical Derivation
Consider a long elastic beam, of length/, where
the lateral surface is generated by rotating an
arbitrary nonhomogeneous cross section about an
initial twist axis (z-axis). This cross section is de-
fined using (n) triangular and/or quadrilateral subre-
gions, where each subregion can have a unique ho-
mogeneous anisotropic material definition. See Fig.
1. The beam may have a helical line of centroids
since the modulus weighted section centroid is not
required to lie on the initial twist axis. A space-fixed
orthonormal vector set (x,y,z) and a curvilinear co-
ordinate system (_,rl,z) are used to analyze the
beam, where _ and r/ align with the x and y axes at
the beam root (z=0), but rotate with the section
about the initial twist axis. Thus, both the section
geometry and the material properties are functions
of _ and r/only. The two coordinate systems are
related using
icos, z,,n,oz llx// _?/= -sin(ez) cos(az) Y ' (1)
where cx is the initial twist per unit length. The con-
stitutive relations for the ith subregion of the cross
section, are given as
(2.a-b)
where the i th stress and strain vectors are given as,
ITa(,l / =
(2.c)
:, o,7,7(,') Czz(,1 _(,1 i
(2.c0
, }l e_('), e_('), rzz(_), 7_z(') , _'_z(') , 7¢_(')
and the material stiffness [C( i)] and compliance
IS(O]-matrices for each of the subregions in the
curvilinear frame (c_,q,z) must obey [C( i)] =[s(i)] "1.
These matrices will be fully populated with up to 21
distinct coefficients when the subregion material
classification is either anisotropic or the subregion is
composed of fiberous composite materials, where
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the principle fiber directions do not align with any of
the curvilinear coordinates.
The applied stress distribution on the ends of
the beam (z=0,/) is statically equivalent to an applied
extension force P that acts along the initial twist
axis and a general moment M that Can be de-
composed into components Mx, M_, and Mz about
the x, y, and z axes, respectively. Furthermore, the
ends of the beam are free to warp so that the twist
is uniform along the length. A general moment is
required for two reasons; (1) P does not act
through the centroid and thus effective bending
moments are produced, and (2) the solutions to the
bending and torsion problems are coupled for gen-
erally anisotropic beams due to the presence of the
C34 and C35 terms in the material stiffness matrix.
Assuming that the body forces are negligible and a
stress free condition exists along the lateral surface,
then the stresses within the cross section must
satisfy the following equations of equilibrium:
'_. O'zz(0 dA (_)= P,
i=1 A (0
f r/_zz (0 dA (h = M_,
i= 1 J A (_)
_. _azz (_)dA (0=. Mr/,
i=1 A o)
(3.a-d)
n I (_rr/z O) r/r_zO])- dA ('_ = Mz ,
i=1 A (/1
where, A(_) is the area of the i th subregion and M_
and Mr/ are components of the applied moment
about the _ and "r/axes that satisfy
/ M_ / =[ cos(ez) sin(az) _'/ Mx I
.in,.,oo"oz'J ' /(4)
The displacement distribution for each subregion
can be written in its most general form as global
functions that represent extending, bending, and
twisting of the beam and local functions that
represent warping of the nonhomogeneous cross
section;
u(O = Uo(Z)-r/eo(z)+ vq0),
vO)= vo(z)+_eo(z)+ _2 (0, (5.a-c)
w(O= Wo(Z)-_$_(z)+ _(z) + w3('),
where Uo, Vo, Wo represent z-dependent displace-
ments in the ,_, "r/, and z directions, respectively, ¢_,
@r/,and 80 are rotations of the cross section plane
about the _, r/, and z axes, respectively, V1 and
are deformations in the section plane (including
Poisson contractions), and V3 describes warping
out of the section plane. These functions (V](0,
_,_(=),V3fl)) are assumed to; (1) be directly propor-
tional to the axial strain, bending curvatures, and
twist rate within the cross section, (2) be uniform in
the curvilinear coordinate frame (function of ,_and 7/
only), and (3) have first-order continuity across the
subregion boundaries.
Assuming a two-dimensional strain state, one
can derive the final form of the z-dependent
functions as
Uo(Z) _,'r/{ sin(az)l= (=z)cos(=z) -
c_2
- =<!1 - cos(=z) - (,_z)sin(c,z)],
a2 _
_'=l_ sin(az)}vo(z)= ---z-'-_(_z)cos(c_z)-
c_2
I
+ _2211- COS(eZ)- (o_z)sin(czz)_ ,
(6.a-t)
wo(z)= e z,
O_(z) = 1 - COS(O_z + sin(o_z ,
eo(z) = e z,
where, e, _'_, _'r/, and 8 represent the extension
strain, the bending curvatures of the beam in the ,_-z
and _-z planes, and the elastic twist per unit length,
[]
E_
m
respectively. The current approach reduces to the
models in [3, 4, 12] for isotropic materials.
The i th strain components are found using the
displacement relations from (5.a-c) and (6.a-0
e_(') = _14 ('), _,7 (') = V2,_('),
ezz(') = e- _r_ + r/_r/+ c{DI/8('),
7_z(') 8_+ VO,r/(i)+ _lFl(i)+DIF2(i)), (7.a-f)
_,,:,(,')= 'e ,_+ _.i('_- ,_(_2(,)-D_1('_),
7_,7(') = vl,n(") + _/24(') ,
where, the symbol D is an operator defined as
D = r/-_- - q--_- . (7.g)
Determination of the Local Cross Section
Deformations
The local deformation functions for an arbitrary
nonhomogeneous anisotropic cross-section are
determined based upon the principle of minimum
potential energy along with a discretized represen-
tation (finite element modeling) of the cross section.
Although the displacement field is fully three-dimen-
sional (Eq. 5.a-c), it is explicit in the z direction, thus
only the two-dimensional cross section needs to
analyzed. This approach has been applied success-
fully to such problems as torsion and flexure of
prismatic isotropic [17], monoclinic [18], and
anisotropic beams [i5,16], and the extension-tor-
sion coupling behavior of pretwisted isotropic
beams [4].
The local deformations must be determined for
each of the four cases (vir extension, bending
curvatures in the c;-z and r/-z planes, and the elastic
twist rate). Standard isoparametric finite element
methodology is employed so that most of the details
can be omitted. Each material of the cross section
is approximated using either quadrilateral or triangu-
lar subregions where the local deformations are rep-
resented as
} (8.a-d
where [N(i)(_,T1)] is a bi-quadratic isoparametric in-
terpolation function and {_'1(i)}, {_'2(i)}, and {'./-'3(0}
are nodal displacements on the ith subregion
boundary in the _j, r/, and z directions, respectively.
The strain vector (Eq. 2.d) of the ith subregion can
be written in matrix form in terms of the unknown
local deformations and the extension strain, bend-
ing curvatures, and elastic twist rate by substituting
the interpolation functions (Eqns. 8.a-c) into (Eqns.
7.a-f);
where
fB{h t =,
l/ /+Fq°}
NI')(:',T/).._ 0 0
0 N_;)(,.-',r/)." 0
0 0 c_DN("(-_, r/}
r._N(")(:;,r/} (-zON:'_(_, r/) N(i)(_, r/). n
't_ , (i_,. ,
c_DN(')(._,rl) -=N' {_,_) Iv t-',r/L._
(9)
([),N I_,r/j._ N("}(_,:,'/).¢- 0
(l(a)
(10.b)
and
i
0000
0000
I-$_o
ooo_
i
_000-_
0000
(10.c)
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Similarly, the displacements (Eqns. 5.a-c) could also
be written in matrix form in terms of the local cross
section deformations and the vector {b}.
The principle of minimum potential energy is given as
n
-_ . =o
i=1
(11)
where n is the number of subregions, &U(i) is the
variation of the strain energy with respect to the
unknown local deformations of the i th subregion
given by
I T i dA(_)dz ,
(12.a)
and &We (i) is the variation of the work of external
forces of the i th subregion that results from the
applied tractions on the beam ends;
Ji I== "t_ZOV2 +GZZO_ 3_W;i) (_ i _zOIl/' + ('_ . ('_
- _zo_v_ + Tnzo_v2 +G'zz3V3
dA (i)
(z=L)
(I2.b)
dA (I) .
(z=o)
The virtual work expression will reduce to zero since
both the stresses and the local cross section de-
formations are assumed to be independent of the
axial coordinate (z). A set of linear algebraic equa-
tions for determining the local cross section defor-
mations in terms of {b} is obtained by substituting
Eqns. (9) and (12.a) into Eq. (11) and carrying out
the integration over the beam volume. Writing this
set of equations for the _'h subregion;
where the stiffness matrix is defined as
II I rl'rT1K (_) = L B (_) C (_) B (_) dA (_) (14.a)
(,)L J L _IL U
=
and the force mar'fix is presented as
= L B(/) C(i) fb dA(')" (14.b)
(,)
Since both the stiffness matrix ( [K( i)] ) and the
force matrix ( [Fb (i)]) are linearly dependent upon
the beam length (L), then the calculated local de-
formations functions are length independent and
(L) can be dropped from the above equations.
The matrix equations of Eq. (13) are assembled
into a complete model of the cross section using
standard finite element procedures. Unit solutions
for the local deformations (_1,_2,_3) can be
calculated for each of the four cases of {b} by
setting the appropriate value in the array {b} equal to
unity and the remaining three to zero. Thus, the cal-
culated deformation functions can be written in ma-
trix form as
(15)
where each of the four columns of [w(i)] are the unit
local deformations associated with the four cases of
{b}. Thus, the calculated functions for the first case
represent the local deformations as a result of ap-
plied unit axial strain (e) with dimensional units of
length per unit axial strain. Similarly, the second
and third cases define the local deformation associ-
ated with applied bending curvatures (_-_, _cr/)with
dimensional units of length per unit bending curva-
ture. Finally the fourth case describes the local de-
formation from applied twist rate (8) with dimen-
sional units of length per unit twist rate. Similarly,
the stress components of the i th subregion can be
expressed in terms of a set of unit stresses and {b}
by substituting Eqns. (15) and (9) into (2.a)
where
o-(")= b I'
'3.5
ir_
Ec'0]T '0I•E, ;I(17)
Relations could also be easily developed for the
displacements (u(i), v(i), w(i)) in terms of a matrix
of unit displacements and {b}.
A two-dimensional finite element program was
written where the cross section is discretized using
8-node quadrilateral elements and 6-node triangular
elements. The cross section is defined in a local
element coordinate system (,_e, r/e) that can be
arbitrarily positioned relative to the initial twist (z)
axis of the curvilinear reference frame (_,r/,z) using
offsets (_i, rh). The discretization of thin rectangu-
lar cross-section (c/t=10) using 40 quadrilateral ele-
ments is presented in Fig. 2.
Beh6vior of the Pretwisted Beam
The general behavior of the pretwisted beam
can be studied by making use of the calculated
stress distributions (Eq. (16)) and the equilibrium
equations of the cross section (Eqns. (3.a-d)).
Thus,
q
kll k12 k13 k14|
k12 k22 k23 k24
k13 k23 k33 k34
k14 k24 k34 k44
e
k-r/
8
P
Mn
M_,
Mz
(18)
where the matrix [k] is- symmetric based upon re-
ciprocityl For an untwisted isotropic beam, the
twist rate is independent of axial strain and bending
curvatures (k14=k24=k34=O), the diagonal terms
equal the nominal extensional stiffness (k11=EAo),
bending stiffnesses (k22=EIT?r/o, k33=El_=_o), and
torsion stiffness (k44=GJo). The remaining off-di-
agonal terms, which couple extension and bending,
are the first and second moments of inertia that re-
sult when the local axes (,_,'r/) are not coincident
with the principal axes of the section (k13=EAqo,
k12=-EA_o, k23=-El_r/o). These last three terms can
be used to locate the centroid and principal axes of
the section. For beams exhibiting generally
anisotropic behavior as _a (esult of material definition
or from the presence of initial beam twist, the ma-
trix relation of Eq. (18) will be fully populated.
The behavior of a "constrained" nonhomo-
geneous anisotropic beam with initial twist can be
studied by using Eq. (18) directly, where forces
and/or moments are applied to restrict global beam
behavior, but not cross section deformation. For
example, to place a beam in pure torsion with no
axial strain or bending (e = 0, e = _:_ = _'r/= 0), one
must apply an axial force and a general moment with
bending moment components that satisfy
= kl.__4.4, M_ _ k34, M.._._= k2.__.&4.
Mz k44 Mz k44 Mz k44
(19.a-c)
Positive (negative) ratios of (19.a) are associated
with the application of an extension force to keep
the beam from contracting (extending), whereas
nonzero terms of (19.b,c) signify that the general
moment is acting about a vector that is skew (not
perpendicular) to the cross section. Similarly, to
place a beam in pure extension with no bending or
twisting (e _ 0, 8 = _c_-- _-r/= 0), one must also apply
a general moment with components that satisfy
M_ k13, Mr/ k12 Mz -k14 (20.a-c)
P kll P kll P kll
These ratios agree with the equations developed by
Lekhnitskii [19] for untwisted generally anisotropic
beams.
The behavior of an "unconstrained" anisotropic
beam with initial twist can be studied by multiplying
Eq. (18) by the inverse of [k], which results in a
flexibility relationship. For example, applying an
axial force (P) produces extension as well as
bending and twisting that satisfies the following ra-
tios
_ a12 _'r/= a13 ._ a14 (21 .a-c)
e all e all e an
where aij are the Components of the flexibility matrix
[a] (=[k]'l). Similarly, applying a torsion moment
(Mz) results in extension and bending ratios of the
form
e_ a14 _=_'_ a24 , _'_1- a34 , (22.a-c)
8 a44 ' e a44 8 a44
Negative (or positive) ratios of (2i.Ci and (22.a)
correspond to untwisting (or further twisting) of
the beam as a result of an applied extension, and
contraction (or extension) from an applied twist
moment, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Three sets of numerical results are presented to
illustrate the capabilities of the current analytical
model and how the interaction of material and
pretwist definitions effect the extension-twist be-
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havior of thin-wall composite beams. Initially, a vali-
dation study is performed. Second, the extension-
twist coupling behavior of a pretwisted
graphite/epoxy strip, which is geometrically similar
_o a jet turbo-fan blade, is studied for an asymmetric
[_+$] and symmetric ([-+$]s) stacking sequence.
Finai!y_ a pretwisted beam with a thin-wall D-section
composed of a graphite/epoxy woven fabric is ana-
lyzed for different ply orientations and pretwist
definitions. This beam is geometrically similar to
blades used on tilt-rotor aircraft (NASA XV-15).
Verification Studies
Since published results do not currently exist for
the behavior ol pretwisted thin-wall advanced
composite beams, the current model was validated
using published results for pretwisted isotropic
beams and flat (untwisted) laminated composite
plates. Because the current approach will reduce
identically to the elasticity model of ref. [4] for
pretwisted isotropic beams, it is not necessary in
this limited space to show that the current model is
in exact agreement with the isotropic models of
Refs. [3-9,12] for helical beams having a thin ellipti-
cal cross-section. Interested readers should refer to
[4] for a detailed discussion and numerical results
that include the variation of section and extension-
twist coupling properties with pretwist definition
(initial twist level, initial twist axis location).
The extension-twist coupling behavior of an
_xially-loaded flat laminated plate (a=0, _i=r//=0) with
an asymmetric stacking sequence [:o] was analyzed
and the results were compared to classical lamina-
tion plate theory predictions [20]. The thin plate
cross section (c/t=lO) is composed of two plies of
unidirectional graphite/epoxy fibers, where each ply
is defined using 20 quadrilateral elements (see Fig.
2). The properties of the fiber system (Table 1) are
defined relative to an orthogonal reference frame
(1,2,3) where the 1-axis is coincident with the fiber
direction. The 1-2 plane of the fiber system is paral-
lel to the z-_ plane of the plate cross section and the
3 axis is coincident with the r/ axis. A ply angle (¢)
is used to locate the fiber direction (1-axis) relative
to the (z) axis, where a positive angle is defined as a
counterclockwise rotation about the 7/ axis for the
upper ply and a counterclockwise rotation about the
-r/ axis for the lower ply. If _)=0, then the fibers of
both the upper and lower plies are parallel to the z-
axis
The nondimensionalized ratio of the plate
untwist (e) for a given extensional strain (e) as a re-
sult of an applied force (P) can be expressed (from
Eq. 21.c) as;
.e.£.= a14 c. (23.a)
e a,
A similar relationship can be developed from classical
laminated plate theory by making use of the inverse
of the laminate stiffness matrix (commonly called
the "A-B-D" matrix);
8--c = --c=
e (exx)
(23.b)
where A11" and B16" are the coefficients from the
inverse of the laminate stiffness matrix that are as-
sociated with the amount of extension strain and
twist curvature from an applied in-plane force (Nx),
respectively. In Fig. 3, the variation of this
twist/extension ratio as a function of ply angle ($) is
presented for the current approach and for classical
laminated plate theory. These results illustrate that
the current approach is in exact agreement with the
classical laminated plate theory and that the maxi-
mum amount of positive (8>0) or negative (8<0)
plate twisting for a minimum amount of extension
strain (e) occurs when (¢)) is equal to 12o or -12°,
respectively. Furthermore, orientating the fibers at
either 0o or 90o will produce plate extension only
(8=-0).
Pretwisted Laminated Coml3osite Stri_3
The extension-twist coupling behavior of a
pretwisted graphite/epoxy strip, which is geometri-
cally similar to aviation propeller and jet turbo-fan
blades (0.1_<_c<0.2), is studied for an asymmetric
[__.e]and symmetric ([---(_]s)stacking sequence. The
thin 2-ply asymmetric cross-section of the verifica-
tion study (see Fig. 2) will again be analyzed except
now the strip has initial twist defined about the
centroidal axis (_/=r//=0). In Fig. 4, the nondimen-
sionalized extension/twist flexibility coetficient
(a14E11 c3) is presented as a function of ply angle
(_) and nondimensionalized pretwist (ac). For low
pretwist levels (ac_<0.01), the (a14E11c3) curve
undergoes a slight downward shift. This shift is a
result of untwisting of the axially loaded pretwisted
beam and thus the flexibility coefficient becomes
more negative for negative ply angles, less positive
for positive ply angles, and the zero coefficient
value shifts to a positive ply angle. For moderate
pretwist levels (ac=0.10), the downward shift of
the curve is substantial, where the initial twist re-
lated coupling values are of the same order as the
material related coupling effects and the ply angles
for maximum coupling have increased by 4o.
Furthermore, the ply angles for zero coupling has
shifted from 0o and -90 ° to 11° and 60o. Finally,
for large pretwist levels ((zc=0.20, 0.30), the
downward shift of the curve can be large enough
that eventually no positive or zero coupling exists
and thus an axially loaded pretwisted strip will al-
ways untwist independent of ply angle definition.
The variation in the extension stiffness as a
function of fiber angle and pretwist level is pre-
sented in Fig. 5, where EAo (=1/al lo) is defined as
the extension stiffness of a unidirectional flat strip
(c_=_=0). The downward shift of the curves for
moderate to highly pretwisted strips was expected,
since it is well known that adding initial twist to an
isotropic beam will lower the extension stiffness
(see [4]). The shift of the relative maximum from
($=0) to a small positive ply angle is a result of using
the material coupling to counteract the
twist/extension coupling associated with beam initial
twist. The ply angles for maximum extension stiff-
ness are equal to, for small initial twist levels, the
zero values of twist/extension flexibility (from Fig.
4). In Fig. 6, the twist/extension ratio (ec/e) is pre-
sented, where the maximum untwisting (negative)
for minimum extension strain generally occurs for
ply angles between 0o and -12o. The ratios for
maximum (positive) twisting undergo a significant
reduction and the ply angle definitions for zero
coupling are highly dependent upon the initial twist
level. Finally, for small to moderate pretwist levels,
the slopes of the curves can be extremely steep and
thus small ply angle changes will cause large changes
in the resulting ratios.
The torsion stiffness is presented in Fig. 7,
where GJo (=1/a44o) is the nominal torsion stiff-
ness of a unidirectional flat strip (a=¢=0). For strips
with small initial twist (c_c__0.01),the variation in the
torsion stiffness is nearly identical to a flat strip,
where the relative maximums occur at _=+45 °. For
moderate to large pretwist levels, the torsion stiff-
ness will increase (as expected), where the largest
increase occurs for small ply angles (near zero) with
the magnitude of the increase tapering off near
$=_45 o. These results are most interesting in that
ply angles less than --450 undergo the largest per-
centage increase.
A contour plot of the twist/extension ratio
(OWe) as a function of ply angle ($) and initial twist
axis offset along the chord (_,_0, r//=0) for the 2-ply
asymmetric strip with initial twist (_c=0.10) is pre-
sented in Fig. 8. The dashed contour lines represent
a mid-level between the solid contour lines. The
maximum negative ratios (-35) occur when _=0 and
$=-5 °, whereas a local maximum positive ratio (+15)
can be found at _/==0and @=200 but a global positive
maximum will occur at large values of _/'c. Thus, an
initially negative ratio can always be made zero or
,_ositive by shifting the initial twist axis outward
from the centroid. Finally, a region exists ($=45 o)
where the twist/extension ratio is independent of
initial twist axis location.
This thin rectangular graphite/epoxy cross-
section (c/t=10) was also studied using a 4-ply sym-
metric ([--+_]s)stacking sequence, where each ply is
defined using 20 quadrilateral elements (80 elements
total).and a positive ply angle ($) on the top and
bottom plies is defined as a counterclockwise rota-
tion about the 77axis and on the two inner plies as a
counterclockwise rotation about the -77axis. Initially,
the initial twist is defined to act through the section
centroid (c_/=r//=0). The twist/extension ratio (ec/e)
is presented in Fig. 9, where extension-torsion be-
havior occurs as a result of initial twist, since a flat
strip with a symmetric ply lay-up will always have
zero coupling. It is apparent that maximum untwist-
ing occurs with a 0o ply angle and for nonzero ply
configurations the amount of untwist is greatly re-
duced. Comparing Figs. 6 and 9, both cross-sec-
tions have the same magnitudes for _=0o, but the
asymmetric ply definition provides greater freedom
for controlling (optimizing) twist/extension cou-
pling.
The variation in the extension (EA/EAo) and
torsion stiffnesses (GJ/GJo) are presented in Figs.
10 and 1 i, respectively, where the curves are sym-
metric with respect to _=0o. Comparing the varia-
tion of the extension stiffness with the 2-ply asym-
metric results (Fig. 5), it is readily apparent that
both results agree for $=0o and the symmetric lay-
up results are nearly constant for small ply angles (-
10o_<0<_10o), whereas the asymmetric results are
extremely sensitive to small ply angles. Similarly, the
increase in the torsion stilfness agrees with the
asymmetric ply lay-up results (Fig. 6) for @=0o,
0>45o, and 0<-450, but the asymmetric ply lay-up
can have a much greater torsion stiffness for
00<@<450 .
A contour plot of the twist/extension ratio
(6c/e) as a function of ply angle (¢,) and initial twist
axis offset along the chord (_i_=0, r/i=0) with initial
twist (ac=0.10) is presented in Fig. 12. Again, the
dashed contour lines represent a mid-level between
the solid contour lines. The maximum negative (-32)
extension/twist ratios occur with _0 and _=0 °,
where changing the ply angle or initial twist axis lo-
cation will only increase the ratio. The values for
zero coupling are independent of ply angle and thus
negative coupling will always exist as long as (-
0.28<_'c <0.28), but this coupling can be small for
large ply angles.
Pretwisted Laminated Composite D-Section
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The extension-twist coupling behavior of a
pretwisted beam with a thin-wall D-section com-
posed of a constant thickness graphite/epoxy wo-
ven fabric is analyzed for different ply [@] orienta-
tions and pretwist definitions. This beam is geo-
metrically similar to the structural box beam used in
tilt-rotor aircraft blades (0.01<ac__0.10). The D-
section geometry is presented in Fig. 13, where150
quadrilateral elements are used to define the single-
cell planform. The material properties of the
graphite/epoxy woven cloth are given in Table 1 and
a positive ply angle _ is defined as a counterclock-
wise rotation about a outward normal (n)that is
perpendicular section surface. Thus, the ply angle is
defined relative to the local element coordinate sys-
tem to simulate the wrapping of the woven cloth.
Even though the wall laminate properties are sym-
metric, as a result of treating the woven cloth as a
single ply, the resulting beam will experience
twist/extension coupling because the effective
cross-section has an asymmetric material definition.
The twist/extension ratio (ec/e) is presented in
Fig. 14, where the complete behavioral range can be
described over a 90o ply angle period, instead of
the 180° period typical of uniaxial fibers. The flat
(a=0) beam section obviously behaves in a fashion
similar to the asymmetric ply definition (Fig. 6) with
positive and negative coupling for positive (0<_
<45 °) and negative (-45o<_ <0) ply angles, respec-
tively. Adding initial twist, about the cross-section
centroid (,_/=0.523c, r//=0), shifts the curves down-
ward with the largest changes in the magnitude oc-
curring with (-15o_<_ _<15°). Finally, the magnitudes
are significantly less than the magnitudes associated
with the uniaxial fiberous material (asymmetric; Fig.
6, symmetric; Fig. 9) because the woven material
has a lower extension stiffness to shear stiffness
(E/G) ratio. A contour plot of the twist/extension
ratio (ec/e) as a function of ply angle (e) and initial
twist axis offset (0<,_yc<l, r//=0) for (_c=0.10) is
presented in Fig. 15. This plot has many of the
same features of Fig. 8, with maximum positive and
negative regions occurring with the initial twist axis
acting through the cross-section centroid. The zero
coupling, which encircles the negative coupling, can
be approximated as a series of parallel (vertical)
lines, as opposed to the two horizontal parallel lines
for the symmetric strip (Fig. 12). Thus, the zero
coupling is nearly independent of the initial twist
axis location for most the chord length.
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Table 1: Material properties of T300/5208
graphite/epoxy unidirectional fibers and
woven cloth.
unidirectional fibers woven cloth
Ell 132.2 GPa 80.32 GPa
E22 10.75 GPa 80.32 GPa
E33 10.75 GPa 10.75 GPa
G12 = G13 = G23 5.65 GPa 5.65 GPa
Vl 2 0.239 0.050
Vl 3 0.239 0.239
v23 0.400 0.239
l'v'q _rX ¢
MZ
Fig. 1 Nonhomogeneous anisotropic beam with
initial twist.
qe _ initial twist axis
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Fig. 2 Finite elemenl discretization of a thin
rectangular cross section (c/t=10).
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Fig. 7 Torsion stiffness of a 2-ply asymmetric [+__]
graphite/epoxy strip with initial twist about
the centroidal axis (_/=r//=0).
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Fig. 10 Axial stiffness of a 4-ply symmetric [---¢']s
graphite/epoxy strip with initial twist about
the centroidal axis (_/=_1/=0).
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Fig. 12 Contour plot of twist/extension ratio for a
4-ply symmetric [+_]s graphite/epoxy
pretwisted strip (ac=O.lO).
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Fig. 15 Contour plot of twist/extension ratio for a
woven graphite/epoxy D-section with
(ac=0.10).
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